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inTRODUCTIOn

The future never seemed so stark, real, and utterly compelling. DukeNukem 3D blazes

uncharted trails in the 3D action game genre, immersing you into an ominous and
futuristic universe that is as imaginative and alluring as it is deadly. More than a tech-

nical and artistic achievement, DukeNukem 3D is virtual red-hot candy for the senses.

DUK£') nCVER EHDinG $AGfl

As Duke Nukem, you return to Los Angeles in a stolen alien vessel, expecting a hero's

welcome. After all, you defeated the Rigelatins and blew up their ship in Duke Nukem
II. Before that, you saved humanity from the clutches of Dr. Proton and his assassin

automatons in the original Duke Nukem. But, instead, you're nearly blown out of the

sky. L. A. is under siege. A wave of alien races landed while you were gone, and they've

taken over. Their intentions aren't clear, but one thing is for sure— all over the city

there are hundreds of helpless human females encased in cocoons who don't look par-

ticularly happy. Welcome back to Earth, Nukem. You're here just in time to save

humanity (again) and find out what the aliens want with our chicks.

THE LOAD DOUJn OH THE (OFTUfflRE

The full version of Duke Nukem 3D consists of three unforgetable episodes:

./ L.A. Meltdown

iv Lunar Apocalypse

v> Shrapnel City

Each episode, in turn, contains a number of levels. L.A. Meltdown, which is

included with this book/CD-ROM package, is widely available as shareware. It has five

levels and one secret mission (for a total of six levels) . Lunar Apocalypse and Shrapnel

City each have eleven levels (two of which are secret). Altogether, then, the full ver-

sion offers twenty-eight exciting, virtual 3D environments to explore and conquer.
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UJHO l( DUK£ nUK£fn AHD UiH^ SHOULD AHyORC (flR£?

Intrepid, tearless, buff, blond, and good looking, these qualities might be used to

describe many West Coast surf riders. But there's a lot more to Duke Nukem. a twenty-

first century Californian. than his legendary' way with the waves and perfect, comic

book jawline. Duke Nukem might well be humanity's last hope from complete and

irreversible annihilation at the hands (or extremities, anyway) of alien invaders with

dark, sinister machinations.

Duke Nukem "s fame dates back to his now his-

toric defeat of Dr. Proton. In the original and very

endearing n(i/ct'Nu/ci7/!. a "scrolling screen" action

game, Duke is pitted against Dr. Proton and his

legions of evil robots. Armed with a powerful laser

gun, Duke overcomes ix'rilous traps and multitudes

of metallic assailants. Eventually, Duke brings Dr.

Proton's reign of terror to a sciTeeching halt.

In his second adventure, while giving a TV

interview (and shamelessly plugging his autobi-

ography. Why I Am So Great), Duke is snatched

by a UFO in Dnkc Nukem II. Millions watch in dis-

belief as Duke disappears in a luminous blue

beam, right in front of the studio cameras. The UFO's occupants, the dreaded Rigelatins,

want to drain Dukes brain thought patterns and port them onto their XSG Think-o-

matic War Computer. Simply stated, their objective is to squeeze Duke's mind dry for

the knowledge they need to bring Earth buckling to her knees. Rut our resourceful Duke

refuses to go down thai way. Using a small, hidden explosive in his molar, Duke breaks

free, destroys the Rigelatins' ship, and heads back to Earth m a stolen alien vessel.

^^fel This book is your guide to a

twenty-eight Duke Nukem 3D levels.

It will be your trusted and faithful

companion as you set out on yet

another excellent adventure in the

continuing Duke Nukem sago. It also

brings you close up with the real

people who made this gome happen

and lets you in on their insights and

muse-chasing.

HukpmN (urrpnt Enigma

iliis brings us to the present game. Puke Nukem .^D; a sophisticated, virtual reality

experience and Duke's most challenging adventure to date. Here's what transpires:

After piercing mother Earth's atmospheric veil, Duke directs the tiny, oneman
vessel to his hometown. Ix)s Angeles. But no sooner does he reach LA. airspace, when

a sudden blast renders the capsule into falling )unk. Barely able to eject, and precisely

at the right moment. Duke miraculously saves himself by landing on the roof of a

downtown skyscraper.

LA. is under siege by a colorful assortment of hostile alien races that have appar-

ently stormed the town and taken it over. Reptilian assault troopers and captains.
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mutated alien operatives known as pig cops, and monstrous octopus-like octabrains

have a tight grip on the city. But for all their physical diversity, the aliens share equally

in one regard—their contempt for humanity leaves no room for a shred of mercy. Why
are the aliens here? As Duke Nukem, you plan to find out. Meanwhile, you must explore

your surroundings, get heavier weaponry, and kick some serious alien butt.

By the time he reaches the second episode, Lunar Apocalypse, Duke begins to

glean the aliens' Machiavellic agenda. They intend to crack the Earth apart like a giant

walnut and reap her bountiful mineral resources. The aliens' plan is most deplorable

and cruel, albeit, cleverly ingenious. By aiming their weaponry at California's San

Andreas Fault, they expect nothing less than to render planet Earth into a pile of rocks

for their subsequent interstellar mining operation. In other words, they plan to pound

our home planet with the equivalent of a cosmic wrecking ball. Meanwhile, there's

also something very strange happening to human females. Large numbers of them are

encased in slimy, pod-like cocoons. Is there a twisted bio-genetic experiment going

on? As Duke Nukem puts it, are the aliens "messing with our chicks?"

Will the aliens' fiendish plan succeed? Is humanity's fate irrevocably bleak? Will

Earth be ravished, her richness decimated by the rush of sinister miners from outer

space? And will the fate of Earth's female population be entombed in their cocoons?

Or will new, undreamt-of life spawn from such a most unholy union?

There's only one human alive that can answer these questions. His name is Duke

Nukem—your assumed identity in this simulation, no matter which gender you hap-

pen to be. Humanity awaits your reply. What's it going to be, Duke Nukem?

HAVE you GOT THE RIGHT HHRDUIHRE?

Besides nerves of steel, finely tuned reflexes, and above-average intelligence, to play

Duke Nukem 3D you need the following:

'.'. 486/66 CPU or better (a Pentium is recommended)

v> 8MB of RAM minimum

v> VGA graphics card

v> Sound card (Gravis UltraSound, Sound Blaster, WaveBlaster, etc.)

You can also play Duke Nukem 3D in higher resolutions—up to 800 x 600— if you

have a VESA compliant video card. Most of these cards have adequate drivers. But if

you experience video problems, try using UNIVBE, a driver widely available online.

Depending on your playing style and preference, you might consider using a Gravis
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Gamepad or joystick—though most players do quite well with the keyboard and mouse

combination alone.

UIHM DUKE nUKCm }D \S (0 GREAT

Here are a few of the reasons why Duke Nukem 3D soared all the way to number one

on the Internet's top 100 Games List, just days after its shareware release.

lt'fth(>}DEn?in(>, man

Considering the level of the competition and the magnitude of the stakes, upping the

ante in the electronic, 3D action game realm is not inconsequential. But 3D Realms

Entertainment, Apogee's brainchild (solely spawned to create advanced 3D games),

has done just that with its Build engine, the powerhouse behind Duke Nukem 3D. As

a 3D-rendering workhorse and development tool, the Build engine gives its creators

myriad new ways to construct convincing, interactive, and creative virtual architec-

tures. Thai's why in Duke Nukem 3D, you can experience:

Floors above floors Although games like DOOM. Heretic, and Dark Forces

let you climb or descend, their playing field doesn't allow the existence of

one floor above another. In Duke Nukem 3D, you have complete freedom

to roam. You can visit and explore areas directly above or below you.

\ Underwater movement To solve certain puzzles, you will have to cross

dangerous underground sewage systems or traverse the length of long,

sinewy bodies of water. You will be surprised to find how realistic your

movement and displacement become when you're submerged.

Chase view Press a function key and see yourself from a third-person

perspective, as though you were placing a virtual camera behind Duke

Nukem.

Slanted floors and surfaces No longer restricted to flat areas, Duke

Nukem cdii climb .ilong .steep, angular, and highly irregular terrain.

The ability to look up and down Your viewing vantage point is not

restricted to a flat plane. You can actually look up and look down. In

fact, while hovering with a jetpack, you can get a bird's-eye view of your

environment.
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Duke If Only m Good flf Hit Tooh

Besides the merits oi Duke Nukem 3D's Build engine, there are other nifty innovations

that mal<e Duke Nukem 3D the megahit it is destined to become. The full version of

the game offers the following features:

.. Support for up to eight players in an IPX network, which is common
in most office settings: Depending on your point of view, installing Duke

Nukem 3D on the office network could be seen as a productivity drain or

as a cathartic and ultimately beneficial release of energy. Duke Nukem 3D

is a featured attraction of Dwango and TEN, online platforms for multi-

player games. (The shareware version supports only four players.)

v/ A dazzling assortment of weaponry and equipment: Your arsenal runs

the gamut from semiautomatic pistols, shotguns, pipe bombs, and a

rocket propelled grenade, to more exotic weapons such as a crystal-

powered shrinker, a freezethrower, wall-mounted laser trip bombs, and

a doubled-barrelled devastator (The last four weapons are available only

in the game's full version.) Among the useful nonweapon items you can

score are scuba gear for diving, jetpacks for hovering over the scenery,

night vision goggles for optimum vision in dark conditions, protective

boots for running or crossing over toxic canals and pools, and even

testosterone-laden steroid pills for sudden power surges.

'Iv Build, a map tool editor: This tool can let you create additional Duke

Nukem 3D levels in real time and in 3D. Modifying existing levels is also

a breeze with this tool. Even if you have never so much as decorated a

room before, you might discover there's a hidden architect inside you

waiting to be let out.

v/ Edit Art, a dedicated bitmap editor: With this program, you can place

new graphic elements into your maps, whether these are new aliens,

weapons, or textures. In sharing its development tools with you, the enthu-

siast, 3D Realms' philosophy is manifest and encapsulated by Greg Malone,

Duke Nukem 3D's producer, who sums it up this way: "Give the power

to the users."

XV
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B£TUJ£CnTH£ (OV£R)

This book, written in close collaboration with 3D Realms and Apogee designers,

coders, dreamers, and artists at large, is your official handy reference to the coolest,

most inventive 3D action game this side of DOOM and Descent, the inimitable Duke

Mukcm ^^.

Rot flnothpr (illij Uratp^ij Book

nuke \'ukfin M^ Siratci^u'^ Ai Secrete is not your average hint and strategy guide. This

substantive tome is chockful of timely and useful information. Between its covers you

are likely to find the knowledge to become a skilled and serious, if not an outright for-

midable, contender. But beyond any skills you might acquire, there's another reason

why having this book will make you feel good.

Throughout these pages, you will read amusing anecdotes and inside stories from

the talented members of 3D Realms' Duke Nukem 3D team. Find out what agonies

and triumphs paved the way for Duke Nukem 3D to reach fruition.

To accommodate new as well as experienced players, this book is composed of three

parts:

Part I Tlu' Basics of Duke Nukem 3D

Pan 11 Duking it Out

Part ill Duke Nukems Cognoscenti

PART I THE BASICS OF DUKE NUKEM J D This section of the book is required

reading for every new Duke Nukem 3D player. If nothing else, it can help you avoid

an early demise by giving you the basic tools and information to start your foray in

Dukes fantastic universe.

For those who just cannot wait to get into the action and prefer learning on the fly.

the ver>' first chapter takes vou on a brief, but instnictional. tour of Hollywood Holocaust,

the very first level in L.A. Meltdown. If you re more of a studious type, you might skip

the tour and focus instead on Chapters 2 and 3. These Chapters get you acquainted with

your powerful arsenal and et^uipment. introduce the unsavor>' company vou will keep,

and show you some essential fighting and strategy skills (for both solo and multiplayer

modes). You also get a briefing on using the game's menus and controls. Finally, you

will learn how to interpret and understand the set of maps that introduce each level in

Part II. and you will be given some tips to help vou reign victonous in your own episodes.
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PART II DURING IT OUT This is where the flying shrapnel from the pipe bomb
meets tough alien flesh. If you are already famiUar with the material in Part I, then you

are ready to go bust heads, and so you must. Here is where you get to roll up your

sleeves, grit your teeth, and get ready for an all-out assault to thwart the aliens' dark

conspiracy. This section provides complete descriptions of each level, detailed maps,

proven strategies, and other helpful information. Find out the best routes, execute the

most effective techniques, and score all the power-ups, weapons, and equipment you

possibly can amass. If you want to know every secret in every level, this is the place

to go for answers.

PART III DUKE NUKEMS COGNOSCENTI This Section of the book is a bag-

ful of goodies to supplement your Duke Nukem 3D enjoyment. First and foremost,

there is an interview with the creative talent at 3D Realms and Apogee. Peek inside

the heads of some of the most notable forces in the PC game industry, and see how

ideas and concepts churn in there. You also get in on the creative and technical labor

of love that gave birth to the heroic Duke Nukem 3D.

Another chapter runs you through the fundamentals of using the Map Editor and

Edit Art to guide you as you create your own virtual structures and render some bitmaps.

UJHATTHE (D-ROm M PACKinG

Besides L.A. Meltdown (the shareware episode of Duke Nukem 3D) , the enclosed CD-

ROM supplements the information in this book with:

'7: Blazing walk-through demos of all the game's levels, except for the

secret levels

v> Detailed, full-color graphics of each level's texture or surface map and

black and white renderings of each level's line map, all in PCX format

v" Shareware versions of many other popular offerings by Apogee and 3D

Realms as well as previews of coming attractions

The shareware game versions are stored in a directory named Apogee. The sur-

face maps are stored in a directory named Tx-maps, and the line maps are stored in

a directory named Lin-maps.
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WflRn HG
The CD-ROM's walk-

throughs can only be viewed if you

have the full version of Duke

Nukem 3D. Check the SYBEX

forum in CompuServe (GO SYBEX)

or the Sybex Web site

(www.sybex.com) for availability of

walk-through files for the share-

ware levels. You will get unpre-

dictable results if you attempt to

run the demos with the shareware

version of the game.

Vieujinv Ulalk-throu^h Dpmot

The CD-ROM included with this book con-

tains a collection of demo files for all but

the secret levels in Du/ce Nti/cfm 3D 5 three

episodes. In the Blazing through . . . sec-

tions in Part II, Duking it Out, you will see

boxed references labeled Disc Demo,

which contain the particular demo file

name you can copy to your Duke Nukem

3D directory. Each file presents a demon-

stration walk-through of play in a particu-

lar level. They allow you to take a break

from your keyboard, sit back, and see one

way to blaze through and solve a particu-

lar level.

(opijin? Demo Fikf

Do the following to copy a desired demo file from the CD-ROM into your Duke Nukem

3D directory or folder.

If the CD-ROM included with this book is not already loaded, insert it

into your CD-ROM drive and access the Blaze folder. Remember to start

your computer in MS-DOS mode.

Copy the dmo file for the walk-through you wish to view to your Duke

Nukem 3D directory. The files are named according to episode number

and level number; for example, Hollywood Holocaust's demo file is named

El -LI.dmo, Hotel Hell's demo file is named E3-L8.dmo, and so on.

With the Duke Nukem 3D directory active, copy the walk-through file so

that it writes over the file named Demol.dmo. For example, enter the fol-

lowing command to copy the walk through for Lunar Apocalypse's Warp

Factor level:

copy E2-L3.dmo demol .dmo
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You will be prompted whether to write over the existing demol.dmo file.

Press Y to respond affirmatively.

Start the game and the demo, by entering the following:

dukeSd /xblaze.con

The game will start as usual, and you will

see the walk-through you chose appear on

screen. Because the main menu automatically

appears over the demo, press the Esc key so you

can view the demo unobstructed on a full

screen.

RCADy, Aim . .

.

In short, this book delivers the goods, the infor-

mation, and the insight to prepare you for what

is sure to be a thrilling and most memorable

action-game joyride. Welcome to the not-so-

distant universe of Duke Nukem 3D.

noTC
Hi^ Before you can view any of

the walk-throughs included on the

CD-ROM, you must first copy the

file Blaze. con into your Duke

Nukem 3D directory. You need only

do this once. Start your computer

in DOS mode. If you ore running

Windows 95, press Alt-f-F4 and

select Restart the computer in MS-

DOS mode. Load the CD-ROM
(included with this book) into your

CD-ROM drive and access the

Blaze directory. Then simply copy

Blaze. con to the directory where

you installed the game. The default

name is DukeSD.

WARR HG
If you want to retain the

original Demol.dmo file, either

copy it to another directory or copy

it to another file name within the

gome directory.
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THE BflH(5 OF
DUk£ nukcm }D

Getting down to the basics, that's what this section of the book is all about. Think of it

as your basic training to get you into shape for the ensuing mayhem. If you are a new

player, the information in Part I is particularly germane to your survival. If you are a vet-

eran of past Dake Nukem campaigns, then this part of the book will allow you to work

out the kinks and get your feet wet with this new 3D version. Here is what you will find

in Part I:

Chapter 1, Spare Me the Details, I'm Ready to Pummel Alien Flesh, provides

a crash tour of getting started in Hollywood Holocaust, the first level in the

L.A. Meltdown episode.

Chapter 2, Duke's Enemies, Weapons, and Power-Ups, details the inventory

of weapons and power-ups at your disposal and the roster of adversaries

you will encounter.

Chapter 3, Mapping Out Strategy and Winning, provides you with recom-

mended game plans for tackling each level in every episode, including the

secret levels!



CHAPTER (pare flle the

Detailt, Tin Ready

to Pummel Alien Fle$h

Itchy fingers? Say no more. If you have already installed the game and

consider yourself a person of action who doesn't need much in the way

of explanations, you're in the right place. This lean and mean chapter

dispenses with formal briefings and introductions, places you smack in

the middle of the action, and guides you through some interesting alien

encounters as you learn to interact with your new virtual environment.

youRfnn^ion

Simply stated, your mission in Hollywood Holocaust (as it is in every level) is threefold:

Build your arsenal with weapons, ammunition, power-ups. and

special cardkeys that grant you access to locked areas.

Destroy the enemy.

Find the exit and move on to the next level.

To accomplish your mission, you must rely on quick reflexes, keen powers of obser-

vation, and a penchant for holding on to dear life.

G£TTinG yOUR B£ARinG)

After escaping from the tentacles of an alien brain-drain device and destroying the

craft where you were held captive, you head back to Earth and your native Los Angeles.
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But the small alien vessel you escaped in is shot down from the sky. Miraculously,

you're able to eject at the last instant and wind up atop a downtown building.

Apparently while you were gone, another wave of hostile aliens landed and took over

the city. Their plans are uncertain, but there's death and destruction everywhere. And

the dozens of human females encased in cocoons attest to a bizarre and fiendish alien

biogenetic experiment.

fl (Rfl^H TOUR Of HOLLyUIOOD HOLOCAUST

Get ready to mix it up on the streets of Hollywood! This crash tour gives you some

basic tools so you can embark upon your own exploration with a measure of confi-

dence. The crash tour shows you how to do the following:

Start the game.

Get acquainted with basic

movements and shooting.

Gather weapons, ammo, and

power-ups.

Blow away a few aliens.

(TflRTinGTHE GAfnE

For a more thorough intro-

duction to Duke Nukem 3D'%

menus, controls, and environment,

see Chapter 2, Duke's

Enemies,Weapons, and Power-Ups

and Chapter 3, Mapping Out

Strategy and Winning.

You can only start Duke Nukem 3D from the DOS prompt. So, be sure your computer is

running either in DOS or a Windows 95 DOS window. Then make the game directory

active. (For example, enter the command cd\duke3d to change the current directory to

"dukeBd. ") Then follow these steps to start Duke

Nukem 3D:

With the game directory active, at

the DOS prompt type duke3d and

press Enter. In a few seconds, the

program loads and the main menu

appears (see Figure 1.1).

If you haven't installed

Duke Nukem 3D on your system

yet, see Appendix A, Installation

and Setup.
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Although you con run Duke

Nukem 3D in a DOS window (in

Windows 95), 3D Realms, the mak-

ers of Duke Nukem 3D, recom-

mends that you run the game with

your computer operating under

DOS. If your computer's CPU is

any version earlier than a Pentium

90, you will get smoother game

ploy and avoid competing with

Windows 95 for system resources.

2. Use the arrow keys to move the spin-

ning selection cursors next to the New

Came option and press Enter Now you

must choose an episode to play, as

shown in Figure 1.2.

3. Choose L.A. Meltdown Next you get to

choose the skill level at which you want

to play, as shown in Figure 1.3.

4. Choose Let's Rock.

After a few seconds, you find yourself as

Duke Nukem on the rooftop of a downtown

building, watching your ruined vessel plum-

meting to the ground and leaving a trail of

PIC •> I . The Duke Nukem 3D main menu lets you start o new gome, set gome options, or

lood a saved gome
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FIGURE 1.2; Select an episode to play on this screen. Shareware users con only choose L.A.

Meltdown; the full version of the game lets you choose any episode.

FIGURE 1.3: Select a skill level on this screen. What will it be today?
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smoke in its wake. You also see your hands loading a hand pistol with a clip—now

you're ready to rock!

IT uimcFORfldion
Take advantage of the relative calm on the rooftop to get acquainted with Duke's basic

moves and controls. Because most people find the mouse/keyboard combination ideal,

the discussions of play techniques will assume that you too are using this same setup.

mr
Press Fl twice anytime for a

list of movement options and other

keystrolce controls.

Lookin? Around and Picking Uuff Up

The first thing you should notice is that you are viewing everything through Duke's

eyes. You have, for all practical purposes, become Nukem himself. Press T to walk for-

ward a few steps. Notice how your hand and your entire perspective weave slightly,

just as if you're really walking.

Walk backwards by pressing i. You will

probably bump against a small wooden crate.

Tlirn on your axis by pressing either «— or —».

You can also execute a swift 1 80-degree turn by

pressing the Backspace key. Go ahead, try it.

Standing in front of the crate, press A and T

simultaneously to jump up onto it. Press Pg Dn

to look for a pistol clip behind the crate. Move forward to drop behind the crate and

pick up the clip. To pick up any item on the floor, you simply walk over it. To pick up

items on higher surfaces, like tables or compartments, you simply get as close to them

as you can.

Now sidestep around the crate by pressing Alt and either <- or -» at the same time.

Use the direction keys to walk around the roof's central structure. Look up into the

L.A. skyline by pressing Pg Up. Be sure you

stand at a safe distance from those C-9 canis-

ters over in the corner. U's time to blow them

up and hit the streets.

Blouiin? Muff Up

Any time you have a weapon in your hands,

you are aiming in the general direction in which

1
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you are moving. To obtain a higher accuracy

rate, you have a crosshair at your reach any

time you need it. Press the I key to activate (dis-

play) a small and unobtrusive crosshair. Press

the I key a second time when you want to turn

the crosshair off.

Aim at the C-9 canisters, and shoot at them

by pressing either Ctrl key. To use the mouse to

shoot, click the left mouse button. Ifyou changed

the defaults with the Setup program, then use the

mouse button you assigned to this function. Brace yourself for the explosions. Notice that

the metal fan near the canisters is also blown to bits, leaving a gaping opening.

Runnin? and Aiming

Run to the gaping hole where the metal fan used to be. To inject speed into your move-

ments, press the Shift key in combination with the desired direction key. After a while,

it becomes natural to run or execute your movements with extra speed in this manner

But in certain situations, it is best to move slowly and deliberately with sudden bursts

of speed.

Drop into the metallic air duct, and fall

down to the street level. You will probably suf-

fer a few bruises from the fall. If your status

bar's display is turned on, a quick look at it

might show a slight decrease in health. You

won't have a whole lot of time to rub your sore

spots, though, before an assault trooper notices

you from his spot on top of a large crate across

the street.

Press Shift and T to run toward the shame-

less invader, aiming your weapon slightly

upward to catch him before he can reach

ground level or use his jetpack to escape. To

aim upward, press the Home key. In situations

where you need to aim downward, press the

End key. Pressing these keys is like pointing

uiflRn nG
Avoid standing too close to

the C-9 canisters while you are

shooting them. They're highly

flammable. You can be seriously

harmed if you're too close when

a canister goes off. By the same

token, C-9 canisters and other

volatile materials you will routinely

see on every level can prove highly

useful in battle. Use their explosive

power to your advantage when

you see your enemies standing

near them.
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i! nFff!

your head and your sight in the desired direc-

tion and keeping it there. To return to a normal

viewing position, press the 5 key on the numeric

keypad.

With the immediate danger gone, take a

look around and assess the situation. You are

at what appears to be the famous Hollywood

"Walk of Fame," but the name seems hardly fitting when your fifteen minutes could

be suddenly cut short. Your only friend right now is the gun in your hand, if vou are

to have a fighting chance, you must secure some heavier firepower.

Num Lock must be off to

use the 5 key to return to o level

viewing position.

Jumpin? and Uncovprin? SQiXQis

Looking amiiiul, you can t help Init notice the "Innocent" billboard at the end of the

street. Somehow you sense there's something not so innocent about the sign. So you

decide to get up there and investigate for yourself. But how can you get up there? The

large wooden crate gives you an idea.

Take a short running start toward the large crate (press Shift and T together). As

you pick up speed, punch the A key at the proper moment to let the inertia carry your

jump forward as you land on the top of the crate. Once on top. take a second hop onto

the slanted surface of the nearby building, it's a bit slipper\', but you can hold on.

Aiming higher, turn toward the ledge where the "Innocent" sign sits, and hop up a

third time. If you fall off on your first attempt, dont give up and tr\' again.

When you finally land on the ledge, listen for the small hydraulic platform that

lifts a rocket propelled grenade (RPG) launcher right below the sign. Walk over and

grab it immediately. You now have a weapon of awesome destructive power hoisted

on your shoulder. Before you hurt yourself with it, put it away by pressing the 2 key

on the keyboard to change back to the pistol. (You can also use the keypad when Num
Lock is enabled.)

Oppratin^ a Monitor and Findinv flnother Wcrpt

With the pistol in hand, )ump back onto the buildmg s slanted surface. Move parallel

with the building along the slant to the second or thin! window and jump inside right

through either oneway window. Notice the box of grenades on the platform in the

middle of the room. As you walk over to get them, dont be caught with your guard

down by the trooper who comes shooting at you from the dark corner of the L shaped
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room. Dispose of the trooper and grab the grenades. Notice that as you grab them a

message at the top of the screen informs you that you picked up something useful.

While you're in the apartment, take a second to scope out the security monitor-

ing system. Walk over to the monitor on the

wall at the northwest end of the room and acti-

vate it with the spacebar. Press the spacebar

again and notice how the scene on the monitor

changes. You are in effect gaining access to

multiple cameras installed throughout the level

and can see what's going on in other areas of

the Hollywood Holocaust level.

Pull back from the monitor using i. Now
go back to the south end of the room, and

notice the movie poster on the wall. Could it be hiding something? Press the space-

bar. Sure enough, it lifts and reveals a bottle of steroid pills.

The steroids could come in handy later, so stow them away. In other words, just

walk up to them to pick them up. Again, notice the message near the top of the screen

informing you of your good find.
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You may notice medkits

lying about here ond there as you

moke your way through the levels.

These ore identified by their red-

cross symbols. They come in two

sizes and can also boost your

health, although not as much as do

healing atoms.

you can also try sidestepping very quickly by

pressing the Shift key along with either of these

combinations.

When the troopers are no longer a factor,

run back toward the movie theater's box office.

Switch to the RPG launcher by pressing the 5

key on top of the keyboard.

At a prudent distance, aim directly at the box

office. Ideally, you want to annihilate the alien

hiding there and also blow a big hole in the

wall. With this objective accomplished, pull

out your gun again and venture forth into the

theater, where more enemies, weapons, and power-ups abound.

TAK£ ITFROm HERE

Your crash tour ends here, Duke. Froin this point on

,

you get to direct and star in your own action adven

ture pictures. Maybe an Oscar is a pipe dream. Settle

for surviving and reaching the next level. And of

course, save humanity along the way.

if the crash tour gave you enough to whet yoiii

thirst for more, feel free to go directly to the blooi!

and guts—meat and potatoes, if you prefer— part •'

the book: Part 11, Diikin^ It Out. However, if you can

to be somewhat more enlightened about the com

pany you will keep, the weapons at

posal. and other goodies, go ahead

Chapter 2.

If the numeric keypad's

Num Lock is turned on, you con

also use it to change weapons.

your dis-

and read





CHAPTER DukeN Enemies,
Uleapons, and
Pouier-Ups

Before plunging head-first into a mission that could determine the fate

of life on Earth as we know it, why not get acquainted with Duke's

adversaries and the weapons and equipment that can be used to defeat

them' Newbies and veterans alike will benefit from the factual infor-

mation in this chapter. If perchance you

went aboard the crash tour of Hollywood

Holocaust in Chapter 1 . then you alread\

have been exposed to a few members (H

the invading alien races. You also might

have learned something about the games options, weapons, and the

way you maneuver your player. On the other hand, you might have

skipped the tour altogether and chosen to start with this chapter

instead. Whatever the case, this chapter provides the solid foundation
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you need to enter Duke's universe knowing what to expect and how to handle your-

self. In particular, this chapter delves into the following:

Operating the game

Evaluating Duke's alien foes

Presenting Duke's arsenal

Controlling Duke's moves

Reading Duke's status bar

Checking out the online maps

OPERflTIHG THE GAfnC

Operating Duke Nukem 3D is simple and

straightforward. This section explains the sim-

ple mechanics for:

Starting a new game

Saving a game

Loading a saved game

Quitting a game

(TARTinC AnEUJ Gflmc

Here's how to start the action. (Be warned that

you might not only be starting a new game but

also a brand new addiction.)

If you haven't installed

Duke Nukem 3D on your system

yet, see Appendix A, Installation

and Setup.

m noTE
Presumably, Duke Nukem

3D is already loaded and running

on your system. If it isn't, in DOS,

access the game's directory

(cd\duke3d). Then, type duke3d

and press Enter. The game loads in

a few seconds.
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1. If the nuin menu isn't showing, press Esc.

2. At the main menu, use the arrow keys to move the rotating radioactive

signs (the screen cursors) to the NEW GAME command, as shown in

Figure 2.1, and press Enter.

3. At the Select An Episode screen, move the cursors to the episode of your

choice and press Enter. (See Figure 2.1.)

4. At the Select Skill screen, move the cursors to the skill level you feel you

can handle and press Enter. (See Figure 2.i.)

Get a move on. Duke, it's bust heads or lose.

Sflvinc fl Gflmc (n)

It is always a good idea to save a game in progress at regular intervals. That way, if

you come to a premature demise, you can always pick up the game from where you

left off. Otherwise vou must start from the level's beginning.

• WEB'8flni&? •'

S<*iJfi.r,<fr . .

-nun

n G U R I 2 1 It all starts with that first gome
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FIGURE 2.2: The Duke saga continues with your choice of three different episodes.

FIGURE 2.3: Just how much pain can you possibly enjoy? You get to decide on this screen.
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Another incentive to saving

your games has to do with your

weapon, ammo, and power-up

cache. If you are killed and haven't

saved your current game, you will

have to start over at the level's

beginning and forfeit your

entire arsenal.

To save a game in progress, do the following:

1. Press the F2 key. The game pauses and

the Save Game screen appears, as

shown in Figure 2.4.

2. Move the cursor to the slot where you

want to save the game, type a name in

the space, and press Enter.

You can save a game under any name,

phrase, or description you want, but it can be

no longer than 1 9 characters. Also, you can type over names for games that have been

saved previously. When you save over a game, however, be aware that the first game

is lost from memory.

The frame on the left side of the screen captures the current scene and then returns

you to the game. Then you can continue kicking butt or protecting your own.

LOADinO R (RV£D GAm£ (F3)

After you have saved one or more games, you can load any of them anvtime and con-

tinue playing. This is how you do it:

Use Quick Save (F6) after

you hove already saved a gome. At

you make further progress into a

level, you can update your saved

game without having to type a

name each time Simply press the

F6 key and then select Y (for Yes)

to answer the Save over lost game?

prompt.

1. If you are in the middle of a game,

press the F3 key. (Otherwise, press Esc

to display the main menu and then

choose Load Game.)

2. At the Load Game screen (see Figure

2.5). move the cursor to the name for

the game you wish to load.

Notice that the frame on the left side of the

screen shows the scene where the level will

start.
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wUt' iLi<«k.
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FIGURE 2 5 Choose the gome you want to relive all over again

flDJU^TinG THE 6flni[ [nviRonniEnT

If you Wcint to settle in for a productive and satisf>'ing session of Pake Nnkcm 3D, you

might as well tweak the game's environment options to set them up just the way you like

them. Adjustable options for game play include the following:

Picture adjustments

Sound adjustments

Mouse sensitivity

Parental control (Adult Mode)

The remainder of this section shows you how to set things just right for you.
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1

pi(TUR£ flDJuamcni^

The picture adjustments over which you can exercise control include the following:

Resolution (the level of detail)

Shadows (whether your enemies

cast them)

Screen tilting

Screen size

Brightness

noTC
If you are in the middle of a

game, press the Esc key first to dis-

play the main menu.

You adjust all of these options from the same Options screen. To make your adjust-

ments, do the following:

1. At the main menu, move the cursors to the Options command and press

Enter. The Options screen is displayed, as shown in Figure 2.6.

2. Move the cursor to the option you wish to adjust, and make the desired

adjustments as described in Table 2.1.

3. When you are finished setting your adjustments, press the Esc key to go

back to the main menu.

If you were in the midst of a game, you will return to the game with the new adjust-

ments in place.

)OUnD ADJU^TfnEnTS

The sound adjustments at your command include the following:

Music

Sound effects

Ambient noise
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TABLE 2.1: DUKE NUKEM 3D GAME OPTIONS
OPTION DESCRIPTION

Detail This option controls the level of resolu-

tion you will see on your screen You

hove two choices High and Low With

most systems. High is the only choice.

Even machines as basic as 50 MHz 486s

can still take advantage of the High

detail level.

ADJUSTMENT

Press Enter to tog-

gle between the

SHORTCUT

Press F5 to toggle

between the High

High and Low levels, and Low levels dur-

ing gome ploy.

Shadows This option controls whether your ene- Press Enter to tog-

mies will cost shadows or not gle between shod-

Chorocters that cost shadows require a ows and no

little more computational power shadows.

Screen When turned on (the default state), this Press Enter to tog-

Tilting option enhances the 3D effect by causing gle between screen

Duke to jerk his head (and thus, your tilting and no

view) whenever he is hit or dies screen tilting

Screen Size This option controls the size of the Press < or • to Press the or -f

gome play area on your screen A larger decrease or keys during gome

gome ploy area requires more cycles per increose the screen play,

second of computational power size respectively.

Therefore, the larger the screen, the

slower the gome will run Of course,

with Pentium 90s or higher, the speed

difference is barely noticeable

Brightness This option controls how dork or light

the picture appears

Press • or -to

decrease or

increase the level

of brightness

respectively.

Press F 11 to cycle

through the eight

levels of brightness

during gome play.

When you reoch

the desired level,

press the Esc key
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FIGURE 2.6: Tweak the game options to your heart's content.

Like their picture counterparts, the sound adjustments can also all be made from

the same screen. Here is how to set your own sound adjustments:

1. At the main menu, move the cursors to the Options command and

press Enter.

2. At the Options screen, move the cursors to the Sound option and press

Enter The Sounds screen appears, as shown in Figure 1.1

.

3. Use the arrow keys to highlight the sound option you want to control

and make your adjustments, as indicated in Table 2.2.

4. When you have adjusted the sound levels to your desire, press the Esc

key to get back to the main menu.
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FiaURI 2.7: Tweak all th (1 ad|ustmcnts.

TABLE 2.2: DUKE NUKEM 3D SOUND OPTIONS
OPTION

Sound

DESCRIPTION

This option controls whether you hear ony-

thing at all

ADJUSTMENT

Press Enter to toggle

between sound on and

sound oH

Music This option controls whether you hear any

music at all (The music, sound effects, and

ambient sound con be controlled indepen-

dently )

Press Enter to toggle

between music on ond

music off

Sound Volume This option controls how loud the sound Press • or 'to

effects will sound Sound effects include decrease or increase

explosions, alien growls, and the normal the sound volume

sounds that hoppen naturally as you interact respectively.

with the environment

Music Volume This option controls how loud the music will

sound

Press • or 'to decreose

or increase the music

volume respectively
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OPTION

Duke Talk

DESCRrPTION ADJUSTMENT

This option controls whether you hear Duke Press Enter to toggle

speak during game play. A man of few words, between talking and

Duke is known to use a few colorful expres- silent modes,

sions from time to time.

Ambiance This option controls whether ambient sounds

are present or absent. Ambient sounds ore

not necessarily produced by your interaction

with the environment. They are simply the

natural sounds of the environment you are

visiting.

Press Enter to toggle

between ambient

sounds on and ambient

sounds off.

Flip Stereo This option controls the sound signals going Press Enter to switch

to the right and left channels. You can switch the stereo channel

the direction of the signals so the left chon- signals,

nel becomes the right channel and vice

versa.

mousE (EnnriviTy

For most players, the mouse is a most useful interface device that allows you to move

swiftly and deliberately. In the aiming mode, the mouse gives you a great degree of

control in choosing and isolating your targets. Set the sensitivity of your mouse to your

liking and improve your all around scores. To set mouse sensitivity do the following:

1. At the main menu, move the cursors to the Options command and press

Enter.

2. At the Options screen, move the cursors to the Mouse Sensitivity option

and press <— or —> to decrease or increase the sensitivity, respectively.

PAREnTALCOnTROL)

If you want to keep the more mature material from the prying eyes of youngsters and

other, shall we say, prudish types, you can exercise the game's built-in parental controls.
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The procedure involves turning off Adult Mode and setting up a password. Without the

password, the player is barred from viewing human flesh. However, you will still see

plenty of blood, guts, and gore. To turn off Adult Mode:

1. At the main menu, move the cursors to the Options command and press

Enter.

2. At the Options screen, move the cursors to the Parental Lock option and

press Enter. The Adult Mode screen appears, as shown in Figure 2.8.

3. Press Enter to turn off the adult content of the game. The program will

prompt you for a password, so you can turn the adult material back on

when you wish.

4. 1\'pe a password of up to 12 characters and press Enter.

From this point on. if you wish to view the adult content while playing the game,

you will have to access the Adult Mode screen, turn on adult content, and type the

correct password.

FIGURE 2 8 Keep prying eyes locked out EKercisc your porcntal controls
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EVflLUflTinG DUKE'^ flLlEn FOEi

However unsettling, it's time to talk about the unsavory company you will keep when

you play Duke Nukem 3D. The hostile and predatorial cast of alien characters paying

you a visit is quite motley. Obviously a fiendish predatory alliance of unprecedented

proportions, the alien invaders are not here merely to study, explore, and dissect cat-

tle. They've assembled with the common goal of subjugating our world. Their agenda

also includes bio-genetic experimentation with unwilling human females. If you are

to fight and reach any level of success, you should definitely find out all you can about

these uninvited guests. It's up to you to crash their party in a big way and find out the

best way to bounce them back to the void where they belong.

AHAULT TROOPER) (TROOPER))

These reptilian-looking bipeds sport green vests, laser pistols, and jetpacks. The first

wave to invade the Earth, the assault troopers form the grunt front

lines of the alien alliance. Because they are highly mobile and capa-

ble of hovering, assault troopers are never easy to deal with.

Although they can be killed with a few rounds from your hand-

gun, assault troopers are seldom discouraged from their pursuit. As

their designated prey, you should never let your guard down when a

trooper lurks around. Each time a trooper's blast hits you directly, you

will experience as much as a 15 percent drain on your health.

AHAULT(APTAIA) (CAPTAIA))

These guys, who sport the higher ranking red vests, make up the next higher echelon

in the alien hierarchy. Like their minion troopers, the captains also sport laser pistols

and jetpacks. But in addition, they wear phased-induced teleporter devices on their

wrists. A captain can dematerialize at will only to reappear when you

least expect it, usually behind your back and firing at you point

blank. Don't let this happen to you, for each time you suffer a hit,

you experience a commensurate health drain of up to 20 percent.

Ouch! One way to avoid being caught from behind is to back up

against a wall when a captain has gone invisible. He will have no

choice but to reappear in front of you. Then your odds are a bit

more even.
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PROTOZOID Hini£R( (Uin)£R))

Equipped with a very simple nervous sysiem, these evolutionary throwbacks resem-

ble a giant mutated amoeba. After sensing your presence, protozoid slimers emerge

from their egg pods for the sole purpose of sucking your brain through your nose. What

drives them to do this is a complete myster>'. but it appears to be

hard-coded in their genes. Slimers also like to crawl up your pant

legs and work their way up to your nose. These creatures are

also quite elusive, as they are able to crawl along walls and ceil-

ings. They can also stretch their gelatinous bodies and bounce

from ceiling to floor. The best way to dispose of slimers is by stomp-

ing on them or shooting them with your handgun. The ripper chaingun is also a good

weapon to possess when you are surrounded by a colony of slimers.

PIG (0P(

At one point, these guys' motto was "to protect and to serve." But after undergoing

advanced mutation, the L.A. police force has become a mindless army of slaves serv-

ing the aliens' beckoning. The dreaded pig cops are indeed faithful servants and ruth-

less killers. Toting shotguns and exhibiting absolutely no fear, pig cops are determined,

unyielding opponents. Often announced by their growling snort, pig cops are good

shots. It isn't rare to see a pig cop drop to the ground to take careful aim before firing.

Your chances of overcoming an encounter with a pig cop get bet

ter if you are armed with a shotgun. But even so. and as if they

weren't tough enough, many pig cops wear protective body

armor. This can be a mixed blessing. Sometimes you can kill a

pig cop and claim his weapon or body armor. If they are avail

able, you will see these items fall next to a pig cop's bloated car-

cass. Get shot by a pig cop and expect at least a 20 percent drain

in your health. If you aren't wearing a body armor, the damage reaches

in the magnitude of 25 percent or even higher.

R£(On PATROL V£HI(LCt (RPV()

Highly maneuverable and fast. RPVs are single-user, anti-gravity transports that allow

pig cops to take to the air. Every RPV is equipped with powerful side-mounted laser
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cannons. A well-trained pig cop can give chase and swoop upon you in his RPV. In

addition, RPVs can hover indefinitely, allowing pig cops to get a fix on you and keep

you in the line of fire. Get hit by the RPVs laser cannon and experience a major health

m. loss of as much as 30 percent. Besides the laser cannon,

each RPV is also equipped with an automatic ejection seat.

This means that even when you pluck one from the air,

^ the pig cop will emerge from the wreckage and come

chasing after you.

ERFORCER)

Armed with blazing ripper chainguns, enforcers are charged with dispatching the

remaining human opposition. Their powerful hind legs enable these reptilian-looking

creatures to leap great heights. Their toughness is partly due to the fact that many

enforcers wear protective armor. Enforcers tend to run in packs, so

when you see one, you can usually expect to see a few more.

The shotgun is a good weapon to use against enforcers,

when you are facing them at mid ranges. Usually one

or as many as three shotgun blasts are enough to put

enforcers out of existance. Sometimes a dying enforcer will drop

his ammo load, which you can use for your ripper chaingun, or

his armor plate, which you can also use for your own protection.

OCTflBRflin^

Resembling a giant octopus with three ferocious eyes, an octabrain's massive brain

matter and trifocal vision make him a mysterious and most heinous enemy. These

unsightly creatures prefer to lurk in dark and moist places and are also known to take

to the air as easily as they dominate the depths of bodies of water.

Octabrains have a penchant for pouncing suddenly into view. Then,

by focusing their immense mental energy into a focused emana-

tion, an octabrain can nearly paralyze you from a single shock, shav-

ing your health by as much as 50 percent. At close quarters, an

octabrain relies on razor sharp, serrated teeth to saw you in half.
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BATTL£LORD

Each episode has one or more bosses, and the Battlelord is the first boss you will

encounter in the level known as The Abyss. A true mastodon, the Battlelord is the dead-

liest of all the aliens you will encounter in the LA. Meltdown

episode. The Battlelord's sheer size is enough to scare you

silly. Once you feel the impact of his over-under ripper chain-

gun, which also doubles as a mortar launcher, you'll be praying

for and seeking shelter. A sustained attack can decrease your

w^Jtl^w\m health at the rate of 5 to 10 percent per second. In the midst of a

lead flurry, the Battlelord can switch modes and launch spher-

ical explosives at your feet.

You'd better run. You'd better hide. You'd better devise a strategy before con-

fronting the Battlelord. If you can stay alive long enough to drive home about 30 to 35

rounds with your RPG launcher, you might enjoy the spectacle of watching the mas-

sive Battlelord crumble to the ground. This giant menace does not believe in going

gently into the night.

BATTLELORD URTRM

A smaller version of the original Battlelord, the battlelord is not quite as ferocious as

his taller cousin and is easier to kill, but he still packs a respectable amount of fire

power and should never be underestimated.

AHflULT (ommnnDER ((ommnnDER)

A massive hovering torso on a free floating anti-gravity deck, the assault commander

is a most formidable opponent for three main reasons. For one, in spite of his stately

port, he can levitate and dash through the air quite gracefully. Also, he can render

you to shreds in a matter of seconds. His anti-gravity deck is equipped with sharp

blades, and it doubles up as a food processor of sorts. One of the commander's favorite

methods of killing involves dropping over his victim with the

blades at full spin. Finally, the commander is extremely dan-

gerous even at long ranges. His posterior end. for lack of a

more anatomically correct term, is capable of launchmg

ileadly projectiles. Get hit by one and loose as much as 50 to

75 percent of your health.
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The best way to defend yourself and prevail over the assault commander is to keep

him at bay, dodge his incoming projectiles, and hit him with one or two RPG rounds.

If you are in close quarters, you can use the shrinker to bring him down to size and

then simply stomp him flat. If you don't have the RPG, the freezethrower can also be

extremely effective. Blast the commander until he turns blue, then break him into

shards with a simple bullet from your handgun or even by kicking him with your

mighty foot.

$£nTRy DRone (drohe)

This enemy is a mindless automaton with a simple program

running through its silicon-based brain: Seek Duke Nukem

and destroy him. Sporting anti-gravity units, sentry drones

are highly maneuverable and elusive. They can hover and dart

through the air at fast speeds. Once they trace you, drones will simply dive at you at

full speed, delivering an explosive charge capable of reducing your health by up to 35

percent. Drones are a lot easier to deal with when they are at a distance, where you

can pepper them with the ripper chaingun until they explode. If you hear the whin-

ning pitch of a sentry's anti-gravity unit engaging, you had better seek shelter behind

a thick door, wall, pillar, or whatever. A diving drone will often crash against obstacle

in its zeal to execute its program.

moon AHAULT LEADER

Sporting dual mounted rockets on his shoulders and a fast-speed chaingun in his under-

side, the Moon Assault Leader is one ferocious alien beast. The heavy harness around

his reptilian body holds his weapons and also protects him from injury. Sharp eyesight,

lightning quick reflexes, and a self-contained arsenal are among the top predatorial

tf&ifik characteristics gracing this grotesque creature. Whenever you are

forced to contend with the Moon Assault Leader, you will do well

to start out with as much health and armor as you can possibly

I
^1 amass. Then you might not have much of a choice but to play a

*^ deadly cat-and-mouse game, with you relegated to the role of the

rodent. A combined assault of all your heavy weaponry can even-

tually incapacitate the Moon Assault Leader.
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(yCLOID emPEROR (£fnP£ROR)

A true abomination if there ever were one, the Cycloid Emperor is a

deadly walking nightmare. This one-eyed giant is dangerous for

many reasons. First, there's his lethal breath, which is capable

of emanating energy blasts in rapid succession. You can be over-

whelmed and outmatched in a matter of seconds, if you sus-

tain a full breath assault. Then there's the Emperor's built-in

devastators. Just as powerful as your own devastator, the

Emperor can fire charges directly from the built -in ports in

his mechanical, claw-like upper extremities.

PRE^CnTinG flRIR^

Ask anyone who's ever saved the world and they'll tell you the same thing: The right

hardware and firepower make all the difference. Although you will face what seem

like insurmountable odds, when used diligently, your weaponr>' will see you through

the worst. Naturally, knowledge and master>' of your weapons affect your success rale

directly. And equally important is knowing the conditions when a specific weapon is

most effective.

Every lime you start a new Duke Nukem 3D game, you enter holding only a hand-

gun. The first order of business is lo find more weaponry and ammo so you can defend

yourself and prolong your own survival. This section details each weapon you can

find as you make your way through each level. Bear in mind that some levels may noi

contain all of the weapons at your disposal in Duke Nukem 3D.

TU£ (niGUTM FOOT

Ironically, your Inst arm is your foot. Even when completely unarmed, you can still

kick like a mule. It is possible to stomp a pig cop to death, for instance, but it sure isn't

pretty. Just hope that you are not often forced into such disagreeable situations. The

mighty foot also comes in handy when you simply want to bash through an air duct

grill, break a window, or deliver a coup-de-grace to an agonizing opponent. Until the

next best weapon comes along, isn't it comforting to know your foot can always carry

you through'
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THE HflnoGun

The smooth, metallic grip of the semi-automatic handgun is certainly more reassur-

ing than relying solely on your mighty foot. The least powerful of all your weapons,

the handgun is a godsend when no other weapon is in sight. The handgun lets you

fire 12 rounds in succession before you have to reload it. That's when

you leave yourself open for a second or two.

Whenever you find a handgun, it comes fully loaded and you have

enough clips to fire 48 rounds. The clips you run into are good for 12 rounds

each. The maximum number of bullets you can carry is 200. You can usually finish

off assault troopers and assault captains with 3 to 5 shots. A pig cop requires at least

5 and maybe more. Taking on an octabrain with a handgun would be rather chancy,

but you can do it if you can keep a safe distance and shield yourself from its mental

energy blasts.

THESHOTGUn

Getting hold of a shotgun lets you assert yourself with a little more authority. Your first

move in any level is to find a shotgun if you don't

already have one. A proverbial work-horse, the shotgun

lets you make short work of most bipedal aliens (with

the exception of the massive Battlelord and the other vociferous

bosses from Lunar Apocalypse and Shrapnel City). Pig cops carry shotguns.

Occasionally, you might be able to wrestle a pig cop's weapon. With a shotgun, you

must pump to reload every time after firing. This takes about a second, leaving you

open for an instant.

Any shotgun you find comes with 10 shells, unless you retrieve one from a pig cop

you've just killed, and then the number of shells depends on how many shells the pig

cop fired. Shotgun ammo also comes in boxes of 10 shells. The most shells you can

carry at any time is 50. If your aim is exceedingly good, you can off most troopers and

captains and even pig cops with a single blast. But because of its spread, the shotgun

is most effective at medium or close distances. You can knock out an octabrain with

three solid shots. Recon Patrol Vehicles also make suitable targets for the shotgun. You

can plunk one from the sky with about 2 to 4 good shots.
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TH£ RippcR (UAincun

The ripper chaingun is an excellent weapon for sweeping down hostile crowds.

Accuracy, though good to have, is not mandatory for this weapons effectiveness. The

major drawback to the ripper chaingun is, of course, its voracious consumption of

ammunition. Find a ripper chaingun and use it most

effectively in crowded situations. Each ripper chain-

gun you find comes with 50 rounds, as do its ammo
cases. You can carry up to 200 rounds at once.

Secure a ripper chaingun and shred through most troopers and captains with short,

concentrated one- or two-second bursts. Pig cops might require a few more rounds.

The ripper chaingun is particularly effective against octabrains. With it, you can stand

your ground and square off. The sustained impact of its bullets on an octabrains pulpy

flesh will keep it from mustering one of its lethal mental energy blasts.

TH£ RO(k£T PROPELLED GRCnRDE (RPG) LAUnCHCR

You can almost afford to be cocky when you score the RPG launcher, in terms of sheer

explosive power, no other weapon equals the impact of an RPG projectile. Not only

can you blow opponents to bits from long distances, but

you can also blow holes right through some building

walls and even dig tunnels into solid rock. But for all its

sheer power, the RPG launcher is rather slow in sending off its load. Avoid drawing

the launcher unless you are ready to use it.

Every RPG launcher you find comes with 5 rounds, as does each case of ammo.

A single projectile is capable of rendering a

crowd of aliens into gruesome confetti. The

octabrain is also highly succesiptible to this

weapon. When you face off any of the bosses,

pray you have a well stocked RPG launcher.

The most ammo you can carry for this weapon

tops off at 50 rounds.

HRn no
If you accidentally discharge

on RPG louncher neor a wall, the

blast could cause you serious dam-

age or even kill you.
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mrr ninG

PIPE BOmB)

Crude, but extremely effective, pipe bombs are a guerrilla-type

of weapon that you can fling and detonate remotely. Nearly

matching the explosive power of the RPG launcher, pipe bombs are strategic weapons.

The fact that you can detonate them from a distance lets you set up traps for your

adversaries. Here is a likely scenario: You drop a bomb, make your enemy chase you,

turn a bend, and then push the detonator at the

right moment. After a powerful KA-BOOM, you

might hear an unpleasant splat as alien innards

spray the walls.

Pipe bombs are also ideal when you can

drop them into enclosed areas where enemies

happen to be congregated. The main disad-

vantage of using pipe bombs is that after

deploying one, you are basically unarmed until

you detonate it or draw another weapon, which

well could be another pipe bomb, in fact, there

are situations where you will want to carpet an

area with pipe bombs and detonate them all at once. Explosions of this type are quite

extraordinary.

If you detonate a pipe bomb
while you are standing nearby, you

con kill yourself accidentally

—

and

that is never fun—or seriously

maim yourself. The most pipe

bombs you can amass and carry at

any one time is 50.

UJALL-mOUnT£D LflUR TRIP BOfRB (LTB)

Another highly strategic weapon, the laser trip bomb is only available in the full ver-

sion of Duke Nukem 3D. This clever wall-mounted device is ideal for restricting your

enemies' range of movement. Deploy a trip bomb on a wall,

and it automatically projects a sensitive laser beam onto the

opposing wall or surface. Any disturbance, however slight,

to the beam triggers the trip's bomb's plastic explosives.

You can create explosive walls by lining up trip bombs at different heights. Once

deployed, a trip bomb's sensing beam stays active until it is violated and the explo-

sives are discharged. Perhaps something to consider when deploying trip bombs is

that, not only are you restricting your enemy's movements, but you are restricting your

own as well. So use them judiciously. At any one time, the most trip bombs you can

carry is 20.
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THE ^HRinKCR

Powered by glowing green shrinker cr\'stals. this weapon has the effect of shrinking

your opponents to the size of bugs you can flatten with your foot. This weapon is only

available in the full version of Duke Nukem 3D. Be aware,

though, that the shrinker's effects last only temporarily.

So immediately after using it, you should rush your

shrunk opponent and squash him like a grape.

TU£ DEVASTATOR

A double-barreled weapon of awesome destructive power, the devastator launches

explosive charges with concentrated impact. After pulling the trigger, watch the bar-

rels' pumping action as they dish out a flurr>' of charges. This

weapon makes short work of most enemies, including assault

commanders and enforcers. Like the RPG, exercise caution

when using this weapon in close quarters. The explosive charges can harm you as well

as the enemy.

THE FRCEZETHROUJCR

Falling under the exotic category, a freezethrower could easily turn into a workhorse,

provided you find enough ammo to keep it going. When you connect with the

freezethrower, your victim's molecular structure is radically

^^1^^ changed to ice. Of course the tougher the opponent, the more

c harges it takes to turn him into ice. Once the opponent is in

the catatonic ice state, you can simply kick him or shoot him

to break the ice without uttering a word, so to speak. Beware that the effect of the

freezethrower lasts only a few seconds, and your opponents will thaw out and act like

nothing happened.
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nm POTO-UP^

In rounding out and complementing a well-stocked arsenal (useful equipment like jet-

packs and beneficial devices like atomic health units) , the game's power-ups constitute

another key element to victory. Not necessarily destructive, power-ups are items and

equipment that bestow you with special abilities. For instance, a jetpack is a power-up

that lets you hover over the landscape. Other power-ups can give you tremendous

health boosts, let you see in the dark, or allow you to traverse underwater terrain or

safely negotiate canals of flowing toxic sludge. The details for each power-up follow;

and remember, always use the right tool for the job.

m£DKIT)

Medkits come in two sizes: small and large. In addition, portable medkits are also

available. The small and large medkits increase your health by 10 and 30 percent,

respectively. Whenever you grab either of these two medkits,

your health is increased immediately (but never to go over 100

percent). ~j y
The portable medkit carries a full 100 percent of health, "

which you can use to restore your health level up to 100 percent. Unlike the two smaller

medkits, this item is activated and used only when you press the M
key. However, each time you use it, a corresponding percentage is \. A

I + I
deducted from it to replenish your health level up to 100 percent.

For example, if your health is currently at 70 percent and you press j^^ AJb ,^
M to activate a portable medkit, your health will go up to 100 per-

cent. The portable medkit, on the other hand, will go down to 70 percent, which is

available the next time you decide to use it.

flTOmiC HEALTH UHIT)

Atomic health units look like large, glowing, blue atoms and they are truly lucky finds.

A single atomic health unit will cause your health to soar by 50 per-

f*^^^ni cent, even above and beyond 100 percent. The upper limit to the health

^^^B you can amass with atomic health units tops off at 200 percent. In a

^T^ very real sense, atomic health units give you a new lease on life and help

you even the often ridiculous odds against surviving.
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flRmOR

An drinor can make the difference between mortal or merely flesh wounds. When you

slide into an armor, you are suddenly better able to absorb punishment before it t.ikes

its toll on your health. Although often found in secret places, some-

times you can strip armors from the bodies of dead pig cops. Just like

you shouldn't engage in chancy activities without proper protection,

you should always strive to wear an armor when facing your oppo

nents. A fresh armor gives you 100 percent of protection. Armors do,

however, tend to wear out with every impact you sustain. When your armor percent-

age goes below 50 percent, you should definitely exercise more care, and pay more

attention to your defensive techniques.

k£y(HRD^

Keycards come in the primary colors red. yellow, and blue. Although used for noth-

ing more than opening special doors or latches, keycards are often hidden or found in

remote or seemingly inaccessible places. More often than not, your strategy for solv-

ing a level includes determining what cards you need and in what

order you must have them. Without the proper card or card combi-

nations, many level areas will remain a mystery and completely

beyond limits. To use a keycard, you simply walk up to the door in question and press

the spacebar.

(TCROlDt

Like keycards, steroids are often well out of view. When you happen upon

these unassuming little brown flasks, you might not be too impressed. But

the pills inside pack a hell of a kick in more ways than one. After you acti-

vate this item (you select it with the ( key and then press Enter), you will

learn to appreciate the sudden rush of energy and speed. Your kick will

become at least twice as powerful and your movements will be greatly accelerated. A

flask of steroids is good for about .^0 seconds. So use them iudiciously. and try not to

abuse them. You might consider limiting their usage to fighting situations in close

quarters with multiple enemies. Also, if vou wish to traverse long distances in a hurry

without stopping to admire the scener>' or engaging many enemies, learn to rely on

the power of the steroid.
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HOLODUKE

Is it real or is it holoduke? This holographic likeness of yourself is of great value as a

strategic device. Like steroids and keycards, holodukes are often found in unex-

^X^ pected or hard-to-reach places. When you deploy the holoduke (by pressing

^V^S the H key), an image of yourself is left at the spot where you stand. The

MV holoduke has a limited life span of about 35 seconds. You can disengage it

% H^ by pressing the H key a second time. After deploying it, you can hide and

f^\^ ^"*S wait for your enemies to go after the fake Duke and leave themselves

open for your retaliation from the rear. You can also plant a pipe bomb

at the feet of the holoduke and detonate it when your unsuspecting adversaries get near

it. Perhaps a bit sly, but this war is to the death, and you didn't start it in the first place.

JCTPflCK

This is perhaps the single most useful power-up anybody can ask for. With one of these

babies safely strapped to your back, you can take to the air. The steel gray jetpack gives

you a most significant strategic advantage. No longer earthbound, your options sud-

denly multiply. Once you find a jetpack, you can activate it by pressing the J key. Then

you can ascend or descend with the A and Z keys, respectively. To turn

the jetpack off, you simply press J a second time. '

A new jetpack is fueled up to 100 percent, but goes down to percent

in about 45 seconds of continued usage. With a jetpack you can reach high

places and uncover secrets that would otherwise

remain a mystery. A jetpack also allows you to

plot direct, short routes to certain destinations.

In many cases, a jetpack can allow you to blaze

through a level by letting you circumvent all

manner of obstacles in the earthly terrain.

ROTE
Always try to reach a land-

ing spot when your jetpack reaches

the 20 percent mark.

niGHT VhlOn GOGGLE) (RVG)

With a pair of these, you gain the ability to see in the dark. While your view won't be

as good as in daylight, you will certainly gain a clear advantage over opponents and

aliens lurking in the darkness. After scoring the NVG, you can

turn them on by pressing the N key. The 100 percent mark

goes down to percent in about 35 seconds. Save the NVG

by pressing the N key a second time.
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KUBfl GEAR

There is simply no way you can get through some levels without going underwater—

^/>4t^ and sometimes for extended periods. Once you obtain the scuba gear.

f^^^^^ it becomes active whenever you submerge. Like other power-ups,

H^^^ft the scuba gear's 100 percent load decreases as you use it. A fresh

^p|H^ set of tanks is good for about 45 seconds.

PROTECTIVE BOOT^

Although not exactly fashionable footwear, a pair of protective boots is a

lot more than mere goulashes. They can keep you from coming into direct

contact with the toxic liquids and chemicals that circulate through many

levels like the poisoned veins of a hopeless junky. Like the scuba gear,

your protective boots are smart. They know when to turn on and off.

Jl

(OnTROLLinC DUK['^ movE^

Knowing your enemies and being intimately acquainted with your weapons is only

half the battle. The other half of your success hinges on your technique and e.xecu

tion. This section summarizes the keyboard controls for moving your Duke around.

As you become a more experienced player, your moves will become second nature.

ujflLKinc, TURninc, ard Runninc

Walking in Duke Nukem Mf is a no-brainer; its almost like chewing gum. Just press

the arrow key for the direction you want to go. To run. vou simplv press and hold down

the Shift key in addition to the desired arrow key. If you like, you can leave Run mode

on by pressing the Caps Lock key. Press the Caps Lock key a second time to disengage

the Run mode.

Besides the arrow keys, you can also execute common turning maneuvers with

other keys. For example, to execute a quick 180 degree turn, press the Backspace key.

To take a quick glance to your left or right, without changing your direction, press the

Insert and Delete keys, respectively. After you release either of these keys, your view

returns to the forward position.
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LOOKinC ARD
Aiminc UPAHD Doujn

To look up or down momentarily, press PgUp

or PgDn, respectively. After releasing either of

these keys, your view returns to the normal,

level position.

Unlike looking up or down, aiming up or

down changes your view until you change it

back. To aim up press the Home key until you

reach the desired aiming position. Do the same

thing with the End key to aim down. To go back

to a level view, press 5 on the numeric keypad.

movinc flno

AiminG ujiTHTUcmouu

The more you learn to rely on the mouse/key-

board combination, the better a player you will

become. The mouse duplicates many of the

keyboard controls and it offers a single source

to exercise multiple techniques. Three-button

models are preferred over two-button models

because they add an extra button for control.

The Duke Nukem 3D Setup program lets

you assign functions to each mouse button, or

you can use the default assignments as shown

in Table 2.3.

noTC
^^kJ To aid you in aiming, you

can turn on a crosshair any time

you like. Just press the I key. An

unobtrusive crosshair will appear to

indicate where your weapon is aim-

ing currently. Press the I key a sec-

ond time to turn off the crosshair.

noTC
HBU With the Setup program,

which is explained in Appendix A,

Installation and Setup, you con also

assign actions to double-clicks. For

example, you can assign the middle

button for jumping when it is dou-

ble-clicked. The only double-click

default is Open (as in open doors),

and it is assigned to the secondary

mouse button.

TABLE 2.3: THE DEFAULT MOUSE BUTTON FUNCTIONS
MOUSE BUTTON

Primary

SINGLE CLICK

Fire

Middle Move forward

Secondary Strafe

In certain situations, particularly when you are stationary, you can turn on Aim

mode for the mouse by pressing the U key. This simple action turns the mouse into a
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most responsive aiming tool. While in Aim mode, you can perform all the aiming tech-

niques dcscrihoil in Tabic 2.4.

TABLE
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TABLE 2.5:
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3. The Weapons indicator shows you the weapons you have available

through their number designations (2 for the handgun, 3 lor the shot-

gun, 4 for the chaingun cannon, and so on]. This indicator also shows

the number of rounds you have versus the maximum number of rounds

you can carry.

4. The smaller Ammo indicator to the right shows you the number of

rounds available for the weapon that is currently in your hands.

5. The Inventory indicator shows the power-up that is currently selected.

You can change power-ups with either the [ or ] key. To activate a selected

power-up, you simply press Enter.

6. The Keys indicator shows you the installation keycards you have in your

possession, if any.

You can increase the screen size but still retain a minimized status bar, as shown

in Figure 2. 10.

CH[(Kin6 0UTTH[0nLin£niflP^

As you begin to navigate in ever more complex Duke Nukem 3D installations, you will

find the online maps to be quite handy. The online maps are available in two modes:

first, as overhead line maps that you can superimpose over the actual area where you

are moving; second, as textured maps that completely block the view of your imme-

diate surroundings. The line map only shows the dividing lines between the installa

tions various rooms and areas. The textured map shows additional installation details,

such as the surface qualities of rocky terrain, liquid expanses, and concrete or metal

lie areas.

H:200/2001:>i9/S0 013/99

FIGURE 2 9 Keep abreast oi your vitoli with the status bor.
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To view the online line map, simply press the Tab key once. To view the textured

map, press the Tab key a second time. To get back to the normal view, press the Tab

key a third time. Once you are displaying an online map, you can size it to your needs

by pressing the - or + keys on the keyboard.

While you are viewing the textured map. you can choose to continue moving, and

the map will show your movement and

progress. However, if you are moving while

viewing the textured map, you will not be able

to view your enemies and counter their

onslaughts. If you wish to explore the map on

screen and be able to scroll around and blow

up different sections without moving physi-

cally in the level, you can turn off the Follow

mode. Just press the F key while watching the

map on screen. Use the arrow keys and - and + to scroll and zoom in and out of map

sections. Press the F key a second time to turn Follow mode back on.

The abbreviated status bar

is available when you increase the

play screen area one level below its

maximum size.

FIGURE 2.10: The minimized status bar keeps you appraised of your most vital indicators,

health, and weapons.
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FIGHTIHG ^OLO

Most players will experience solo fighting before playing in DukeMatch or Co-Op

modes, and there is a good reason for this. You will want to hone your skills before

duking it out with the big boys. To be not just a good, but a superior solo player, you

must master:

iv Moving with agility

<v Fighting with grace

^v Exploring with intelligence

mOYinG UJITH AGILITM

Your chances for overcoming your opponents are directly related to how well you can

move in your virtual environment. Naturally, being fleet of foot and light on your toes

will allow you to be able to elude your attackers and retaliate with impunity. After

learning the basics of getting from point A to point B, you should inject speed into your

movements by pressing Shift in conjunction with the other keys.

)id«fteppin9 and Urafin?

Sidestepping and strafing will allow you to dole out punishment and then take shel-

ter quickly behind a wall or other inanimate object. Sidestepping is also very impor-

tant when you come around corners or sudden turns. When you sidestep around a

corner, you will be in a better position to fire your weapon accurately. The last thing

you want to happen is to be blind sided by an incoming projectile. Recall that you use

the Alt key and either <— or ^ to execute sidestepping.

(tratefic niovement

Good gaming strategy dictates that you learn to take advantage of your full range of

motion. You can look up and down with the PgUp and PgDn keys, and you can look to

either side with the Insert and Delete keys, no matter where you are in any level. Use

the A and Z keys to jump and duck, respectively. There will be many opportunities to

w/ o
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duck behind a counter only to jump up and sur-

prise your enemies.

Be aware that you are not the only one who
can duck. Pig cops will routinely drop to the

ground and aim up at you. When this happens,

you too should drop to the ground and beat the

pig cop to the trigger.

As for jumping, in certain situations, espe-

cially if you don't have a jetpack, you will have

to hop onto crates, elevated surfaces, and even on wall indentations to reach high places.

Put all of your movements together, and soon they will become second nature.

The 180-degree turn is also a very useful technique to master. For example, you can

use it as an offensive strategy against an opponent who is chasing you. As you are run-

ning away, hit the Backspace key to execute a smooth 180-degree turn, and you will be

suddenly staring at your pursuer down the barrel of your weapon.
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these weapons because they are not very common and their ammo does not come

quite so readily.

Know your £nemij

Every opponent you face has strengths and weaknesses. Learn to minimize the for-

mer and exploit the latter. Assault troopers, for instance, aren't exactly very bright or

quick. Their hovering ability gives them a clear advantage, but if your aim is good and

you are quick on the trigger, they're as good as sitting ducks.

Assault captains have a device that lets them teleport at will. When in their pres-

ence (or absence), back into a corner or against a wall so they're forced to appear

within your field of vision.

Enforcers are a different beast altogether. Their rapid-fire ripper chainguns are

nothing you want to step in front of for very long. Their heavy armors also make them

quite hardy. Couple that with their leaping ability, and you can see why you don't want

to engage enforcers in the open. Whenever you find yourself in their unpleasant com-

pany, look for objects that you can use as shields (walls, panels, crates, rocks, or any-

thing else). Then strafe and deliver your response. The shotgun is the weapon de

rigueur when it comes to enforcers.

Octabrains are very dangerous indeed. With their hovering ability and debilitat-

ing mental energy blasts, they can inflict great harm even from a distance. However,

you are faster and more supple of movement. By far the quickest way to dispose of

them is to use the RPG launcher or the devastator, but you can also save the exotic

weapons for more critical moments. If you are good at strafing, you can take on an

octabrain at mid-range with nothing more than your shotgun. Sidestep out of the way

of their mental energy blasts, deliver three solid shotgun blasts, and the octabrain will

collapse like a deflated hot-air balloon.

The ripper chaingun is another choice weapon for dealing with many a cantan-

kerous octabrain. Keep the octabrain squarely in your sights, and squeeze the ripper

chaingun's trigger until the beast is riddled with hot lead. A sustained ripper chain-

gun attack will keep the octabrain from working up its thunderous mental blasts. The

freezethrower is also quite effective against octabrains. Once an octabrain becomes

an ice statue, switch to the handgun and shatter the beast out of existence with a sin-

gle coup de grace.

If you are suddenly overcome by several octabrains in close quarters, then look to

the shrinker to save the day. You will probably sustain some injuries, but if you were
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to rely on other weapons at close range, you might be damaged even worse. Use the

shrinker to reduce your opponents to size and then stomp them with your mighty foot.

When using the shrinker, you want to rush your opponent as you unload a charge. As

though it had a mind of its own, your mighty foot knows what to do and will instinc-

tively stomp the little devils into nasty stains on the floor.

The bosses for each episode, however, are not overcome so simply. To overcome

the stronger and meaner alien beasts, you must rely on your heavier weaponry. Also,

if you can help it at all, you should avoid engaging the big boys, the episode bosses,

when your health falls below 80 percent. The Battlelord, for instance, is nearly unbeat-

able. About the best way to deal with this fierce alien predator is to maneuver him into

a position where he cannot reach you, but you can still unload your arsenal on him.

Make the Battlelord chase you into a smaller opening that you can get through but that

he cannot. Most door thresholds are too small for the Battlelord to pass through. Get

him stuck near a door threshold, and have your way with hini. Of course, you will

have to rely heavily on a combination of the RPG launcher, the devastator, and even

the free/.eth rower to bring the Battlelord down once and for all.

Bringing down the Moon Assault Leader, seen only once at the conclusion of Lunar

Apocalypse, will require you to be even more ingenious and resourceful. Because he

is kept in check behind a sealed chamber, you will want to set him up before facing

him. He is stronger and faster than the Battlelord. He also fires high-potency twin rock-

ets from his shoulder-mounted turrets. Your fate will be much more favorable if vou

can ingest steroids right before the inevitable encounter because vou will be dodging

rockets and running away from this massive, heinous beasi

Before releasing the Moon Assault Leader from his cage, set uj' every laser trip

bomb you have just outside the door. Your jetpack can aid you with this task. Then

drop a bunch of pipe bombs before opening the door. Inflict as much punishment as

you can early on, before he even has a chance to aim or fire. Then, run for your life,

and try to hit him with the RPG launcher and the devastator as you mn in circles around

him. You can also be sneaky and activate the holoduke at the opposite end of the open

chamber to fool the Moon Assault Leader. If he biles the bait, you can punish him from

the back. If necessary, seek shelter behind the door and lock him out as you catch your

breath and collect your thoughts.

Your best bet against the Cycloid Emperor—whom you only have to face at the

conclusion of Shrapnel City inside a football stadium— is to maneuver him, much like
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the Battlelord, into a defenseless position. You can do this by drawing him near the

bleachers. If you don't have all the weaponry you need, you will have to dash around

to collect more ammo and other power-ups. Deploy the holoduke to keep him occu-

pied as you go around collecting what you need. It also helps to boost your speed with

steroids or prolong your life with the aid of the plentiful atomic health units on the

field. The key is to keep him near the bleachers as much as you can, of course.

(Rafter tho Rudimpntf of the Environment

The other aspect of the formula for fighting with grace involves a natural feel for the

assortment of terrain you will be traversing. Every level and every episode in Duke

Nukem 3D offers a wide variety of architectures—from the urban decay of L.A.

Meltdown and the space-age constructions of Lunar Apocalypse to the ruinous sur-

roundings of Shrapnel City. The more familiar you are with the particular trappings of

the terrain, the better you can deal with the alien menace. Throughout many levels,

you will run into passive explosive devices, such as fire extinguishers or C-9 canisters.

When a group of aliens is unlucky enough to be standing next to such devices, shoot

the canisters and then take cover from the flying alien viscera.

Oftentimes, even a simple elevator can help you overcome serious adversity.

Whenever you board an elevator, you don't know what could be waiting for you at the

end of the ride. If it's something unpleasant, and often it is, you want to stay in the ele-

vator and reach for a pipe bomb. As soon as the elevator door opens, throw the pipe

bomb outside and close the door immediately. As the elevator takes you back to your

starting point, feel free to detonate the bomb. A variation on this technique is to open

an elevator and drop a pipe bomb or two. Then activate the elevator to make it go up or

down (whichever way it happens to go) . When the elevator reaches its destination, det-

onate the pipe bombs to clear the way for you before you actually get on and ride it.

Your biggest allies, by far, are the walls, rocks, and other surfaces that surround

you. There are times when you should face nasty situations head on, but the line

between bravery and insanity gets ever so fine so very quickly, particularly when your

ego is as big as Duke's. Just remember that there's more at stake here than your own

pride. Use walls, rocks, and other surfaces as shields. Use the time to plot a path or a

course of action. Sometimes retreating is not totally dishonorable. Regroup and come

back with a vengeance.
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CXPLORinC UJITH inT£LLlG£n(e

Given the diversity and the types of ground you will be covering, you must make the

most of every sense and take in as much information about your whereabouts as pos-

sible. Learn to identify switches, and look for areas that might be obvious and not so

obvious hiding places. There are many compartments and secret doors throughout

almost every level. Often, a locked gate or a force field is linked to a switch in a remote

part of the installation. Begin to see and anticipate what the mechanical and electronic

devices do in each level. Frequently, monitors are placed next to important switches.

Look at the monitor before and after pressing a switch to find out if you were suc-

cessful in removing a barrier.

When you spot visible cracks on walls, rocks, and other surfaces, it usually means

that you can blow a hole through them with a pipe bomb or the RPG launcher. The

devastator is also capable of punching holes through certain surfaces. You can count

on finding useful items in holes or tunnels you happen to unearth when you blow up

these surfaces.

Use the security monitoring systems for your cause. Prying eyes watch vou at

almost every step. Most levels are wired with a network of cameras and monitors.

Whenever you see a monitor, it is always a good idea to walk up to it and press the

spacebar. You will gain access to cameras spread throughout the level. Look for power-

ups and weapons as well as for possible enemies. Tr>' to look for signs that might iden-

tify where the particular chamber you are looking at is found. Ask yourself: Is it a big

or small chamber? Are there any keycards visible? What aliens might lurk there?

Be sure to activate your overhead map when necessary. (Just press Tab once.)

Switch to the textured map by pressing Tab a second time. Identify the areas where

you have already been, and try to determine where you should go next. If a certain

area is barred by a security latch requiring a keycard. notice what color the keycard

should be. And then attempt to find it.

U^inCTHELEVELfflflP^

Every level description in ftirr //, Uuking it Out, has two maps to help guide you along

the way. The first map is a textured representation of the levels layout or floor plan.
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showing you the main areas of interest as well as a prominent route to follow. The

marked route closely follows the recommended route that is described in detail in each

Blazing through . . . section. The second map is a wire frame, or line map, of the level's

layout that also shows significant weapon, ammo, power-up, and keycard locations.

When you put together the information from each level's set of maps, you should have

a very good idea of what you must do to get where you need to go.

THE ROUTE mAP(

The textured route maps provide you with essentially three types of information for

each level: its different types of terrain, a recommended route from its starting point

to its exit, and the locations of key switches that open up or unlock certain areas. As

you can see in Figure 3.1, the map's textures reflect the types of terrain you will be

traveling as you make your way through the level. For instance, rocky terrain, smooth

FIGURE 3.1: Use the textured maps to identify prominent level features and to find out the

route to follow.
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surfaces, air ducts, and even toxic canals and water pools can be readily made out on

the textured maps.

The recommended route to follow appears as a solid line when you are traveling

along a more or less level surface. A dashed line along the path indicates areas you

must climb, whether its along a slope, a stairway, or by riding an elevator or a plat-

form. A dotted line along the path, by contrast, indicates areas you must descend, as

when you are going downstairs or jumping from a high place to a lower area.

To make the map as easy to read as possible, significant locations and items are

identified liberally with descriptive labels. In particular, the locations of the locked

latches that can only be opened with the keycards are each identified by the keycard's

color initial—B for blue, R for red, or Y for yellow—within a triangle. This tells you

which keycard you will need to open a latch for a door or gate to gain access to areas

otherwise out of reach.

THE Lint mflp^

The second map in each level's set represents a wire frame, or line drawing, of the level's

overall layout. The main purpose of this map is to point out the general locations of the

more significant weapons, ammunition, and power-ups that you can get a hold of as

you battle your way to the level's exit. Each item is identified with a label, as you can

see in Figure 3.2. These maps also reveal the locations of the often crucial keycards that

are necessary to access areas vital to your successful completion of the level.

For one level, the Tier Drop level in Shrapnel city, the map showing weapon and

power-up locations is represented with a set of texture or surface maps instead of a

line drawing. This levels particular configu-

ration could not be represented meaningfully

as a line map and. therefore, consists of four

textured or surface maps to show the locations

of collectable items.
If you would like to view the

PCX files that contain the mop graph-

ics, open o graphics viewer capable of

displaying PCX format files and access

the map files stored on the CD-ROM
The texture or surface mops ore in a

directory named Tx-maps, the line maps

ore in o directory named Lin-mops.
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Pipe

Bombs
Armor

FIGURE 3.2: Use the line maps to identify weapons, ammo, and power-ups.
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DUKinG IT OUT

It doesn't take the prognostication of a psychic to determine that you know and appre-

ciate a good action game, especially if that game engages your mind and dazzles your

eye. Perhaps that's why you choose to play Duke Nukem 3D. Perhaps there are other—

maybe deeper—reasons. Whatever your reasons, this part of the book lays out the infor-

mation you need to venture into all three of the Duke Nukem 3D episodes:

-y.- Chapter 4 L.A. Mehdown

v> Chapter 5 Lunar Apocalypse

'"/ Chapter 6 Shrapnel City

Whether you want to blaze through each level—getting from its ominous starting point

to its welcomed exit—without distraction, or to take in all of the attractions that the level

has to offer, this section is filled with the strategy and hints that will make each episode

as exciting as it promises to be.



CHAPTER
L.fl. meltdouin

L.A. Meltdown is the introductory episode in Duke Nukem"s latest

and most demanding adventure. At the conclusion oi Duke Nukem II.

our hero had beaten the Rigelatins and deflated their dreams to

enslave humanity. Against all odds, Duke had managed to destroy the

invaders' interstellar ship and get away in a stolen vessel. Expecting

a hero's welcome, Duke is instead nearly blown out of the sky as he

enters L.A. airspace.

Apparently, during the time Duke was kidnapped, another wave of malevolent aliens

arrived, storming the town and terrorizing the citi7.enr>'. Once again, it's up to Duke

to save the day (or at least his own skinj and maybe learn more about the aliens' ques-

tionable motives, which clearly involve scores of young human females, who are turn-

ing up all over town in strange cocoons. They are still alive, but understandably, they

are not very cheer>'.

There are six levels in LA. Meltdown. (One of these is a seci^et level, accessible

only if you can find the special secret exit within one of the other levels.) With levels

built in and around Los Angeles. LA. Meltdown places you in a wide assortment of

backdrops and terrain. Early on, you'll find yourself in the midst of urban and moral

decay as you traverse Hollywood I lolocaust and penetrate deep inside The Red Light

District. Later on, just minutes away, voull be doing lime in the prison island of Death
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Row. Your reward for escaping Death Row? How about a tour of the Toxic Dump's

drum processing plant and its perilous canyons and underwater passages. And then

there's the Launching Facility, complete with a rocket to the moon. Near the end of

the episode, you'll be in the desert, hiking along tenuous mountainside trails, over-

looking deep canyons, or crawling in long, dark, and moist caverns as you seek to

uncover the buried secret of The Abyss.

HOLLyUIOOD HOLOCAUST

The word in the streets is that the streets aren't safe for anyone anymore. Sure, things

weren't exactly peachy before the aliens' arrival. After

all, this is L.A. in the mid twenty-first century. But since

the aliens landed and began encasing human females in

sticky cocoons and murdering anyone who stood in their

way, the situation has degenerated considerably.

A wise woman once said, "Before you can walk, you

must crawl." Hollywood Holocaust gives you every

opportunity to crawl until you find your footing and intro-

duces you to Duke Nukem's interactive, futuristic, and

perilous 3D environment. Use this level to get acquainted

with many of the architectural constructs you will find later. Also, it you can find one

or both RPG launchers, the jetpack, and the pipe bombs, you'll be eternally grateful

in the next level.

(HAP) AnO ROUTE

In spite of being the first DukeNukem 3D level, Hollywood Holocaust's design is deceiv-

ingly simple, as shown in Figure 4.1. But as you are about to experience, solving this

level is anything but simple. However, if you prevail, you can collect a sizable cache of

goodies to fortify yourself for The Red Light District, as you can see in Figure 4.2.
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Rooftop

Back Alley

Movie
Theofer
Complex

Theoter
Screen

FIGURE 4 1 Welcome to Holly>vood Holocoust with its promise of infamy ond misfortune.
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BACHELOR'S PAD

Ripper Chaingun

Pipe Bombs

Pipe Bomb Launcher

RPG Launcher

Shotgun

Shotgun
Ammo

RPG Ammo

Shotgun__

Ammo

Atomic
Health
Unit

PROJECTION ROOM

Healing Atom

Medkit

Red Keycord

RPG Launcher

Steroids

FIGURE 4.2: Don't be too dazzled in tinsel-town, just collect as many of these items as you can

to build up your arsenal.
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TH£ GOOD^

Table 4.1 shows a rundown of the items you might be able to collect in Hollywood

Holocaust. A ietpack can help \ou get to a nice cache of weapons in this level.

TABLE 4.1 :
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2. Raid the secret apartment. Jump back onto the slanted ledge, and walk

over to the second window. Jump through the window, and you will be

inside an apartment. Take the RPG ammo and the steroids from behind

the "Biker Bimbos" poster.

3. Take the atomic health unit. Exit the apanment through its southern-

most window, and follow the slanted ledge of the building southward

toward the atomic health.

4. Blast into the movie theater. Jump back to the street and run north

toward the street corner to get in position across from the movie the-

ater's box office. Switch to your RPG launcher, and launch a rocket into

the theater's box office. Then run inside through the demolished box

office wall.

Watch out for trooper snipers in the apartment at the southeast end of the street.

Also, the movie theater's foyer and lobby are congregating grounds for troopers and

captains. Expect to see a pig cop or two there also.

Infid? the Theater

1

.

Score a shotgun and another atomic health unit. Swing the lobby's

doors open and raid the snack bar. Take the shotgun from the small

adjacent locker room on the east side of the snack bar. Then run out

to the snack bar's west side, and take the atomic health unit from

behind the secret door, which should now be open.

2. Stop by the bathroom. Enter the bathroom, climb over the stalls, and

tear through the air duct grill. Crawl in and follow the bend 90 degrees

to the right.

3. Make your way to the projection room. Drop into a small, dark metallic

chamber and dispose of the troopers guarding their cocooned victim.

Then, feel for the secret door along the west side of the room that leads

to the projection room.

4. Storm the projection room and start a movie. Shoot your way inside

and grab the red keycard. Find and push the switch to the right of the

projection window to start the evening's feature attraction.
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5. Shoot the screen. As the curtains open and the action begins, shoot

another RPG into the middle of the screen. You will blow a hole big

enough to crawl through and for a very good reason, as you will

soon see

6. Score a jetpack and some shells. Descend into the movie room via the

spiral staircase, and crawl behind the screen. Take the jetpack and the

shotgun shells. Then exit through the window at the west end.

7. Get out of Hollywood Holocaust. Activate the jetpack and levitate onto

the red-glowing corridor. Got to the exit switch and punch it.

ADDED flTTRfl(TIOn) IH HOLLMUJOOD HOLOCAUST

You haven't seen much in Hollywood Holocaust if you haven't experienced:

Fun and games at the theater's arcade

A swank bachelors apartment

fun and Gampt at thp Arcade

Besides the obvious reason for entering the arcade—and you can guess what that is—

there is one other compelling factor: the holoduke. This likeness of yourself can be

deployed to fool your opponents into thinking it's really you. Also, if you weren't able

to secure the jetpack. your only way out of Hollywood Holocaust is to go through the

arcade.

Inside the theater's lobby, approach the southwest corridor toward the neon

"Arcade" sign. Activate the metal elevator and surprise any enemy that could be rid-

ing in it. Usually a shell in the face does the job. Climb inside and ride the elevator to

the top level. Again, be ready to unload a few rounds on the awaiting pig cop (or pig

cops, depending on the skill level you chose). Before venturing forth, notice the C-9

canisters in the southeast corner of the room. Hit any of them with a bullet, and take

shield as best you can. Flying guts are likely to redecorate the walls.

When the commotion dies down, enter the arcade. Walk up to the Duke Nukem

II video-game machine and press the spacebar. A secret compartment raises to

show the sliphtlv translucent holoduke (see Figure 4. .^j. Take it quickly because
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the compartment remains open but a second or two. Then march toward the security

door, and use the red keycard to open it. Have your shotgun handy. You will meet a

trio of pig cops in succession.

As you climb the ramp of the small metal-

lic room, the wall behind the wooden crate

blows up, and you might find yourself nose-to-

snout with a most unfriendly pig cop. You

might want to duck behind the crate and stand

up only to shoot your weapon. With the pig cop

out of the way, proceed into the narrow dark

corridor Shoot directly at the red, beady eyes

shining in the far corner It's another pig cop.

If you hit the fire extinguisher behind him, you will make short work of him.

Now all you have to do is open one more latch, walk onto the metal bridge, and

face off any other pig cops, assault troopers, or assault captains that are still alive. Then

you can choose to check out the swank apanment next, or simply run straight for the

level's exit.

Avoid a nose-to-snout con-

frontation with a most unfriendly

pig cop as you leave the arcade.

Duck behind the crate and stand

up only to unload the shotgun.

FIGURE 4.3; Move quickly if you want to grab the holoduke before the compartment closes.
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There is a cushy ihird-lloor apdrinient above and lo the right of the movie theater's

marquee. While you don't have to visit this cool bachelor pad to solve this level, there

are some compelling reasons to consider dropping in. For one thing, there is some

impressive booty in there: one ripper chaingun, an RPG launcher, a case of ammo for

it. and some pipe bombs. Besides that, you can kick back on the soft couch, enjoy a

dry martini, and even take in a titillating clip on the television. You can access the

apartment in one of two ways:

With the jetpack

Through deft footwork and precise jumping

USING THE JETPACK The simplest way to reach the secret apartment involves

using the jetpack. This means that you must first get it if you don't already have it.

(The jetpack is hidden behind the movie screen. You have to blow a hole in it to reach

the other side.) Once you have it, simply get near the tall palm tree to the right of the

theater and activate it. Ascend to the third story, by the marquee, and go in right

through the window. Enjoy the amenities.

USING DEFT FOOTWORK AND PRECISE JUMPING To reach the apartment

in this manner, you have no choice but to visit the arcade first. (See Fun and Games

at the AKade above.) If you haven't been able to get the jetpack. this is. in fact, the

only way to reach the cozy cove. But you must also possess the red keycard to be able

to unlock a special latch in the arcade. The red keycard is inside the projection room.

After taking care of business in the arcade, and exiting via the door with the red key

latch, be prepared to trade shotgun blasts with a few pig cops.

As you emerge onto the bridge leading directly to the level's exit, drop carefully

onto the narrow ledge that skirts the building and ends right by the theater's marquee.

Hug the wall and follow it as it turns 90 degrees to the west and then makes another

90 degree turn to the north. Stop in front of the palm tree. Then aim your sights up,

and jump so that you land right on top of the tree. Tbrn to face the building, and jump

straight through the window. (Figure 4.4 shows you these locations.) Once inside,

relax for a few seconds, check out the goods, and don't forget to collect the weapons.
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FIGURE 4.4: This is the way to the swank apartment.

COVERT DCTfllL^

Table 4.2 lists a complete rundown of the secrets in Hollywood Holocaust.

TABLE 4.2: THE SECRETS IN HOLLYWOOD HOLOCAUST
AREA IN LEVEL SECRET ITEM HOW TO GET IT

The Walk of Fame RPG launcher A secret compartment below the "Innocent"

graffiti emerges as you approach it.

steroids These are behind the poster in the second-

story, west side apartment.

shotgun A swank bachelor's apartment above

ripper chaingun and to the right of the theater's

RPG launcher marquee is where you will find this

pipe bombs weapons bonanza.

The movie theater pipe bombs These are in a secret compartment above the

trash can by the elevator to the arcade.

(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from preinous page)

AREA IN LEVEL SECRETITEM

armor

HOWTOGFTIT

This item is in a hidden elevated chamber on

the west side of the moin lobby Open the

chamber by activating the cosh register

behind the snack bar Then stand on a reced-

ing (unseen) pillar below and slightly to the

right of the chamber ond press the spocebar

to activate it.

RPG launcher Behind a secret wall on the west side of tlie

projection room is where you will find it This

wall raises when you jump on top of the pro-

jector to grab on atomic health unit.

a secret wall The secret wall is at the southwest comer of

that opens the projection room The odjoining room is

o dark metallic chamber with a female in a

cocoon The chamber is olso accessible

through on air duct on the eost side tf»ot

connects it to the theater's bathroom.

jetpock

shotgun shells

These ore behind the movie screen.

M RED LIGHT DimiCT

As with all mjjor cities in the world. L.A.. too. has its seedy side. And you are about

to witness it in some graphic detail. Complete with an adult bookstore and peep-shows.

The Red Light District offers many attractions for the seeker of fleshly delights. But

beware of everyone you meet, for many pack a trick or two up their skirt. (By the way.

you might want to get some cash before entering the district. Tipping is heavily encour-

aged.) This level introduces a new addition toyour ene

mies' arsenal, the recon patrol vehicle (RPV).

With its many side attractions and surplus of temp

tations. it would be easy to lose one's head in The Reil

Light [district. Definitely more physically demanding than

Hollywood Holocaust, this level will surely test your sta

mina. Your chances to make it through The Red Light

District are high as long as you move swiftlv in the (i[hmi

spaces and very carefully when there isnt as much leg

DUKE
NUKEM
MUST
DIE!



room. To solve this level, you must acquire all the keycards in a specific order: blue,

yellow, and red. To get the yellow keycard, you must first demolish the condemned

building on which it sits. A final word or two— if you don't have a jetpack when you

reach the area behind the curtain in the gentleman's club, you will have to draw open

the curtains and endure a good ol' fashion barroom brawl.

mflP) ARD ROUTE

The Red Light District offers many distractions indeed. But don't get too distracted

because your enemies will die trying to prevent you from getting to the floor show. On

the route map shown in Figure 4.5, notice the locations of the special latches that require

the blue, yellow, and red keycards to unlock them. The keycards' locations are shown

on the map in Figure 4.6. The blue keycard gives you access to a detonation switch,

and the yellow and red keycards provide you access to the bar and floor show areas.

THE GOOD)

Table 4.3 shows a rundown of the items you might score in The Red Light District.

TABLE 4.3:
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Peep-Booths

diiU

Stort Here Three-Button
Switch opens door

\

Exit Here Sewer

FIGURE * S Whot will be your pleasure (or demije) in The Red Light District?
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RPG Launcher

SECRET PASSAGE

Holoduke

Jetpack

Night Vision Goggles

RPG Ammo
Steroids

Atomic
Health Units

FIGURE 4.6: It's places like these your mom warned you about, but there's lots of weapons and

power-ups to gather.
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InthpBookttor?

1 . Head for the bookstore. The second you come out of the elevator, run

straight for the bookstores entrance to your left. Do not waste time

engaging the pig cop on the hovering recon patrol vehicle (RPV). it's

almost always a loosing battle. Also, beware that standing on the other

side of the steel door is another pig cop. Pour lead into his countenance

the second you see the red of his eyes.

2. Search for good material. After looking over the good material, open the

secret door boliind the magazine rack, and take the armor and pipe

bombs. Also raid the area behind the counter for a shotgun (by the mon-

itor) and the atomic health on top of the maga/.ine racks. While you're

reaching for the atomic health, push against the corner where the maga-

zine racks converge and uncover the holoduke behind the secret com-

partment.

3. Access the upstairs alcove. Activate the two outside switches on the

east wall to unlock the red door, and proceed into the dark, sloping cor-

ridor. Guarding off the troopers creeping in the dark, run to the elevator

at the end of the hall, and ride it to the alcove upstairs.

4. Get more goods and go. Take the RPG ammo on top of the mattress and

look behind the small compartment in the wall for the blue keycard.

Chop down the troopers in the adjacent room, and take the ripper chain-

gun rounds. From the window in this room, take pot shots at the RPVs

and the troopers outside and across the street. When you've softened

them up a bit, jump out the window and onto the wide avenue below.

On thp main flvpnup

1. Access the Mi Realms Demolition quarters. Run toward the south end

and enter the small partition along the building labeled '31') Realms

Demolition." Shoot your way in, right through the awaiting pig cop.

2. Uncover the combination switches. Activate the blue keycard reader to

reveal two circular switches on each of its sides.
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3. Use the right combination. Activate

the two inside switches to uncover a

detonator switch. Push it and watch

the condemned building across the

street crumble to the ground.

4. Collect the yellow keycard, ammo,

and a portable medkit. Run out

into the rubble and collect more

RPG ammo, the yellow keycard, and

a portable medkit.

5. Enter 3D Realms Demolition's

headquarters. Use your newly

acquired yellow keycard to open

the latch that unlocks the metal

door to 3D Realms Demolition's

headquarters.

\nu6Q the 3D Realms Demolition Buildin?

1

The bookstore is another

known hangout for alien troopers,

pig cops, and captains. Use doors

and video shelves for protection.

Often, you con surprise your oppo-

nents by jumping on top of the

shelves and shooting down at them.

Don't be too hasty to run

over to the rubble in search of the

yellow keycard. It could be your

undoing. Wait until the explosive

charges go off completely before

rushing out.

Check out the bar. Go up the ramp,

past the pool table, and take a right into the bar.

2. Duck for the red keycard. Open the secret door behind the bar, and

crawl inside to grab the red keycard.

3. Head for the floor show and into the duct. With the red keycard in

hand, enter the floor show area. Find the air duct near the northeast cor-

ner, blow it open, and jump inside by climbing a nearby table (see

Figure 4.7). Drop into the narrow corridor below to reach the area

behind a large red curtain.

4. Elevate to freedom? Activate the jetpack to reach the platform above. Go

around to the south into a warehouse-like space with an angular ceiling

and a few wooden crates. Battle a few obstinate pig cops around the

crates. Then run around the bend to locate the exit switch. Now get

ready to do a little bit of time as you await your turn on death row.
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Worehouse

Strip Club ^

FIGURE 4 7 Use the air duct to reach the area behind the red curtain from the floor show
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ADDED ATTRfl(TIOn)

in THE RED LIGHT DhTRKT
For all the cheap thrills one might experience

in The Red Light District, it goes without say-

ing that there's a heavy price to pay. This sec-

tion highlights some of the tough encounters

you might have. It also describes areas you

might want to visit if you just can't get enough.

Get ready to:

vv Take in a peep show or two.

v> Square off in the bar and

take the red keycard.

v/ Cause a serious commotion in the floor show.

D H DEfflO
W^A Check out The Red Light

District demo on the CD-ROM. You

can find it in the folder labeled

"Blaze" in a file named E1L2.DM0.

At this point you will find yourself

crawling through this duct and

about to run into some nasty pig

cops at the other end—better not

be low on ammo!

(atchin? a (neak VqqV at the Peep (houi

If you never as much as walked into an adult bookstore before because you felt self-

conscious or embarrassed, don't worry. Besides stocking a wide variety of magazines

and videos, the bookstore also has a discreet row of peep stalls in the back, where you

might enjoy a few private screenings. Not only that, but you will be able to lay your

hands on a choice piece of hardware, a loaded RPG launcher.

After taking the armor and pipe bombs behind the secret magazine rack, head

toward the north end of the bookstore. Turn quickly to the right side as you cross the

threshold and dispense with the awaiting pig cop. Then turn your attention to the west

side of the hallway. As you come around the corner, pounce on the pig cop. Turning

eastward now, clear the way of assault troopers and captains lingering about. Then

run to the end of the hallway, and open the door to the stall at the very end. Open the

small screen and grab the RPG. If you are not easily offended by erotic sights, visit the

other stalls. But beware of the occupants inside. Pig cops are known to like movies
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too. The best technique for emptying the stalls is to open the door, stand aside, and

catch the enemv as he pokes his head out to look.

^uarin^ Off at thp Bar

The second you enter the bar inside the iD Realms Demolition building, it might seem

like everyone knows your name and wants you dead. Yet, you have no choice but to

go in search of the red keycard. When you reach the top of the ramp, avoid stepping

inside the bar right away. Instead, stand just outside, pepper the ahens with your shot-

gun, and then take refuge behind the wall.

After thinning out the gnarly bar crowd, throw a pipe bomb down the ramp and

then rush in behind the counter. As you enter this area, you will cross a trigger that

causes a few pigcops to materialize. In a few

seconds, the gang of bad pig cops, hot after your

trail, will make its way up the ramp. Crouch

under the bottle rack and open the secret com-

partment. Crawl inside to grab the keycard. in

the process, push the thumb-activated detona-

tor. That should take care of at least one pig cop

and damage the rest. Switch to the shotgun and

hold your ground inside the little crawl space

(see Figure 4.8). From this cubbyhole, shower

with bullets anything that moves outside.

Once the noise dies down, crawl out and be sure to check out the TV monitor.

Remember the now infamous slow-speed chase of a particular white bronco'

If you need a respite to

gather your wits, you con close the

small door to the tiny compart-

ment. Just press the spacebar

again.

fl Final )hoiu Down in thp Bloodij Floor (how

The floor show in ilu' Ki-d l.iglii Distiict is nothing short of extraordinary. The instant

you step in through the heavy metal door, you will see three separate stages appear.

The main stage emerges from the floor and dominates the center of the room. TVvo

side stages descend from the ceiling. As with many other danger areas, it's always best

to proceed cautiously. Rather than running in and risking an ambush, open the door

and pick off as many troopers and pig cops as you can from the outside.
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FIGURE 4.8: Crawl into the small compartment below the bar for protection and to grab

the red keycord.

Once it's safer to venture in, find the air duct in the northeast corner of the room,

blow it open, and jump inside. Follow the duct to the end. You will run into another

grill. Tear through it, and then drop a pipe

bomb into the narrow space below and deto-

nate it. Repeat the procedure if necessary. You

want to blow up the vicious pig cops in the con-

fined space before you jump down from the duct.

When you do jump down, switch to the RPG

launcher and aim up at the pig cop on top of

the large platform. If you have the jetpack,

you'll be able to avoid a nasty scene. Simply

activate it, reach the top of the platform, and

proceed around the corner into a darkened

warehouse. After a final turn, you'll be facing

what appears to be the exit switch.

Anytime you can confront

your opponents indirectly, such as

from behind walls or to one side of

an entrance to a room, you stand a

better chance of dodging enemy

jl fire. Strafing across, you can also

unload your own offensive.
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However, if you don't have the jeipack,

you'll have to draw the curtains open. The

only problem with that is that the floor show

area will be repopulated with scores of pig

cops. With that in mind, approach the switch

at the south end of the corridor and activate it.

As the curtains begin to draw open, engage the

RPG launcher and slaughter as many pig cops

as you can. You can also run to the north side

of the corridor (it's best to avoid the main floor,

for as long as you can) and throw pipe bombs

into the moshing pig cops.

Eventually, climb the main stage, face the west side, and take a flying jump onto

the elevated platform. Then simply follow the path to the exit. But don't be terribly

disappointed when you find yourself captive at the end of this level.

Ilillillilf
Be worried against getting

too physical with the dancers.

Tipping is encouraged and accepted,

but if you dare to shoot a dancer

—

accidentally or not—you will pay

dire consequences Every time a

dancer dies, o captain and a

trooper materialize on the scene.

(OVERT DETAIL)

The secrets of The Reil l.iizlit District .ire exposed for .ill \o siv in T.iblo 4 4.

TABLE 4.4:
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EflTH ROUI

You open your eyes in Death Row only to be momentarily blinded by a sudden and

painful electrical jolt. Collecting your wits and taking stock of your surroundings, you

notice you're the center piece in an execution room. The rigid chair you're on is any-

thing but inviting. (The last thing you recall is when the aliens took you prisoner at the

conclusion of your Red Light District tour of duty.) Before enduring another blast, you

jump off the chair and realize you are completely unarmed.

It appears as though your seconds in Death Row are num-

bered. Indeed, you are trapped in a correctional facility

where good behavior means absolutely nothing.

The only way out of Death Row is via an aquatic

escape. You must endure a rough ride to the area known

as Cell Block 2. There is said to be a tunnel there that

might lead either to an awaiting submarine or a horrific

death in the clutches of fierce octabrains and their alien

allies. Your path through Death Row will send you on a

search for all three keycards (in the order blue, yellow, and red) . If you can survive the

first few seconds in Death Row, you might yet have a fighting chance.

mflP) AnO ROUTE

Look over Figures 4.9 and 4. 10 to help you plot your imminent jailbreak. You're at lib-

erty to choose your own path, but the recommended route leads straight to a chance

for freedom.

TH£ GOOD)

Don't waste your time while doing time. You can actually amass a good deal of loot,

even while you are behind bars. Check out Table 4.5 for a complete list.
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Get-Away
Sub

Prison

Courtyard

Force Field Switch
for Cell Block 1

FIGURE 4 9 They soy thot breaking out of Death Row is hard to do
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Pipe

Bombs

Steroids

Shotgun
ond Ammo'

FIGURE 4.10: Because you must start this level with nothing in your arsenal, better look for the

first weapon you can find.
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1 TABLE 4.5:
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Intidp the Room with Killer (o?t

1 . Grab the atomic health and night

vision goggles. Enter the gap left

by the exploding wall. Approach the

smaller rotating cog. Jump, aiming

for its center Then synchronize

your turning rate so you can time a

second jump and reach the narrow

ledge along the west wall. Take the

atomic health. Crawl south along

the ledge, and open a secret com-

partment at the very corner to bag

the NVG.

2. Collect the blue keycard and an

RPG. Jump directly onto the larger

cog. Then execute a second jump onto the southeast corner Landing on

a control area, grab the RPG and the blue keycard behind the wall com-

partment.

3. Get out of the cog room. Execute a series of well-timed jumps, first onto

the large cog and then onto the smaller one. Finally, at the right

moment, jump back into the room's entrance and exit.

You start out this level

completely unarmed. And what else

would you expect? You're in the big

house, after all. But even worse,

you start out sitting on the electric

chair. If your health is failing from

the beating you may hove token in

The Red Light District, you might

not be able to withstand more

then a single charge at the choir.

So get off the hot choir as quickly

as you can, and not on instant

too soon.

In the Central Room and Jailhoute Courtyard

1. Take the yellow keycard. Enter the small circular room on the north

side of the central control room. As you reach for the keycard, the side

mounted light panels slide open to reveal trip bombs. Duck under the

light beams and leave the room.

2. Go after the red keycard. Enter the large control room, and head for the

yellow latch at the north end. Unlock the gates to the jailhouse courtyard

and turn westward. You will find the red keycard at the southwest cor-

ner. Unfortunately, you will be under fire from roving pig cops in their
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3.

RPVs. And if that isn't enough, you're a wide open target to the turrets

strategically mounted along the north end of the courtyard.

Unlock Cell Block 2. Back in the main control room, climb the ramp

and unlock the red latch on the southwest corner. Push a second

switch and gain access to the hologram room. Grab the ripper chain-

gun on the central platform. Then push either of the switches on the

circular rotating walls of the room. When the room stops, enter the

small opening along the southwest side.

Ascend a small ramp and enter the small

room containing the switch that deacti-

vates the force field to Cell Block 2.

DHC Dcmo
Because a picture some-

times isn't enough, look at the

demo on the CD-ROM for the

Death Row level in E1L4 DM0 You

can see why the steps in this

sequence require you to perform

nearly flawlessly.

Atth^northeattEnd

1. Find the tunnel in Cell Block 2. Take

the Control West e.xit, ascend the ramp, and

find the entrance to Cell Block 2 (northeast

of the room that once held the vellow key-

card). Standing at the entrance to Cell Block 2. push the switch panel

until the last cell opens. Rush to the cell and look behind the poster in

the corner. Be careful not to fall in; you've just found the secret tunnel.

Reach the sewage line. It turns out the tunnel is onlv partially excavated.

Vou will have to drop a couple of pipe bombs to finish the job.

Eventually, you will reach a toxic sewage line. Follow it northwest to an

open area where you will see a submarine.

Board the sub. You will have to dive and board it from below, so score

the scuba gear before diving. Its around the south stone wall of the

open area. After entering the sub, throw the periscope switch and then

activate the exit switch.
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ADDED flTTRA(TIOn) IH DEATH ROUl

They say time in the slammer hardens a person. Perhaps. You decide for yourself after

experiencing:

^: A moment of reflection in the prison chapel

'S: A bruising battle in the courtyard

Pravin?h fortheUJeak

Even if pious or spiritual are not words anyone would use to describe you, you might

consider stopping to reflect for a minute in the jailhouse's chapel. You might not

become blessed or sanctified, but you are sure to uncover some unholy secrets. If

you're not totally overcome with religious fervor, you could well leave the chapel with

a ripper chaingun, a few pipe bombs, and an atomic health unit.

Don't let the SILENCE, DISCIPLINE, REMORSE sign at the entrance keep you from

entering. Catch the kneeling troopers and captains from behind while they are facing

the altar. It helps to have an RPG launcher to better your chances, but even with a shot-

gun, you should be able to dispose of the few faithful in there. Approach the main altar

and look above you at the tall, pointed ceiling. Shoot the hanging monk and absorb

the atomic health that comes out of his body as he hits the floor.

Standing at the floor of the altar, press against the podium to activate a secret door

behind the stained glass. Walk to the southernmost window, and kick it in. Go into

the narrow passage, and do your very best to plant three solid shotgun blasts at the

floating octabrain. Then proceed to the end of the red-lit corridor where you will find

a ghastly sight—nothing less than the mangled torso of a former DOOM marine. Put

the poor soul out of his misery, and collect the ripper chaingun behind him. Do it

quickly because anything you touch here is harmful. Get back to the altar, bust the

window on the right side, and grab the steroids.

The next maneuver requires impeccable timing and execution. Your goal is to reach

a confined space above the chapel's entry. Notice the switch high above the altar. Stand

near the middle of the room, maybe even behind the pew. Aim for the switch, and

shoot it with your pistol. Then turn immediately around (or run backwards if you pre-

fer) to stand on the narrow ascending pillar. Once at the top, crouch to reach the case

of pipe bombs. Jump down and be on your way. Figure 4.11 shows the chapel's lay-

out and your route in more detail.
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thouidouin at the (ourtijard

A visit to the north courtyard is inevitable.

There lies the red keycard that you need to

unlock Cell Block 2. However, because it is so

close to the only way out, the courtyard is heav

ily guarded. Several pig cops patrol the area in

their RPVs. A network of turrets atop an ele

vated area flanks the north side of the court

yard. You are also the prime target of troopers

and captains inhabiting the cell blocks that look over the courtyard along its south

wall. Beside the fact that you must have the red keycard, there are other good reasons

to storm the courtyard. You could build a surplus of health if you can manage to reach

the secret area housing four atomic health units.

When you first open the door to the courtyard, avoid rushing out. You would only

serve as a target to a mob of murderers. You will have to take the courtyard in stages.

First nail the pig cops by the door. Then, adjust your aim to about 45 degrees and face

the west side as you sidestep to launch a grenade at the first visible firing turret. Slide

back near the door and go back inside if necessar>'. (Do your best to avoid engaging

the RPVs.) Adjust your aim and repeat the process, sliding out of the door to hit the

next turret. Tlirn your attention to the turrets along the east side and start again.

Without the constant threat of the turrets, you will be better able to deal with the

RPVs. A useful technique against an RPV in the courtyard is to simply run away from

it. Then, make a sudden 180 degree turn and Are off an RPG projectile.

If you can't wipe out every RPV. don't sweat it too much. Climb the elevated north

side area. Do it by first jumping onto the slanted surface beside the closed north gate.

Then take another short jump onto the elevated area. Again, climb the slanted surface

of the central structure in the elevated area, and

you will run into a secret area. Go right through

the wall to And a long corridor with a line of

atomic health units and take them. Get back

near the entrance to the corridor, and bombard

the cell occupants with the RPG, a handgun, or

The Backspace key is a great

way to turn quickly and swiftly.
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FIGURE 4.11: Violating the secrets of the chapel.
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the shotgun from your relatively safe position. Gel back on the elevated surface, and

run its length to either side, collecting additional ammo and weaponry.

(OVERT DCTAIL)

Check out Table 4.6 for a list of the stuff you might otherwise miss on Death Row.

TABLE 4.6: THE SECRETS IN DEATH ROW
AREA IN LEVEL

Execution chamber

SECRET ITEM

shotgun

HOW TO GET IT

This Item is in the secret area behind

ond below the electric choir The switch

on the left side of the window lowers the

electric chair's platfomi.

Prison chapel ripper choingun This baby is in the secret shrine behind

the oltor The shrine is accessible

through the stained glass window to the

left of the main altar

pipe bombs

ripper choingun

You'll find these in the loft area on the

east side To occess this area, you must

first flip a switch above the oltor, so a

pillar rises out of the floor neor the loft

Then run ond jump on top of the pillor to

reach the loft.

The small holding cell
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TOXIC Dump

The small cargo submarine you hoped would carry you out of Death Row and into

freedom took a nose dive. Needless to say, it was booby-trapped. It now resembles a

giant cigarette butt sticking straight up from a sand ashtray. This is a fitting entrance

to the Toxic Dump, an austere rock, concrete, and metal installation for the disposal

of dangerous chemicals and radioactive substances. The Toxic Dump dominates over

a large expanse of territory with interconnected bodies of water and small canyons.

Structures like the multi-level treatment plant, at the

north end, foreshadow the increasing sophistication of

later levels.

There are basically two ways to clean up the Toxic

Dump. One is significantly more efficient, circumvent-

ing the treatment plant and the sewage lines. But it

requires you to have a jetpack. If you don't have one, slip

on those protective boots. You will be knee-deep in toxic

sludge sooner or later. The key to surviving in a dump

like the Toxic Dump is to boost your immune system.

Cherish and seek atomic health. They are bountiful in this level. And one last thing:

In this level you have to literally become small to reach key switches and passages.

How do you get small? You simply stand in front of the flashing lens and look at the

birdie. Get the red keycard and then learn to crawl.

Ja

fllflP) flnO ROUTE

Try not to be overwhelmed when you look at Figures 4.12 and 4.13. The Toxic Dump
is a sprawling structure of varied and complex architecture.
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. Teleport to

Switch
Raises Lowers
Woter Level

\
^^ Cog Filter

Canyon
Cenfrol

Canyon

Toxic
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Conol

Teleport

from
Central

Conyon
Exit

FIGURE 4)2 The general surgeon wonts you to know thot entering the Toxic Dump is hozordous

to your health Proceed ot your own risk.
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Atomic Health Units

Ripper Chalngun

Chaingun Ammo

Pipe Bombs d;„—
i-> r \

Ripper
(2 Coses) ru„:J,„..„

Shotgun Ammo''

Chaingun Ammo

Shotgun

Exit

FIGURE 4.1 3: You best don your protective boots, for you ore about to moke a splash in the

Toxic Dump.
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TH£ GOOD)

Toxic materials, notwithstanding, not everything stinks in the Toxic Dump. Check out

the poods vou can collect and covet on this level in Table 4.7.

TABLE 4.7: THE GOODS IN THE TOXIC DUMP
WEAPONS

2 shotguns

AMMO

2 coses

2 ripper choinguns 1 cose

POWER-UPS

4 portable medkits

3 RPG launchers

2 pipe bombs

9 otomic health units

1 cose 3 ormors

3 cases 1 steroid Hosk

4 scuba gear sets

2 jetpacks

1 NVG
1 holoduke

1 poir of boots

BLAZiDG THROUGH THE TOXK DUmP

Do you want to avoid heartachei" Are most ol your limbs valuable to you' Any third-

rate genius will agree that your chances of survival in the Toxic Dump will rocket if

you can cut your slay there in half.

In the^outhujptt (anijon

1. Get out of the sub. Submerge in the water-logged sub and find the verti-

cal row of switches. Activate the top and bottom ones. Then turn around

and go out of the sliding doors.

2. Snatch an RPG and the blue keycard. Emerge to the surface level along

the rocky shore on the southwest side. Run up the rocky incline and take

possession of the RPG launcher. Then grab the blue keycard and dive

into the water hole, heading for the far shore.

3. Wrestle a ripper chaingun. Ijiter the Toxic Dump through the red door.

A step or two after the first turn, push the wall on the right side to access

a secret passage. Push a dark metallic wall to enter the narrow room that

overlooks the canyon from the southeast corner. The ripper chaingun is in

there, but so are a few troopers who are packed like sardines.
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^
Speaking of rocketing, to

blaze through and live to tell, you

must have a jetpack strapped on.

As there are none to be had in the

Toxic Dump, hopefully you secured

one back in Death Row.

In the Drum Proc(>$f in? Plant

1

.

Take the red keycard. Make your

way to the small platform at the

end of the conveyor belt near the

southeast corner. Let the mechani-

cal crane pick you up and drop you

at the opposite end. Climb a second

platform, and let another crane take

you back to the south end. As soon

as you are dropped, look for a glass door on the right side and bust in.

The red keycard is inside the small compartment on the south wall, next

to the computer panel. (See Figure 4.14.)

2. Get small and open the way to the north section. Use the red keycard

on the panel at the northeastern room. Wait for the shrinkage device to

blast you. Then run under the small opening on the right side. Make a

right and a hard left into a metallic room equipped with its own shrink-

age device. Activate the switch on the far side of the room. (It unlocks

the red latch in the previous room, thus granting you access to the rest

of the level.) Take another shrinkage dose, and leave the same way you

crawled in.

In the Central Cannon

1 . Reach the central canyon. Leave the drum processing plant through the

red gate, heading northeast. Go underwater and veer to your left to reach

a submerged control room in ruins.

2. Get high and head straight. Swim out of the room toward the north-

west. Activate the jetpack and soar slightly below the tallest hanging

rock formations. Look for a slight indentation on the northeast rock wall,

midway between the large cavernous entrances on both sides.

3. Beam to the end. If you found the spot, you are inside a small teleporter

cabin. To activate it, turn off your jetpack. Then walk away from the

beam booth and re-enter. You will find yourself a few paces from the exit

switch, at the very end of the perilous sewage tunnels.
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Red
Keycord

FIGURE 4 14 You literolly have to crowl to solve the riddle of the drum processing plant
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ADDED ATTRfl(TIOn$ IH THE TOXIC DUmP

There are plenty of reasons why you would want to check out the added attractions

the Toxic Dump has to offer. But, most Hkely, you don't have a jetpack, so blazing out

is not an option. Or perhaps your craving for adventure leads you to want to know

what it's like to be:

^ Northbound and determined

•£> Mistreated at the treatment plant

Head north, youn? Duke

Without the jetpack, your exposure to the Toxic Dump might be much longer than is

healthy for anyone. You have no choice but to head north. But as you emerge into the

sunken office in the central canyon, you notice the heavy metal door labeled "Gate

2
.

" It bars you from reaching the treatment plant and any chance of escaping. Opening

gate 2 requires a series of orchestrated maneuvers and techniques. With a bevy of

octabrains swimming and hovering around the canyon, it's nothing short of risky.

Press the switch at the corner of the window to raise the canyon's water level.

Stand your ground in the sunken office for a few seconds, and meet the circling

octabrains with the rapid fire from your ripper chaingun. Use the floating mines as tar-

gets when an octabrain is near one.

Swim out of the sunken office, hugging the wall on your right side. Surface by the

rocky shore near the northeast part of the canyon, and climb the sloping rocks around

the curve. Make short work of floating octabrains with well-guided rocket propelled

rounds. When the action lessens somewhat, take a running start from the bottom of

the rock outcropping on the left side, and jump across to the nearly level ground on

the northwest side. Follow the curving, sloping terrain to reach a small control room

tucked away in a fold of the rock at the very top. Spray the troopers with a generous

dousing of lead. Then step in, grab an RPG launcher, and, most importantly, press the

switch by the monitor. In fact, look at the monitor after throwing the switch. Gate 2

will yield. Run back to the water and dive down. Pass right through the gate. Figure

4.15 summarizes the route graphically.

You'll emerge in a yet another confined underwater area. Reach yet another sunken

office and throw the switch found in there. The next heavy gate will clear the way to

the north. However, upon reaching the gate, you might be initially discouraged by the
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nj'Fw.^rT'.-'^i'A

FIGURE 415: You need to reoch the switch to unlock gate 2
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sight of two massive cogs, churning and spinning steadily. To clear this next obstacle,

you must time your movement forward with a section of the cogs that appears metal-

lic gray. Wait for the cogs to turn a few times. When you think you have the timing

down, venture forth slowly but with determination. If you fall in right in time, the cogs

will simply deposit you into the next underwater chamber. Say hello and good-bye to

a couple of octabrains. And get ready for a showdown with aliens who have deplorable

manners at the treatment plant.

Bloomin? Violence at the Treatment Plant

The treatment plant is an impressively large, funnel-like structure with high currents

of slopping waterways. It is also a veritable octabrain nesting ground. Besides wrestling

with their wrath, you must also solve the riddle of the plant to reach the toxic sludge

canals, which lead to one of two exits. Stepping into the fast moving sludge, you are

pushed forward by the sheer mass and quantity of the thick goo. Land a shot with your

RPG launcher near the visible crack along the wall on the right side. Then fight the

current to reach the small room behind the blown-up wall. Mount the teleporter and

materialize in the remote enclosure at the northwest side of the plant. Slide out of the

teleporter booth carefully, and pelt any captains and their troopers. Then grab the cases

of RPG ammo. With your RPG aiming forward, slide down into the narrow canal to

reach the plant's center.

As you enter its spacious dimensions, aim and fire with precision. Chances are

that some octabrains will chase you to the bottom of the plant's main tank. Work your

way to the small control area at the north end of the main pool. Climb around the ramp

and press the switch in front of you. Watch above and to the right as a small wall opens

to reveal an elevated chamber on the south end.

Get back in the water, and climb the southwest ramp against the current. Jump

onto the small ledge near the top, on the right side, and follow it to the front, once

again overlooking the pool below. Climb over the separate and narrow floor section.

Then aim your weapon and fire to hit the switch due south of your position. The col-

umn you stand on will move toward the center of the pool. A similar column will

approach from the opposite end. Board the approaching column, and ride it back to

the east side. Go around the dividing wall with the ripper chaingun handy. Pour it on

the implacable octabrain, and push on into the toxic sewage network. It leads to the

secret exit and the more obvious level exit.
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(OVERT DETAIL)

It might be a dump, and a toxic one at that; but, as shown in Table 4.8, it certainly has

no shortage of interesting secrets.

TABLE 4.8: THE SECRETS IN THE TOXIC DUMP
ARLA IN LEVEL

The western canyon

SECRET ITEM

two RPG ammo coses

HOW TO GET IT

The ammo is in the secret compartment

behind the turret recess in the elevated

rock wall, directly east of the sunken

submarine.

holoduke This item is in a similar chamber behind

the turret recess on the opposing rock

formation.

The drum processing plant ripper chaingun This weapon is in the chamber behind O

secret door along the right wall (found o

few steps into the hollwoy leading to the

plont).

ripper chaingun ammo This is in the secret compartment at the

south end, which you con access by

catching a ride on the mechanical

crane.

atomic health units These are inside the cylinders in the

small chamber at the southeast comer.

The central canyon a series of exploding walls These dig a tunnel connecting the two

conyons

The treatment plant teleporter This is hidden behind an exploding wall

in descending conol to the south of

the plant The teleporter leads to o

chamber locoted just northwest of the

main treatment plant, where two RPG
ammo coses can be found

atomic health units Two of these ore in the elevated toxic

duct in o chamber just east of the plant.

exploding wall This is ncor the south end of the sinewy

canal It leads to the exit switch that will

transport you to the secret level. The

Lounching Focility.
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M mss
Was it Nietzsche who said he stood defiantly staring at the abyss, and the abyss stared

back? If you feel compelled to say "gesundheit" when you hear "Nietschze" and phi-

losophy is at best an amateurish pursuit, you might still

share Nietzsche's awe when you confront your own
abyss. Welcome to The Abyss and to the end of L.A.

Meltdown, the first Duke Nukem 3D episode. (There is

of course the secret level. The Launching Facility, pro-

vided you found it back in the Toxic Dump.)

The Abyss will tax not just your strength and ability

but also your character and mental fortitude. Among the

jagged cliffs, rocky roads, mountain sides, lava lakes and

waterfalls, and fast running, toxic sludge canals, you'll

find just how far the alien infiltrators have gone in their quest to possess the Earth.

After exploring their bizarre temples, carved into the flanks of hanging peaks, you will

be forced to conclude that the aliens' mythology combines mysticism and technology

in equal measures. But you aren't here for an anthropological assessment. You're here

to put an end to whatever the hell is going on. Your entire mission in The Abyss is to

find the giant alien ship lying dormant in the stinking bowels of the Earth. You must

then descend into a veritable inferno and face off against the gigantic Battlelord.

Bridging The Abyss requires you to blow key sections of mountain sides. The only

route to the alien ship is through a net of cavernous tunnels running like veins encased

in rock. Set out to find the San Andreas Fault marker, an unassuming slab of concrete.

Then penetrate the mountains' temples and uncover their secrets. In the major and

larger of the temples, set off a key trigger and blow open an entrance into the solid

burrow where the alien craft is nestled. Gain entry to the ship and best of luck.

Humanity is counting on you.

mflptflno ROUTE

No, you're not looking at the latest mutation of the virus of the week. Figures 4. 16 and

4.17 show you maps of the best route out and all the goodies, respectively, in The

Abyss and all its glory.
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Teleporfer

Fire Pit

FIGURE 4 16 When you Jtore ot The Abyts, do you feel like it stores right bock'
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Portable
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Blue
A--° ^'°'^""

^ . Ammo
Keycard

Night Vision
~ Goggles

Chaingun
Ammo

FIGURE 4.17; The Abyss brings your experience in L.A. Meltdown to a cliff-hanging

consummation.
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THE GOOD(

Considering the caliber of the opposition—after all this is the level in which you will

find the Battlelord. the episode's boss—The Abyss is well stocked in the goods depart-

ment. Table 4.9 shows the entire cache.

TABLE 4.9: THE GOODS



3. Cause a major shock. Bump against the marker and steady your footing,

as tectonic plates rearrange to change the scenery somewhat.

4. Collect two atomic health units. Jump onto the newly accessible slanted

surface. Take the first atomic health. Hopscotch onto the next surface,

and take the second atomic health before heading toward the caverns.

In the Eerie Alien (avernf

1. Enter at your own risk. Jump back over the canal, and run around the

rock formation to reach another area fallen by the quake. From here,

work your way down until you reach the level ground with the canal,

which is now the size of a gurgling brook. Cross over the canal again,

and reach the gaping entrance to the network of alien caverns.

2. Reach the pit of rituals. Crawl up the steep, rocky ground to reach a

level opening where the path divides. Turn a hairpin left onto yet another

tunnel that ascends all the way to the pit of rituals. Drop into the pit and

activate the alien hand print on the south wall to uncover a hidden area

where you can get another RPG launcher.

3. Uncover a hidden tunnel. Touch

the alien hand print on the north

side of the pit. When the nearby

rock slab slides, go into the con-

necting tunnel.

Blow up a critical mass of rock.

Come out of the connecting tunnel

into the threshold of the largest of

the alien caverns. Use your jetpack

to hover into the chamber, hugging

the wall on your right. You will

come upon a ledge where you can

shut off your jetpack. Through an

opening in the shape of a cross, you

will see the telling sparkle of the

Dh( Dcmo
As if the creepy chanting

reverberating in the alien caverns

isn't enough to infuse fear into the

heart of any adventurous soul, you

must still keep your wits about

you, and move quite deliberately

to get through this particular

passage. Watch the demo for The

Abyss, which is stored on the

CD-ROM in the file E1L6.DM0. It

will reaffirm your faith and get

you through.
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mysterious shrinking device. Walk up to the wall as you look out through

the cross to set off another massive blast. Through the opening, you

should be able to see a big rocky boulder collapse into a lava pit below.

5. Hover toward the downed boulder. Activate the jetpack, and exit the

chamber the same way you hovered in. Get back to the ritual pit and

climb out of it. Head westward. The path will lead you by a sunken

fountain. Continue up the path that steers westward. As you emerge into

crimson outcroppings. walk to the edge, and, assuming your jetpack has

enough juice, hover straight north toward the buried alien ship.

In and about the fliipn )hip

1. Find the entrance. Begin a long and perilous ascent inside a red glowing

tunnel. Follow the hairpin turn into a space where the ground is marred

by major cracks. (Through a small opening in the wall, you should be

able to catch sight of the alien ship.) Continue the downward path

around the lower circumference of the octagonal vessel. Leap-frog the

series of narrow rocks to reach a very steep series of rocks serving as

steps. These give you access to the north side of the ship. Straighten

your tie and knock on the door.

2. Drop in for a short visit. Open the massive door to the alien ship and

walk inside. At the end of the walkway, enter through a second, even

larger door. "Rirn to the right immediately, and activate the alien hand

switch on the wall. Slide down into the funnel-like floor. You're now on

the main floor of the alien craft.

3. Exchange pleasantries with the boss. Open the door on the east side.

Knter through the j;roen metallic tunnel. Collect all the RPG ammo you

can hold before the Battlelord makes his presence known. When he

emerges from an underground holding tank, manage to hit him 25 times

with your RPG launcher and claim a righteous victory.
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ADDED ATTRA(TIOn) in THE ABMH
If somewhere along the blazing route your jetpack gives out, or if you're just wild about

caves, perhaps you should look at these added attractions:

i> The proper way to work a room

'L\I' Going to a go-go cave

i\>' Facing off with the boss

The Proper UJai| to UJork a Room

When you reach the largest of the alien caverns, if your jetpack isn't up to the task,

you will have to trigger specific events to be able to get out. Dropping into the cham-

ber, look for the alien hand print along the north wall. Activate it and run along the

steps emerging from the ground and going up and around the periphery of the room.

Reaching the platform at the top, look through the cross opening on the wall. Your

proximity to this area triggers an explosion you can clearly see from this position. The

boulders sinking to the ground will allow you to access the north region of The Abyss,

where the alien ship lies encrusted in the Earth.

Jump onto a narrow ledge on the east wall, and activate yet another hand print

switch. Losing not a second, jump off the platform and run directly south to catch an

ascending pillar. Turn to face the sparkling emanation from the shrinking device flow-

ing across the boulders and through the cross-shaped opening. Let it catch you smack

in the face and turn you instantly small. Jump off the pillar, and head for the narrow

width at the base of the north wall. You will emerge right by the sunken fountain, but

there might be an octabrain or two waiting. So be warned.

Goin?toaGo-Go(ave

After wrecking large boulders and rock outcroppings in

the northern lava region of The Abyss (by setting off a trig-

ger in the larger alien cave), you can go for a final show-

down with the ever-so-jealous-of-his-job Battlelord. Or,

you could take the low moral road to visit a not-so-nearby

cave for a bit of, shall we say, licentious amusement? Here,

we opt for the latter.

%^
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Make sure your prolective boots are adequate before visiting the northern hemi-

sphere. The Abyss is an eroded land with flowing lava lakes, scorching waterfalls, and

perilous cliffs. The setting couldn't be more appropriate for octabrain spawning

grounds. They swim freely all around the lava. They can also hide behind rock out-

croppings and burrow within large crevices. Watch out.

Jump into the lava hoisting your RPG launcher and aiming slightly above the lake's

horizon. The second you spot three eyes in a giant gelatinous head, pull the trigger.

While they are at a safe distance, you should be able to pick your targets. At the same

time, you want to become an elusive target yourself, darting left and right, while strug-

gling against the current to keep a safe distance. If your jetpack isnt depleted, you can

also hover and rain upon the octabrain parade below.

Find the passage flowing eastward. Head northeast, staying near the wall on vour

right side. What will seem like legions of octabrains swimming upstream to spawn

will do their damnedest to stop your progress. Persevere undeterred. Find the small

platform with the alien hand print and activate it. Then climb over the opening above

the flowing lava. Fight upstream until the ground levels and then suddenly drops into

a small circular cave. Enter the cave, grab the atomic health, and don't attempt small

talk with the dancing woman. She's apparently entranced by the deep beat of a primeval

alien ravo.

Facing Off with {Uq Boff

This IS the niomcni oi truth. Youve demolished mountains to reach the alien ship,

which is encrusted deep in California mountain rock like a metallic seed of unreal pro-

portions. Now. standing on its imposing bridge, you're suddenly aware you've entered

truly alien territory. The ship's controls, engineering, and architecture were never

meant for human occupiants. The atmosphere is still and eerie, and you cant stop feel-

ing imminent danger and dread. You've come very far. but not far enough. You have

an appointment to keep with the Rattlelord, and he hates to wait.

Armed with all the RPC amino you can hold, walk toward the only door on the

east side of the bridge. Activate the alien hand print switch to look behind the green

door. Start into the room. Just before an overhead beam crosses the hallwav, stop and

activate your jetpack to hover into the room. You want to avoid running over trigger

1 , near the chamber's entrance. This trigger causes the door at the start of the hallway

to shut permanently.

The idea is to leave yourself an out if the idea of standing toe-to-toe with the Battlelord

is not even halfway appealing. Hover onto the circular platform on the northwest side.
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Avoid locking yourself in the

sentry's chamber by hovering over

trigger 1 . You con also hop over it.

Don't let the ghastly sight of the women in

cocoons distract you from your task. Take the

additional RPG ammo. By this time, the Battle-

lord should be emerging from his slumber. Seize

this moment when he's vulnerable, and pound

him with all the rocket propelled grenades you

can possibly launch. If you've got the tempera-

ment for it, you can attempt to fight the Battlelord on his grounds. The first thing you

must do is maintain a safe distance while you make him chase you from one half of

the chamber to the other, over the elevated lava canal. You will have a few precious

seconds to act as he starts to cross the canal, leaving the

top of his ferocious face exposed. You stand to sustain some

damage, so make it a point to pick up the two atomic health

units in this room.

If you can maintain a sustained attack before you're

really hurt, you're a better Duke than most. But even so,

remember that you can get back to the bridge area—if you

remember not to cross over trigger 1 . Bet as sure as day-

light the Battlelord will follow. Unfortunately for him, his

corpulent frame might prove too much for the door frame.

This is your perfect opportunity to punish him with impunity.

COVERT D£TflILS

Labyrinthine and enormous in its sheer proportions, The Abyss cradles many a secret,

as shown in Table 4. 10.

TABLE 4.10: THE SECRETS IN THE ABYSS

AREA IN LEVEL SECRET ITEM ^^^.^ HOW TO GET IT

The alien caverns fire pit that is This device sends you to the otherwise

really a teleporter inaccessible circular chamber, due

directly east of the cavern complex. Loot

abounds in this area, including RPG
ammo, atomic health units, and armor.

The rocky outcroppings atomic health units These vital items can be found in the

northeastern chamber, the home of the

dancing cavewoman.

(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page )

AREA IN LCVCL SECRET ITEM

shotgun and ripper

chaingun ammo

HOW TO GET IT

The ammo can be found in the rocky

tunnel that looks like on appendage

near the eastern end The tunnel is only

accessible through on exploding wall on

its north side, across from an alien hand

print.

THE LflUnCHinG fflClLliy

Why are you here? Don't look for really deep answers. Either you stumbled upon the

secret exit back in the Toxic Dump, or you purposely sought it out. But all that's irrel

evant now. Your mission here, if you can accomplish it. is

nothing less than to sabotage a rocket to the Moon. The

rocket carries helpless female specimens wrapped in leath-

ery green cocoons. (God only knows for what purpose.)

Destroying the rocket is a two-stage proposition. First

you must get onboard to activate the self-destruct mech-

anism with the aid of the red keycard. Next, you have to

find and push the remote detonation switch. But this

seemingly straightforward task is anything but that. To

begin, the rocket might as well be invisible until you cause

it to surface from its underground silo. To do that, you

must first secure a blue keycard. without which the secu-

rity switch will not work. And just as important, you also must find a way to open gate

2 to access the northern half of The Launching Facility.

mflP) flRD ROUTE

The Launching Facility's layout, as shown in Figures 4.18 and 4.19, consists of

medium-sized chambers connected by a network of corridors and passages at right

angles. And as the route makes it painfully obvious, you have to run its entire length

to accomplish your goal.
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Teleporter

Subterranean
Complex

Exit Switch

/
The Rocket

Launching

llil Pad

Roclcet

Detonation
Switch

FIGURE 4.18: Ten, nine, eight, seven, six

up the rocket before it's too late?

Can you penetrate the Launching Facility and blow
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^,"7^^ Shotgun

, r*" ,,> Ammo (3)
Units (3)

Night Vision

Goggle

Jetpock

Blue Keycord

Ripp>«r

Chaingun

Choingun
Ammo

Shotgun
Ammo

Handgun

FIGURE 4 19 Don't lose sight of your mission in the narrow confines of The Launching

Focility, but above oil, don't lose your head.
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THE GOOD)

While not particularly overflowing with goods, The Launching Facility has a

respectable number of atomic health units—and you know you can never be too

healthy (see Table 4.11).

TABLE 4.11:
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In the (pntral Control Room

1 Reach the top level. As you enter the room, run toward the southwest

corner. Run up the platform that circles the entire area until you reach a

row of four circular switches.

2. Gain entry to the control column. Activate the first, second, and fourth

switches (starting on the left side). Cross the metal bridge to the central

column. Grab the blue keycard and activate the switch labeled "1.
" it

deactivates the force field in gate 1. so you can reach the next chamber.

In the ^uare Chamber

1. Get more health. Run up the corridor leading to the largest chamber in

The Launching Facility. With a short running start, land on the central

pillar to claim an atomic health.

2. Reach the rocket control switch. Climb along the ramp and over an

irregular patch of ground to emerge in a small chamber with a few moni-

tors and other control panels. Go into the small connecting division on

the east side to use the blue keycard on switch 2, and then watch the

rocket emerge from its underground storage base. This same switch also

opens a door to the warehouse. The warehouse, of course, is adjacent to

your target, the rocket.

In and around The Launching Pad

1. Get the red keycard. Go back to the large square chamber, and enter the

hallway on the east side. Go straight through a raised door, and climb

the steep walkway, heading south, to come upon a set of swinging doors.

Open the doors, enter, and reach the top area to grab the red keycard.

Also, throw the switch along the half wall to open the large metal doors.

2. Hoard the rocket and drop the card. Get out onto the launching pad.

Take the elevator on the west side to the very top. Emerging in a small

and dark control room, grab the jelpack by the console before jumping

into the teleporter Open your eyes to see you are now inside the rocket.
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Walk over to the key switch and drop the red keycard. As the Hghts turn

red, get back on the teleporter and ride the elevator back to ground level.

3. Detonate the rocket. Crawl into the narrow opening east of the ware-

house gates. Find a simple toggle switch and push it. Watch the once

proudly erect structure come crashing down in a smoldering heap.

4. Reach the underground. Take the elevator on the east side of the fallen

structure a good distance into a subterranean complex.

In the kbterranean Complex

1 . Grab the boots and push the switch. Follow the corridor eastward.

Coming upon another computer console area, take the boots on the

northwest panel. Then push the adjacent switch to open a wall at the

end of the short southern corridor.

2. Ride the ooze to victory. Get out into the ooze and let it lead you to the

exit switch.

3. Give yourself any form of kudos you prefer for your conquest of the

L.A. Meltdown episode.

(OVERT DETAIL)

As the secret level, it's only natural that the Launching Facility contains quite a few

secrets. Witness them in Table 4.12.

TABLE 4.12: THE SECRETS IN THE LAUNCHING FACILITY

AREA IN LEVEL

The toxic tank room

(east of the central

control area)

SECRET ITEM

RPG launcher

shell cases

atomic health units

The cubic green chamber pipe bomb case

HOW TO GET IT

These items are in a sunken chamber,

which you can get to by diving into the

sludge and swimming through a narrow

passage.

This item is tucked away in a duct above

the ceiling fan.

The hangar area This item can be found in a secret com-

partment in the elevated control area at

the south end.

The underground chamber atomic health unit The item is behind the computer panel.
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At the conclusion of the LA. Meltdown episode, you found an alien

craft embedded in the Earth's rock mantle. Undaunted, you entered

the strange vessel and faced off with a fearless Battlelord. pulling quite

a job on his head. Using the ships monitors, you also learned that the

aliens were loading scores of women in cocoons into one of their huge

interstellar ships. You vowed to not let this intergalactic kidnapping

continue unabated.

Lunar Apocalypse, the nether region between L. A. Meltdown and Shrapnel City, iiiai k.";

the second episode in Duke's quest to undermine the alien's evil plot. As the level of

the opposition rises, your arsenal also undergoes a considerable face-lift. In this level,

you get to measure your might and wits against new adversaries, including the hov-

ering sentry drone, the leaping enforcer, and the single-minded assault commander.

smmu
You proved your mettle in LA. Meltdown, and now you are back for more. Spaceport

is your first stop along your tour of duty m Lunar Apocalypse. Spaceport sees you

aboard a hovering, man-made station in lunar orbit. The place is obviously infested

with aliens, and the blood trail flows ever so freely. Your job is to board the docked

shuttle and reach Ihc Incubator, the next station in the maddening Lunar Apocalypse

episode. Commensurate with the higher level of the opposition, you will also find nifty
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new weapons of awesome destructive power. Witness

the slirinker and the devastator, yours only for a few

quarts of blood.

Reaching the elusive shuttle involves fighting

through walls of enemies and working the installation's

secrets to unlock the path. Be especially careful when

confronting chaingun-wielding enforcers because this

might be the first time you confront them. The shuttle

you must board is behind a door that won't yield unless

you have the red keycard. However, getting the red key-

card involves first finding the blue keycard and then deactivating the force field around

the central shaft; to do this you must use the right combination on a panel of switches.

IDAP) ARD ROUTE

The layout of the Spaceport level, as you can see in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, is a no-frills,

utilitarian docking station. Because there are two completely overlapping floors in the

main central area, Figure 5.2 shows views for both the lower and the higher floors.

THE GOOD)

Table 5.1 displays the bountiful weapon and power-up cache to be had in Spaceport.

TABLE 5.1:
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A

Centre I Areo

Second Floor

Teleporter*

Exit

f I C U R I 5 1 Welcome aboard Spoceport, but don't expect o bog of lolty peanuts.
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SECOND FLOOR
CORRIDOR

Devastator

Atomic Health Unit

Atomic
Health Units

FIGURE 5.2: Don't be afraid to wander around the Spaceport and take in the beautiful vistas, as

you collect what you need.
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Around th? flrrivah Dockiny Batj

1

.

Get an RPG launcher. Hop onto the teleporter behind you to board the

inoperative docked shuttle. (This is not the shuttle you need to reach the

next level.) Grab the RPG launcher and the steroids near one of the

wings. Then, teleport back to the station.

2. Take stock of the situation, and beef up your arsenal. Reach the moni-

tor behind the dividing wall at the northwest corner. As you turn the cor-

ner, listen for the hissing sound of the secret compartment behind you

(directly facing the monitor). Turn around quickly and jump inside the

slightly elevated compartment to grab a case of RPG ammo.

3. Activate a switch to gain access to the central area. Work your way to

the southwest corner, disposing of the troopers and their captains along

the way. Crouch in front of the computer panel as you take a shotgun,

and push the broken computer monitor to enter a small secret area. Grab

the atomic health unit and get out. Finally, throw the switch to the left of

the computer panel to deactivate the force field that is barring entrance

to the central area.

On thp Central flrpa't Firtt Floor

1. Get the blue keycard and a few other necessities. Descend the long

ramp, past an intermediate chamber, and make a hairpin turn into the

wide open space of the central area's first floor. Although you will have a

very nice view of the blue planet, you should be more interested in the

blue keycard for now. (This is a good time to use the RPG launcher on

the leaping enforcer.) Enter the storage compartment behind the door on

the west wall. Climb on the crates to get the blue keycard, the scuba

gear, and the armor.

2. Access the second floor of the central area. Get out to the main floor

and find the narrow lift on the north side. Ride the lift to an elevated

control area where you can use the blue keycard on the switch next to

the opening. Activate the switch. It makes an elevator accessible at the
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south end of the floor. This elevator is your only way of reaching the

second floor. Go get on it.

On the Central flreaN Second Floor

1. Uncover the panel of combination switches. When properly configured,

these switches deactivate the shield around the central shaft. (The red

keycard lies at the bottom of this shaft.) Switch 2 is inside the out-of-

order elevator at the north end of the floor. Blow up the C-9 canisters

next to the elevator to create a gaping opening you can walk through.

Step in and push switch 2.

2. Push the right combination of switches. Run out of the elevator and

climb the short ramp to the green metallic chamber. Walk up to the

panel of switches, and push them in the same configuration as shown in

Figure 5.3.

3. Take a dive down the shaft. With the shield no longer barring you from

the main shaft, dive right in and touch bottom. Grab the red keycard,

and, while there, open the small compartment to take a jetpack and an

atomic health unit. Climb out of the shaft and head back to the metallic

chamber.

4. Board the shuttle and wave good-bye. With red keycard in hand, cross

over the heavy blue door and enter a chamber connecting the central

area to the docked shuttle. Walk right up to the switch, and use your red

keycard to open the circular door. Fend off the sentry drone, walk in,

activate the exit switch, and catch a ride to The Incubator.

ADDED flTTRflCTIOnt IH

5PflC£P0RT

Although you can get through Spaceport expe-

ditiously, why not prolong your stay and claim

two awesome weapons? Once you try them,

you will agree that the devastator and the

freezethrower are worth the extra time.

DH Dcmo
kiifl You can view this fast and

furious sequence in the demo for

Spaceport. Look in the CD-ROM for

E2L1.DM0. Then try to do even

better if you can.
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FIGURE 5.3: Activate the correct combination of switches to gain access to the mom shaft

In Search of thp DpvaUator

The only way to get the devastator is to reach an elevated hallway through the central

shaft. If you haven't scored a jetpack yet, that should be your first priority. There are

two jeipacks in this level. One is at the bottom of the central shaft; the second is on

top of a small platform along the west wall of the second floor in the central area.

After deactivating the force field around the central shaft, simply step in it and

activate the jetpack. Fly straight up until you come upon a hallway that runs north

and south. Take the hallwav south, and grab the devastator at the ver\' end of the hall-

way. Then turn around and get back in the shaft. If you like, you can continue climb-

ing all the way to a small top dome where you can also collect a pair of NVG.

korin? th( Fre^zethroiuer

As you take the final straightaway toward the awaiting shuttle, notice a roughly oval

area along the middle of the floor. It is in reality a platform that lowers automatically

as you enter the anti chamber to the shuttle. If you jump into the open pit, you will

come upon an octagonal chamber where the freezethrower is hibernating. Grab it

quickly and then make your way out of the sunken chamber by crawling into the nar-

row duct on the northwest wall. The duct starts a steep ascent and lets you come out

through a one-way secret wall m the green metallic chamber.



(OVERT DETAIL)

Table 5.2 airs out every secret in the Spaceport level.

(^^

The Incubator ' fiO

TABLE 5.2: THE SECRETS IN SPACEPORT
AREA IN LEVEL

The arrivals docking bay

SECRET ITEM

atomic health unit

HOW TO GET IT

You'll find it in a secret compartment

at the southeast corner. Crouch and

press the broken monitor to access the

secret area.

RPG ammo It's inside the elevated compartment at

the northeast comer, directly across

from the monitor. A sensor near the

monitor triggers the compartment open.

Central area, first floor pipc bombs These are tucked away inside a duct.

The duct is accessible in one of two

ways: through the duct opening inside

the small storage chamber at the west

side or by jumping through a secret

place from the small chamber that leads

into the central area. Take a running

start and jump directly at the sign that

reads "Authorized Personnel Only."

Central area, second floor devastator This item is at the south end of on ele-

vated tunnel. Once you have deacti-

vated the shield, access the central

shaft and hover to the tunnel's opening.

Head southward to take the devastator.

Anti-chamber to the shuttle freezethrower This is at the bottom of a chamber that

connects the central area to the exiting

shuttle.

[HE inCUBflTOR

Why this installation is called The Incubator will become painfully obvious very soon.

Another station orbiting the moon, The Incubator is literally infested with alien folk and

their ghastly young. Organic, web-Uke formations grow wildly along metalhc walls and

computer panels. The basic layout of The Incubator consists of two chambers joined by
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a single doorway. The southern half of The

Incubator is littered with dozens of eggs ready

to spew a new member of the alien race—

a

crawling, bouncing, formless protozoid slimer

with vicious serrated teeth in its underside.

Could these eggs be the next progression along

some aberrant evolutionary path crafted by alien

intelligence? Is this what's become of human

females? You shudder to think.

Your main concern in The Incubator is to

reach the southern chamber, where the exit door is found. But the southern half will

remain inaccessible unless you can deactivate the force field blocking the entrance.

Once you make it to the southern chamber, you need only get past a few formidable

adversaries and a barrier of hatching eggs to grab the yellow keycard. With this key-

card, you will be able to access another chamber where a special switch opens the

alien egg nest. After experiencing The Incubator, you will never think of poached eggs

in quite the same way.

mflP) RHD ROUTE

As you can see in Figures 5.4 and 5.S, The Incubator is basically composed of two sec-

tions ioined by a single doorway.

THE GOOD)

lable 5.3 lists the booty you can amass in The Incubator.

TABLE 5.3:
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Critical Switch
Opens a Gate to

South Chamber

Upper
Chambers

Lower
Chamber

Shooting
Recessed
Switch

Lowers
Hydraulic

Celing

Hydraulic

Celing

FIGURE 5.4: The Incubator has a few surprises ready to hatch.
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Freeiethrowcr

.

Holoduke

Jetpock

Devosfotor
Ammo

Atomic
Heolth
Unit

Shrinker
Cryjfol

-Yellow Keycard

FiGURt 5 5 Do you like your eggj scrombled' You will fry in The Incubotor, ond not neccssorily

from the excess cholesterol.
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BLAZinG THROUGH TH£ inCUBATOR

Alien eggs by the dozens, sentry drones, and a few vicious enforcers are only a few of

the reasons why you might want to blaze right through The Incubator. Stick to the

plan below, and you will live to earn bragging rights.

In i\iQ northern Chamber^ Eaft UJin?

1

.

Reach the computer room at the southeast comer. Open the door in

front of you and enter a small chamber. Take the shotgun from a hidden

compartment to your left, before opening the door into the rectangular

room to the south. You will become the target for a couple of sentry

drones. Knock off the sentry drones,

and enter the dark computer cham-

ber to the south.

2. Reap the secret booty from a com-

puter room. Step into the computer

room and grab the case of shotgun

shells from the computer panel on

the left. Then push the square

metallic panel to the right of the

computer terminals to open a secret

compartment. Grab the pipe bomb

case and hop inside. Then push a

second secret panel to access a nar-

row room behind the terminals. Take the case of shotgun shells and the

armor before you jump back inside the room through the one-way wall.

3. Get healthy quickly. Cross the room and throw the switch in the middle

of the wall on the southwest side. Two large metal panels open to reveal

a view of the southern chamber. At the same time, an elevated compart-

ment on the east side gives way to unleash a couple of sentry drones,

and a secret door gives way to the remainder of the nonhern chamber.

The moment you spot a sen-

try drone, back off to put some dis-

tance between you and the enemy

end then begin firing. Once a sen-

try drone gets too close to you, you

can count on suffering a hard con-

cussion, ot the very least, from the

sentry drone's diving attack and

ensuing explosion.
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In thp north (hambpr'f (lliddle taction

1. Get a large medkit. Run right into tlie Earth Defense Forces emblem

on the north side wall, and take the medkit in the small space behind

the wall.

2. Get the freezethrower. Continue up the ramp to a double door that

appears to be locked. Your presence will trip a sensor, and the doors will

lower as the computer room is being automatically assembled inside.

Enter the dark computer chamber and head for a set of tall panels at the

west side. The one on the right yields to let you inside a small enclosure

where a holoduke and a freezethrower are your rewards (see Figure 5.6).

In th(> (mall Horthiupft (omput(>r Room

1. Take more loot. Follow the short ramp up to a small, dark computer

room in the northwest corner. The sunken floor in this chamber will rise

FIGURE 5 6 fhp lovely sight of two of your favorite items
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2.

as the sensors detect your presence. This is a good time to drop a pipe

bomb onto the rising floor and wipe out the troopers before they reach

the ground level. Along the west wall, you can grab a ripper chaingun

and two atomic health units. The panel on the north wall hides a case of

chaingun ammo.

Throw the force field switch. Walk to the wall on the east side and

throw the switch that deactivates the force held connecting the northern

and southern chambers.

Rear the Southern (hamber't Entrance

1 . Take the RPG before going too far. Standing at the threshold of the

southern chamber, dart in to the weapons armory and grab the RPG and

the two ammo cases before retreating.

2.

3.

Bust in and get the yellow keycard. Open yourself a path into the east

wing (on your left). Enter the small door at the end of the half-circular

hallway. Grab the yellow keycard near the bottom of the ramp, and run

back out.

Proceed to the right wing. Once

you have scored the yellow keycard,

circle all the way around the south-

ern chamber to reach a small cham-

ber on the west side. Use the key-

card to enter the chamber. Look

for a small indented switch along

the metallic wall, and fire a single

bullet to activate it. This switch

lowers the entire southern wall,

thus granting you access to The

Incubator's egg nest.

You don't want to stand

inside the southern chamber for

very long. Hatching eggs to the left

and right and a meandering

octabrain can easily overwhelm

you. It is best to drop pipe bombs

or pick off the protozoid slimers

that come after you. After thinning

out their numbers, run straight for

the left wing of the southern cham-

ber and pluck off the octabrain in

mid air with a single shot from the

RPG launcher.
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In th(>C??nptt

Penetrate the egg nest. Hop onto the lowered southern wall, and dive

into the racing water to reach the circular egg nest. You will come to rest

on a solid platform overlooking a ghastly sight indeed. Before you risk

more injury to yourself, walk over to the small compartment on the west

side and take the large medkit.

Unlock the exit and get away. Hop into the uninviting water, and swim

quickly across to the mess of organic matter that carpets the entire

northern half of the chamber.

Throw the organic switch. Find a circular, organic switch along the mid-

dle part of the organic mess, and stand back as the middle section of the

organic formation is lifted to reveal the exit switch. If your devastator is up

to the task, pop any remaining eggs and

throw yourself toward the switch.

ADDCD flTTRflCTIOn^

in TH£ inCUBATOR

By the time you reach the southern chamber and

its gruesome alien egg nest, you might be ready

to get out screaming. However, on a more ratio-

nal level, consider checking out the sizable loot

to be had there. It can only make you stronger

over the long haul

Padding Mour flrtpnal in the Cv? Hett

Alter unlocking the entrance to the nest egg.

you can potentially score a devastator and a

shrinker and even ammo for these formidable

weapons, in addition to a jetpack. The devas-

tator and its ammo are found underwater.

Because octabrains and proto/oid slimers

You can detonate multiple

pipe bombs at once. Throw your

first pipe bomb. The detonator

button appears in your hand Press

6 on the keyboard to put away the

detonator and grab another pipe

bomb Throw the second bomb as

well. Again, press 6 to grab a third

pipe bomb Repeat this process as

many times as you like, so long as

your supply of bombs doesn't run

out. After throwing the lost bomb,

stand a good distance away and

punch the detonator switch for an

explosion equal in proportion to

the number of pipe bombs you

deposited.
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swim freely in the water pit, drop four or five pipe bombs in succession into the water;

then detonate them all at once.

Feeling a bit more confident, jump into the tepid waters and look for an indenta-

tion along the submerged organic wall on the north side. The indentation on the right

side takes you directly to three devastator ammo cases. The indentation on the left

side leads to an actual devastator.

Ascend from the depths and reach the east side of the organic formation. Climb

along the series of rocks along the west side until you come upon the entrance to

a tunnel that burrows right through the organic structure. Near the eastern side of the

tunnel you will find a jetpack behind a slightly translucent area in the wall.

(OVERT DETAILS

Secrets abound in The Incubator, and Table 5.4 summarizes them for you.

TABLE 5.4: THE SECRETS IN THE INCUBATOR
AREA IN LEVEL SECRET ITEM

North chamber, east wing pipe bomb case

armor

shotgun shells

HOW TO GET IT

The pipe bombs are hidden behind a small

metallic plate next to o small bank of

computers. Stepping inside the enclosure, a

second secret panel gives way into a hidden

chamber lined with electronic circuitry. The

chamber hides the armor and a case of shells.

North chamber, west wing freezethrower

holoduke

These are tucked away behind a smal

closet-like enclosure.

Computer room,

northwest end

ripper chaingun

ammo
This item is behind the panel on the north wall.

JIflRP FACTOR

Appearing more like a spaceship than a sedentary orbital station. Warp Factor is light

years more complex than the previous two levels in this episode. Expect the unex-

pected in Warp Factor. Opportunity and danger lurk around every nook and cranny.

This level also introduces yet another menacing figure, the rocket-spewing assault

commander. And if that isn't enough, how about a cameo by the nemesis you thought

you demolished back in L.A. Meltdown, none other than the Battlelord.
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A multilevel structure. Warp Factor is characterized

by long, wide hallways and a wide variety of utilitarian

chambers. Near the main observation deck at the north

end. you will see some telling clues as to the aliens' plan

to crack Eanh like a walnut by targeting California's San

Andreas Fault. In a humorous way. Warp Factor is also

a tribute of sorts to a staple American science-fiction

television show. If you persevere, you might be able to

pay a visit to not just a famous captain's ready room but

to a "really ready room."

Making it in Warp Factor is all about picking your battles and being completely

aware of your surroundings. You must traverse the totality of this installation before

you get rightful access to the level's exit. The path to the exit is barred by a deflecting

shield. The critical switch is in a secret area at the north end of Warp Factor. But to get

to that area, you must first find both the blue and then the yellow keycards. and in just

that order.

mflP) nno route

If the general shape of Warp Factor reminds you of anything, your imagination is def-

initely engaged. Your number one priority is to get familiar with every aspect of Warp

Factor. Logically, Figures 5.7 and 5.8 are good places to start.

THC GOOD)

It's only fair that such a complex structure as Warp Factor delivers on the goods too.

and Table 5.5 proves that it does

TABLE 5.5:
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Ready
Room

Observation
Deck

Bridge

«>^ ^

Really

Ready
Room

Ride shuttle to West Wing Ride shuttle back to East Wing

FIGURE 5.7: This is Warp Factor, where no Duke has gone before.
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BELOW READY
ROOM

Q

Ripper

Ripper Choingun

Choingun Ammo >

C3

FIGURE 5 8 Don't look for onyonc to beam you out of Worp Foctor
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BLflZinC THROUGH UJflRP FACTOR

The pace in Warp Factor is nothing short of

frantic. Even if you wish to blaze through this

level, you will still have to cover the entire

length of this installation.

In the Southern (hambert

1

.

Get a ripper chaingun. Make a

hard right stepping out of the eleva-

tor to claim the ripper chaingun on

the floor.

2. Lay your hands on a devastator.

Proceed into the chamber to the

north, dashing across to the armory

closet on the left side of the green

metallic chamber. Open the semicir-

cular door and nab the devastator.

Turn around as soon as possible,

and use your new weapon on the

enforcer and the sentry drones that

were automatically released from

the dark chamber on the right side.

3. Get down and claim the blue key-

card. Step on the platform to the

left side of the chamber. It will

immediately collapse to a lower

level area where the blue keycard is

found. Search along the rubble,

sticking to the left side, and crouch

along the northwest corner to reach

the blue keycard.

Before stepping out of the

small elevator, be aware that a sen-

try drone flanks you on each side.

Therefore, when you step out, be

reedy to fire on a sentry drone or

to back up into the safety of the

elevator enclosure. Of course, you

con also run to a far corner of the

room to get a bit more breathing

room so you are able to aim

squarely at them.

To better your odds of mak-

ing it to the bottom floor, try going

down once and shooting the

enforcers from the dubious safety

of the elevator. Then, with the

enforcers out for good, drop one or

two pipe bombs and activate the

elevator to get out of harm's way.

As the elevator begins ascending,

detonate the switch. Now you are

clear to go down again and pro-

ceed into the hallway, with the

laser trip bombs safely exploded.
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4. Reach the lower floor on the east side. Having obtained the blue keycard,

gel back to level ground and then head toward the platform on the oppo-

site side. The platform will lower into a wide hallway, but further progress

will seem unlikely because, not only are you dealing with a couple of

enforcers, but the threshold of the hallway is lined with laser trip bombs.

In thp Eatt and UIpU UJin?f

1. Access the east wing. Having cleared the laser trip bombs, head north

and take a quick right into a small door where you will need to use the

blue keycard. Step inside the small enclosure, and activate the elevator to

reach the long and narrow east wing. Deal with the sentry drones, and

travel southward along the east wing.

2. Ride the shuttle to the west wing. When you reach the southern end of

the east wing, activate the switch near the observation deck. Notice how

the shuttle travels across from the west wing to where you are (see

Figure 5.9). When the shuttle arrives, hop on it and activate the trans-

port switch.
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In th? UJef t UJin?

1 . Go for the yellow keycard. Forge northward along the west wing. Near

its middle section, you will see the yellow keycard locked behind a seem-

ingly impenetrable barrier. Throw the middle switch in a nearby switch

panel, and the barriers blocking the yellow keycard will yield.

2. Ride the shuttle again. Get back to the southern end of the wing, and

push the button to beckon the shuttle. Get on it and get back to the

east wing.

Toward the Critical (uiitch

1. Meet an old acquaintance. Stepping down back into the main level, you

will run into the Battlelord. Remember him? If your health, armor, and

weaponry allow it, you might be able to pepper the Battlelord with a

combination of your devastator and RPG launcher. You can also retreat

into the small elevator, and close the door in front of you.

2. Probe beyond the yellow door. Run all the way to the north end, where

a massive metal barrier cuts you off

from reaching the very large, semi-

circular observation chamber at the

north end of Warp Factor.

3. Reach the observation deck, and

get the freezethrower. Use the yel-

low keycard to gain access and

press past the yellow door, and ride

the conveyor escalator to the obser-

vation deck's entrance. At once, run

directly across to the cylindrical

enclosure and push the door open.

Step inside and grab the

freezethrower; you have earned it.

Because you won't gain

much by engaging the Battlelord,

you might also just run past him

and head directly for the door lead-

ing to the north section of Warp

Factor. You might sustain some

damage in the process, but as soon

as you step inside, you can claim

an atomic health unit from the

secret door behind the first com-

puter control panel on the left side.
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On thp Obfprvation Dpck

1. Reach the circular control chamber. Run to the very north end of the

observation deck, and notice that there really isn't much to observe yet.

Ascend the short ramp into the circular control chamber, and activate the

switch behind the 3D model of the Earth. The shields around the obser-

vation deck will raise to reveal a breathtaking view of our home planet.

As you head for the yellow

door, you might engage the curiosity

of the assault commander. If he

comes after you, keep a safe dis-

tance between you and him, leav-

ing yourself the ability to find shel-

ter from the rapid-fire rockets he is

so fond of expelling in your general

direction. Then retaliate with sus-

tained fire from the devastator, or

score one direct hit with the RPG
launcher.

2. Access the secret area. Walk directly to

the large map depicting the point of

impact along the North American conti-

nent, and open a secret door behind the

map. Step inside and claim the RPG

launcher along the elevated ledge. Also,

the middle section of the computer

banks has a holoduke behind a small

secret compartment.

3. Activate the critical switch. Look

for the switch near a monitor on the

west side. Turn on the switch to

lower a shield barring access to

the core reactor.

Back in (Uarp TactorN ((>ntral Rp^ion

1 Retrace your steps. Get back to the middle area, just south of the

vellow door

2. Find the back door to the core reactor. Proceed to the large cubic

chamber located right smack in the center of Warp Factor. Open the large

metallic door, and race across the empty, but highly harmful, chamber.

Radiation contamination in this chamber is quite high.

3. Time your move and go for it. Wait for the moment when the rotating,

incande.sconl shields leave a gap through which you can actually see a

clear path to the central core, and then rush in. (See Figure 5.10.)
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4. Ride up and away. Activate the core (it acts like an elevator), and you

will come upon an elevated circular enclosure, with the exit switch

prominently displayed on the east side. Push the switch and you're gone.

Count your blessings; not everyone makes it this far and stays sane.

ADDED flTTRfl(TIOn) IR UJflRP FACTOR

Space, the final frontier, can also be highly stressful and maddening. For that reason,

if no other, most mortals might need a special place to find solace and renew their

energy. For the captain of the Enterprise, this place is the "ready" room. For Duke

Nukem, such a place might be the "really" ready room. Here is how you can find it

and take a little time to kick off your shoes.

FIGURE 5.10: Make your move at the right moment, and get in through the back door.
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Gpttinv ^ompR&R

Should you decide to take a breather—and you really ought to—then the really ready

room is the place to be. But reaching the really ready room is not completely an effort-

less proposition. Timing and execution are critical.

Near the southeastern end of the observa-

tion chamber, you will notice a wall panel with

small green LEDs. This panel is in reality a

secret wall. Open it and aim up to fire your gun

at an elevated switch inside. Without loosing a

second, run around the southern end of the

observation deck to reach a lowered area along

the outside west wall of the circular control

chamber. Step inside and ride the elevator to

reach a secret area above the circular control

chamber.

Notice that the secret area, too, is circular

and very reminiscent of the bridge of a once maiden starship. Access the chamber with

the "Ready Room" sign on its door. Walk behind the desk and activate the desktop

computer. Then step into the festive, lounging atmosphere of the really ready room,

and let your hair down— for awhile, anyway.

1
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Fu^on ^TflTion

Essentially, the Fusion Station is nothing more than an oversized instrument for spew-

ing forth massive power loads to juice up all the lunar stations. Circular in shape and

strictly utilitarian, the Fusion Station is an impressive structure of gargantuan pro-

portions. Standing erect and dominating its central area, a very wide cylindrical col-

umn reaches up to the black heavens. This central core reactor houses three floor levels

inside, each one posing a clever puzzle.

The north and west side periphery of the Fusion Station is crowned by another

series of chambers and a long tunnel. Orgiastic in its unbridled decor, the Fusion Station

is far from Home & Gardens fare. Your mission in the Fusion Station is to reach the

head of the reactive column and blow it completely off.

To reach the head of the reactor, you will need to traverse the four corners of the

Fusion Station and confront more sentry drones, enforcers, and assault commanders

than ever before. If your current arsenal includes a devastator, an RPG launcher, or a

more exotic weapon like a shrinker or a freezethrower, things might not be as dire.

The Fusion Station paces your progress because, as you reach a major area, you

have to solve a puzzle before moving onto the next place of interest. This means you

should pay particular attention to secret passages, switch-controlled doors, and other

installation features. You would be surprised what you can find and where you can

find it in the Fusion Station.

niAP) AHD ROUTE

The seemingly straightforward layout of the Fusion Station belies the fact that its mul-

tiple levels and secret passages make it a very hard level to crack open. Study Figures

5.11 and 5.12, and refer to them as often as necessary.
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Exploding
West Walls

Chomber

North
Chomber

Cenfroi

Column

Harmful
Chemicols

Exit
First Level

FIGURI 5 11 You arc bound for on electrifying and maybe somewhat shocking experience in the

Fusion Stotion
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Atomic
Health Units

Pipe Bombs
(2 Coses)

Bombs (3)

FIGURE 5.12: As you solve the Fusion Station's puzzles, you can collect from its sizable cache of

weaponry and power-ups.
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TH£ GOOD)

As you can see in Table 5.7, the goods in the Fusion Station are commensurate with

its phvsical proportions.

TABLE 5.7:
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On the ioTQ Reactor'f Pint Level

1

.

Pick up a few shotgun shells. Enter the chamber and follow the path to

the north side. Hop onto the elevated platform, and grab the case of

shotgun shells.

2. Activate the switched door. Hop down from the platform and onto the

first pumping pillar. Crouch and scoot southward into the small space

between the two pillars. Then look the length of the glowing tunnel, and

aim directly at the alien hand switch (see Figure 5.13). It causes the

switched door on the southeast corner of the chamber to give way.

3. Reach the second-level floor. From your precarious position between the

pumping pillars, sneak into the second pillar's hole. Then immediately

jump out onto the main floor of the chamber, and race for the door at

the southeast corner. Get on the elevator and ride it up to the next floor.

^ ^ ^li "iiF—^^n

FIGURE 5.13 The switch at the end of this tunnel opens up access to higher floors and many
more possibilities.
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Jumping into a pillar hole is

extremely dangerous If your timing

is anything but perfect, you could

be the thickness of a silver coin in

two or three seconds flat.

Therefore, getting into the hole

should be a two-stage procedure.

First, jump up right next to the

pumping column. Then, as soon as

it reaches bottom and starts its

upward motion, slip right through.

Immediately crouch and move into

the cubbyhole just south of the

first pillar.

It's always a good idea to

save a gome before you attempt to

do something that could damage

you seriously or kill you Thot woy,

if the worst should happen, you con

pick up the game from the place

where you last saved it.

On {\\Q (orp RpdctorN Wcond LpvpI

1. Activate the combination switches.

There are two switches thai activate a

door in this chamber that opens in

stages. You cAn only access the door

after you activate both of the switches.

Each switch is located inside the pool

at the east and west ends, and each

raises a portion of the door on the

north end. You must time your move-

ment in and out of the pool to avoid

the heavy, churning arms of the central

mill-like asps.

2. Reach the third floor. When the door

is fully open, step out to view a wide

chasm and the north end of the station.

On the (orp Reactor't Third L(>vel

1. Cross the chasm. Acluaio tlie switch at

the end of the observation deck to beckon

the floating platform from the north

side. Get on top of the platform, aim

your gun at the alien hand print switch,

and fire. The floating platform will take

you across the chasm and deliver you to

the entrance of the north chamber.

In (he north (hambpr

1. (let more stiill. Grab the pipe bomb cases and any other weaponry

strewn about.
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2. Head southwest. Proceed along the

west side to find a door yielding

into a long tunnel that connects you

to the west side chamber.

In th« WlQii S'ldQ Chamber

1. Collect the devastator. Quell the

opposition in the square side cham-

ber on your left and then take the

devastator weapon from the oscillat-

ing floor in the middle of the room.

If your shrinker has been under

used, feel free to pour its frigid

might onto the assault commander

guarding the devastator.

As you reach the mid point

of the first section of tlie tunnel,

sensors will cause the wall on the

right side to explode violently. To

avoid needless harm, consider

throwing a pipe bomb or firing an

RPG at the wall before you venture

inside the tunnel. When you reach

the second tunnel section, look for

the C-9 canisters and detonate

them from a safe distance. You

have come too far to be blown

away by a careless mistake.

Reach the central column's west side. Find the hand print switch behind

a dividing wall on the south side of the chamber and activate it. Without

skipping a single beat, turn around and race for the door on the east side

before it is shut down automatically. Standing on the deck, beckon another

flying platform as before and reach the central core reactor.

Back in the Core Reactor

1

.

Blow up the reactor's head. You are now at the top level of the core

reactor, and the massive pillar in the middle of the room will descend

shortly to reveal a claw-like head buzzing with energy. Run around the

four corners of this floor, collecting all the ammo to be had. Then stand

near the point where you entered, fire an RPG round or two, and seek

protection behind the dividing wall. You will need it. The reactor will

blow in a big way.

2. Ride the floating platform. The otherwise impenetrable door at the

south end of the core reactor should now be cracked open. Go through

the hole. Now you must bridge another chasm to reach the southern
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3.

chamber. If you have a jetpack. you are set; if not, don't despair. If you

look down, you will see a small platform below the entrance to the

southern chamber. Take a running jump and land on the platform.

Replenish your health with the atomic health units while you are there.

Notice also that there is a jetpack waiting for you. Strap on the jetpack

and rise straight up.

Defeat the assault commander and adios amigo. Go through the final

gate. Sensors will cause the exit switch to rise from the floor. But, unfor-

tunately, a sentry drone will be released at the same time, if you have

some devastator charges left, this is the time to put them to use.

flDD[D flTTRfl(TIOn) in FunoR aflTion

Although mostly utilitarian, the Fusion Station is not totally without its charm and

beguiling surprises. Don't expect creature comforts, but you owe it to yourself and future

generations to investigate a couple of the Fusion Station's elusive secrets.

Life at the End of the Tunnel

The tirst floor ot the core reactor is an interesting structure in more wavs than one.

and there are nice perks to be had on the side. To begin, the cores heavy, industrial

quality is reinforced by the lattice of wiring and pipe work lining the walls. Four pump-

ing pillars dominate the main area of the chamber, pounding away incessantly like

well-tuned high performance pistons.

The poor lighting of this chamber makes you slightly more vulnerable if you don't

have a pair of NVGs. Upon entering vou are beset by overzealous enforcers. Choose

your favorite weapon to put down the reptilian

menace. Jump right next to the pillar, and drop

I JtU 'ly I if^^BB '"'^ '^^ 8^P>"6 ^^^^ <^^ th^ pillar begins its

upward motion. Crouch and move into the

small cubbyhole so you're actually sitting right

between the two opposing pillars. Look east

ward for a long but narrow crimson tunnel.

Aim a bullet directly at the hand print switch

to unlock the exit to the chamber. Notice the

atomic health units at the end of the tunnel.

You will make them yours very soon.

Witness the delicate timing

ond swift movement required to

activate the hand print switch

Watch OS Duke eludes the pumping

pillar to position himself at the

mouth of the crimson tunnel

Check out the CD-ROM for

E2L4 DMO
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Time your next jump imo the hole for the second pillar and, just as quickly as pos-

sible, jump out onto the main floor of the chamber. Take care of the enforcer and trooper

parade, and jump onto the elevated platform on the south wall. Pick up the laser trip

bombs in the corner. Then look for a slightly brighter panel along the south wall and

push it open. You have reached a secret duct. Follow it as it turns westward to pick up

two cases of pipe bombs. Retrace your steps, follow the duct to the west, and then go

on a very steep incline as the duct turns northward. You will come upon those precious

glowing objects otherwise known as atomic health units.

(OVERT DCTflIL$

The Fusion Station's secrets are listed in Table 5.8. Your job is to find them all.

TABLE 5.8: THE SECRETS IN FUSION STATION

AREA IN LEVEL SECRET ITEM HOW TO GET IT

Central core reactor, atomic health units You'll find these at the end of o long

first floor crimson tunnel nestled between two

pumping pillars. Because the tunnel is

too narrow, you must find the secret

duct leading to the end of the tunnel.

The duct's entrance is through a metal

panel on the southern wall, on top of the

large platform.

pipe bomb cases (2) These ore at the eastern end of the

secret duct.

ripper chalngun This weapon is in the cubbyhole between

the two pillars on the east side of the

chamber You must time your jump inside

the hole of either pillar and then rapidly

scoot into the narrow space between the

pillars to claim the ripper chaingun.

Along the northeastern atomic health unit

bridge shrinker crystals (2)

These items ore in a secret area above

the air ducts. The exploding wall in this

segment serves as a guide post to tell

you where you should look up. In fact,

use the rubble on the wall to climb onto

the overhead duct. Go through a secret

passage on the inside wall and follow it

around as it comes out over the other

duct. At the end of this duct, you will

find a female held captive by a strange

alien vine. Grab the crystals, waste the

unfortunate soul, and claim the atomic

health unit.
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OCCUPIED KRRITORy

Making serious headway into Lunar Apocalypse, you are about to confront what is

arguably the toughest level. If for nothing else, Occupied Territor\' is daunting by the

sheer number and the viciousness of your co-occupants. It's as though a fearsome

force of fiendish foes has come together to cause your fall and evict you permanently

from Occupied Territory. Occupied Territor\' is also the entr\' point to Spin Cycle, the

first secret level in this episode.

Returning to a slick and pleasantly simple geometric level design. Occupied

Territory spreads from an immense central observation chamber with huge translu-

cent panes to three extensions of various lengths and shapes. To the east, the dark

Battlelords quarters house the blue keycard. But don't count on the Battlelord hand-

ing it to you when you get there. The west wing is dominated by a wide and large open

skyway, which ends right where you start your foray into Occupied Territor\'.

Circumventing the many perils of Occupied Territory- is just impossible. So brace

yourself for serious bare-knuckle action. But for the raw brutality that awaits you, there

are still some important pieces of strategy you should keep in mind. First, your ulti-

mate destination is to penetrate the tightly guarded central cage in the observation

mall. That is where the exit switch is. But knowing its there means nothing, if you

can't penetrate the cage. The aforementioned blue keycard will let you in, but there is

another problem. The Battlelords' chamber is beyond reach unless you have the red

keycard to begin with. No problem. You can get the red keycard with your trusted rip-

per chaingun. This weapon excels at cleaning a path over the vicious protozoid slimers

as you work your way up the ramps into the southernmost cavernous chamber. You

will find the red keycard deposited at the tip, as it were.

mflP) flno ROUTE

Figures 5. 14 and 5.15 show Occupied Territory to be a simple, sleek, but quite perilous

construction.
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Centrol

Chamber

Entry

Ŝkyway Sentry

Drone
Storage

FIGURE 5.14: Squatter's rights or not, you must kick every alien's butt to get out of Occupied

Territory.
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Shotgun
Ammo

RPG Ammo
Portoble Medkit

BATTLELORDS
CHAMBER

Atomic
Health Units

Blue Keycord

NVG
Loser Trip

Bombs (2)

Ripper Choingun
Ammo (2)

Ripper
Choingun Ammo

Pipe Bombs
(2 Coses)

Red Keycord

Devostotor

FIGURE 5 15 That thii level is Icon on the goods demonjtrotes further just how tough thij level

con be
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THE GOODS

This level isn't necessarily overflowing with goods, but sometimes the work should

be its own reward. Table 5.9 shows you the goods to be had.

TAB LE 5.9:
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As you reach the entronce

to the main chamber's foyer, a sen-

sor triggers a door open back

toward the start of the skyway. The

small storage area is a veritable

sentry drone hive, buzzing with

frenzy. Use the long space between

you and the sentry drones and put

the RPG launcher to work overtime

for you.

curtains recede to give way to a bold,

translucent sky. But your sense of awe will

be drawn short by the party assembled on

the skyway. Be sure to grab the ammo for

the ripper chaingun and the RPG launcher

as you move westward along the skyway.

When you come upon a narrow wall cut-

ting the skyway in half, climb the north

slope and kick in the duct grill. Step inside

and traverse the length of the narrow duct

to claim an armor and an RPG launcher.

Armed with your new weapon, continue

forging westward.

In th? (pntral (hamber

1. Seek out the red keycard. Upon entering the central observation cham-

ber, head iiiiniediately southward, toward the organic growth along the

south wall. Crawl inside the squishy interior, fend off creeping protozoid

slimers, and grab two very indispensable shrinker cr>'stals before moving

forward. Ride the conveyor to the top of the narrow tunnel.

2. Take the red keycard. Push open the next door and step in to wrestle

the red keycard from a less-than-compliant assault commander. Limit

your exposure, and don't give the assault commander time to react as

you clear the small wall partition. Be ready to aim and fire at the C-9

canisters next to the assault commander. If he survives the explosion,

finish him with one or two shotgun blasts.

3. Return to the central chamber. Ride the conveyor escalator back to the

central chamber, and then make your way over to its western wall.

4. Greet a couple of old pals, and yank the blue keycard. Use the red

keycard on the switch along the wostorn wall. Stand back as a slanted

platform pushes its way from out of the wall. Climb up the steep plat

form, and be sure to pick up the devastator ammunition en route to the
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top. Open the rusty metallic door emblazoned with the Battlelord's con-

temptuous countenance and step in a ways. It's best to draw the

Battlelords out and clobber each with a shower of devastator charges or

an all-out RPG shower. When they succumb, go inside the chamber to

take the blue keycard. Check the secret compartment behind the broken

terminal to claim an atomic health unit and a couple of laser trip bombs.

5. Penetrate the central cage's lock. Rush back toward the east side of the

central cage. You have earned the right to enter.

In th? Central (a?(>

1

.

Activate the switch to the side door. As you enter the central cage, look

for a switch next to a small computer bank. Activate the switch. It causes

a door on the south side of the central cage to open, thus granting you

access to the space between the walls of the central cage.

2. Enter through the back door. Get out of the cage only to find the newly

opened door on the south wall that you will re-enter Don't let the

enforcers stop you from reaching what appears to be an observation

deck that looks into the middle section of the cage.

3. Take down more Battlelords before making tracks. Press the switch

to the right of the observation window, and watch a heavy shield give

way to reveal two Battlelords and a holographic image of a yet-unseen

alien host.

4. Battle the two giants. Dodging their projectiles and explosive pellets,

strafe left and right and take advantage of every opening to administer

unhealthy doses of devastator charges. For variety, pelt the Battlelords

with RPG rounds too.

5. Cross the planks to reach the exit. Jump through the observation open-

ing, and pass over the row of metal planks to reach the circular stage

with the holographic horror Push the switch to its right side, and punch

the exposed exit switch.
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ADDED ATTRA(TIOn) IH OCCUPIED TCRRlTORy

Almost every step along the way in Occupied Territor\' is fraught with uncertainty and

danger. Here, you get to examine one such moment more closely.

Bdttklord, Will Mou Pl(>at(> Hand f^Q the Blue Kpijcard?

By lai liie most daring maneuver m this level mvolves obtaining the blue keycard.

There is too much at stake. Without the blue keycard, you won't be able to enter the

central cage, where the final exit switch awaits. But perhaps no keycard in this game

is under such tight guard as this blue keycard. Not one. but two Battlelord s are

entrusted with the simple mission of annihilating anyone who even comes near.

Don't let the prospect of being rendered a slice of human Swiss cheese detract you

from your quest to save humanity. Once you have obtained the red keycard from the

southern chamber at the end of the long corridor with the conveyor ramps, activate the

central chamber's switch on the west wall. Hop on top of the massive slanted surface

pushing its way out from the wall. Halfway up the ramp, pick up the two cases of dev-

astator ammo. Though this is far from a prize fight, every single round is crucial.

Coming upon the emblazoned mug of the Battlelord on the metallic doorway,

ready your devastator. Push the door open, and venture in just enough to douse one

of the Battlelords before suddenly retreating toward the entry ramp. Jump off the ramp

and think quickly. You know the Battlelords are after vou. Ideally, you should have

enough health, armor, and ammo to pummel both Battlelords before they can even

get off the ramp.

However, should they reach the chamber's main flf)or. you're in for a terrifying

game of cat and mouse. The first thing to do is find a position where you can take

shield from the chaingun and explosive pellet onslaught. The best place for that is

along the northern or southern wall so vou can use the central cage as a shield. You

can. in fact, run around the central cage and fire upon the Battlelords when you find

the slightest opening. But this is at best a tenuous proposition. Something a bit more

conservative is to run into the long, webbed hallway to the south. The Battlelords'

massive size will prevent them from following vou You can then unload vour weaponry

almost at will.

With the Battlelords in the pages of historv. c limb up the ramp lo the west cham-

ber a second tune and secure the blue keycard.
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(OVERT DETAIL)

For its apparent simplicity, the Occupied Territory level houses an unusual and assorted

collection of secrets. See Table 5.10 for a full list.

TABLE 5.10: THE SECRETS IN OCCUPIED TERRITORY
AREA IN LEVEL
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point, your mission is straightforward. Get to the nonhernmost chamber, where an eager

Battlelord Sentr>' will do his best to render his usual hospitality and keep you from acti-

vating the exit switch.

Unless you know about certain shortcuts, your seemingly simple task can become

suddenly ver>' complicated. It is possible, in fact, to get through Tiberius Station with

a single red keycard. However, you risk missing a lai^e part of the installation. Considering

you are facing some ver>' unforgiving opponents, you might want to explore the very

generous offerings of weapons and power-ups in this level. The general key to suc-

ceeding in Tiberius Station is to blow things up. if there is any doubt. You won't need

to ask questions later.

mflpt nno route

Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show Tiberius Station to consist of a few chambers of varying

sizes connected by a network of hallways and air ducts.

THE GOOD^

Few other levels in the Lunar Apocalypse episode are as generous in the goods depart-

ments, as you can see in Table 5.11.

TABLE 5.11:
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Exit

Chamber

Entry

Chamber

FIGURE 5.16: Welcome to the moon and sorry about the bloody mess, but after all, Tiberius

Station is under siege.
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Atomic Health
Units (2)

Jetpock

Ripper

Choingun
and Ammo
and Steroids

Shrinker

Crystals (2)

Blue Kcycard

Pipe Bombs (2)

Portable Medkil

Armor (2)

RPG Ammo (2)

Portable Medkit

Devostotor

Atomic
Health Units

FIGURE 5 17 The olicn infcstotion hos reached our moon bases Collect your fill o$ you libcrote

Tiberius Station
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In the Entry Chamber

1

.

Climb out of the goo. Hop over the door and punch a hole through

the grill to get out of the narrow and gooey entryway. Landing on an

elevated control platform, find your way down through either long,

narrow east or west walkway.

2. Collect the goods in the east and west side storage rooms. At the end

of the walkway you will run into a monitor and a switch. The switch

causes a small storage room at the opposite side of the chamber to open.

The storage chamber on the east side has two cases of shotgun ammo
and a shrinker crystal. The other storage room boasts two armors, a

large medkit inside a refrigerator, and a secret panel between the two

armors. The panel leads to a small back room with a portable medkit.

3. Open the gate to the main hallway. Get back on top of the control plat-

form, and activate the switch overlooking the chamber's exit gate. Get

down and enter the main hallway.

In the main Hallujay

1 . Blow up a hole in the wall. Drop a

pipe bomb near the wall on the

right side. Stand back and detonate

the pipe bomb. Hop inside the gap-

Look for the cracked lines

on the right wall's surface as a

telling sign of the correct location

for placing the pipe bombs.

ing hole in the wall, and take the two cases of shotgun shells.

2. Take the goods in the computer control room. Continue along the duct

directly due north. Follow it as it makes a couple of sharp right turns

and slopes upward. You will come upon two shrinker crystals right in

from of a duct grill. Take the crystals and bust through the grill. The

compartment in the computer panel on the left side houses a holoduke.

3. Go after the devastator. Punch the switch overlooking the main hallway,

and race down one of the side platforms to catch the gate across the

hallway before it closes. Grab the devastator on the table, and annihilate

the enforcers.

4. Pound your way to the north hallway. Armed with your new weapon,

clean yourself a path to reach the north hallway, past the gate at its
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north end. As you turn the corner, face off the rushing enforcers. Then

run to the east end of the hallway to stand behind the handrail.

5. Access the overhead bridge. Hop onto the handrail, aim upward toward

the overhead bridge, and then jump. Walk up to the door on the south

side; it opens into the central ooze pit.

In thp (antral Oozp Pit

1

.

Work your way down to the ooze. 1\vo elevated areas flank the ooze pit

on the east and west sides. Your entry point is at the top of the western

side. While you are at the top, take advantage of the heavy walls shield-

ing you and pepper the octabrain parade floating above the pit. Walk

south along the narrow passage to reach the next lower floor.

2. Don the scuba gear and dive for the red card. You will find the scuba

gear sitting next to a panel of computers. Slip it on and plunge into the

murky toxic waters. Reach the ver>' bottom and collect the red keycard. The

keycard is directly below the middle of the flanking area you jumped from.

3. Reach the eastern flanking area. Once you have the keycard in your pos-

session, swim across to the eastern area and hop onto the platform on its

north side. Activate the platform and get on it to reach the elevated area.

4. Build a bridge and get out. Look for the switch in the middle of the ele-

vated area and punch it at once. Four heavy metallic platforms will

emerge from the north and side walls to line up in the middle of the pit

and form a bridge. Cross the bridge to the west side again.

5. Get back to the top floor. Trace your steps back to the top side and get

back out of the pit chamber and onto the bridge where you entered.

Walk straight north on the bridge to reach the flnal chamber.

In thp Cxit (hdmb(>r

1. Greet the Batilelord with a bang. The instant the door opens, aim for

the C 9 cjiiKstcrs on the left side of the chamber and back away quickly.

It matters not if you fall off the bridge. Keep banging at the Battlelord

until you watch him crumble. (See Figure 5.18.) Occasionally the
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FIGURE 5.18: Bang this dude hard. He won't go down any other way.

Battlelord Sentry will stay back behind the pillar in the middle of the

room. If he does, you will have to go hunt him down in the reduced

space of the final chamber.

2. Find the underground passage. Enter the chamber and look for a duct

entrance on the south side of the chamber's only pillar

3. See you next time. Crawl through the tunnel and then walk out onto the

small enclosure with the glowing red light and the exit switch. You know

what to do next.

ADDED flTTRA(TIOn)

inTlBERlU) ^ATion

For the amount of pain, suffering, and

untold psychological damage you can

undergo in this level, it is only fair that

you get at least a little something in

D H DEmO
Check out these underwater

scenes in the walk-through for this

level. Load E2L6.DMO from the

CD-ROM and pinch your nose as

you go below.

return. Isn't it? The pool area, east of the main hallway, is a place where you can be almost

suitably compensated.
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Thif i( Ho Pool Partif

There are at least two ways to reach the green slimy pool. One involves using the blue

keycard. which is found in the elevated computer room west of the hallway. With

this keycard you can access the pool through a security latch at the far east side. The

second way does not require you to use the blue keycard. Instead, you have to jump

from the railing at the end of the north hallway onto the overhead bridge. Then you

can simply go through the entrance at the northwest corner of the pool.

If you went in through the east side door, grab the protective boots along the wall

overlooking the pool. Then activate the switch in the center of the platform to cause

four heavy metallic slabs to line up in the middle of the pool, creating a bridge in effect.

Then run over the newly formed bridge across to the east side of the pool.

If you entered through the bridge at the north end, you will find yourself on the top

floor of a balcony overlooking the pool. Drop a pipe bomb a short ways into the nar-

row hallway. When you detonate it, it will open up a crevice in the wall large enough

for you to walk into and claim a jetpack. Continue southward to reach the middle level

platform. Collect the scuba gear and the shrinker near the north end of the platform.

Then activate the switch to cause the heavy metallic slabs to line up in the middle of

the pool. Dive into the pool on the north side of the slabs, and swim to reach the wall

indenture where the second slab is normally found.

Resurface and push against the wall to uncover a small enclosure holding two

atomic health units. Take the atomic health units and go back underwater. Swim to

the south side of the slabs, and look for a similar enclosure along the south wall, in

the place where the third slab (from the leftj is normally found. In this second enclo-

sure you will be able to grab two cases of RPG ammo.

(OVERT D£TAILi

Table 5.\Z shows the trulv staggering number of secrets in Tibemis St.iiion

TABLE 5.12: THE SECRETS IN TIBERIUS STATION

AMtAIN LEVEL

The entry chamber

SECRET ITEM

portoble medkit

shotgun shells

access to west side

duct network

HOW TO GET IT

This is in a secret compartment behind

o ponel in the west side storage room

The ponel leading to the secret room

is Ijetween the two ormors in the

storage room

These ore found through the exploding

wall, right outside the main gate to the

entry chamber
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AREA IN LEVEL

The main hallway

SECRET ITEM

pipe bomb cases (2)

HOW TO GET IT

These are in a secret area below the ele-

vated computer room on the west side

of the hallway. To get the bomb cases,

you must walk through a fake wall right

across from a small water fountain

under the computer room.

steroids

chaingun ammo
These are in a secret panel to the left of

the door labeled "Radioactive."

RPG launcher This is in an elevated secret panel at the

northwest corner, to the right of the ver-

tical light panel. This panel opens only

for a few seconds after a sensor is

tripped inside the duct across the way.

That duct is only accessible through the

exit chamber to the north.

The pool area atomic health units (2) These are in a secret chamber near the

northwest side. To access this area, you

must first cause the large metallic slobs

to line up in the middle of the pool. Then

you can jump in to reach the area, which

is at surface level, push against the wall,

and then enter the enclosure.

RPG ammo (2) You'll find these in a similar enclosure

along the southeast side.

LUnflR REACTOR

Almost twice as large as Tiberius Station, and posing an even greater threat, the Lunar

Reactor level sprawls its long hallways, assorted chambers, and multiple secrets over

a vast expanse of lunar surface. Complete with crew

quarters, working bathrooms, underground toxic dis-

posal canals, a sealed-in courtyard, and crushing tun-

nels, Lunar Reactor places you in an environment

where only your skill, keen reflexes, and intelligence

can see you through. There are various places where

you must perform difficult maneuvers under extreme

pressure. Of course, the piece de resistance in this level

is the core reactor chamber and the cinematic escape

sequence.
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Your objective is to seek out and destroy the core reactor. But without the yellow

keycard, the reactor will remain forever sealed and out of reach. Getting the yellow

keycard will test the limits of your tenacity. It lies in a tunnel in the north side of the

lunar courtyard. Get there, and you will have won only half the battle. The other half

requires getting back to the main installation and facing off with the Battlelord. before

you blow the reactor to bits.

niflP^ AHD ROUTE

It's too bad there aren't guided tours of Lunar Reactor. As you can see in Figures 5.19

and 5.20. finding your way around this level can seem overwhelming.

TU£ GOOD)

This is a big level. It is only fair that the goods be just as substantial. See for yourself

in Table 5.13.

TABLE 5.13:
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Crew
Quarters

Explosive

Corridor

Exit

FIGURE 5.19: If you like fighting fiercely and intelligently and solving interesting puzzles, then

you are in your element making your way through Lunar Reactor.
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UNDERGROUND
CHAMBER

Red Keycord

Holoduke

Freeiefhrower
Ammo

Rippe
Choingun

Freezefhrower
Ammo (2)

Loser Trip

Bomb

FIGURE 5 20 Lunar Reoctor boasts o bevy of booty
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In the Entry and the Restricted Area

1

.

Explore the ducts. If you were to venture out immediately, you would

find your access blocked by keycard gates in every direction except to

the restricted area (to the east). Therefore, it behooves you to see how

far you can go in the ducts. But even before that, take the shotgun and

the NVG in the small compartment just outside the entry chamber. Then

jump into either one of the ducts to the left or right as you come out to

the spot where the corridors converge. You will have to clear the area of

protozoid slimers, as they thrive in dark, moist places. Grab the shells

and pipe bombs.

2. Continue moving through the ducts. Now stand in the middle of the

ducts, face south, and jump forward to reach a higher space in the duct

network. Reward your efforts with the devastator you just found. Continue

north along the corridor and drop into a small space that branches off to

the right. You will come upon an atomic health unit. Take the unit and

kick the duct grill to emerge just outside the core reactor door.

3. Fell an assault commander. With your health properly boosted and you

now holding a devastator, head toward the crew quarters. Open the door

and be ready to take down the assault commander behind the door.

4. Grab the blue keycard in the bathroom. Storm the bathroom at the end

of the restricted area. Clear the path

of enforcers and their trooper

underhngs. Then explore the two

stalls near to the entrance to collect

a laser trip bomb, and most impor-

tantly, the blue keycard that grants

you access to the crew quarters.

In the (reui Quarters

When confronting the assault

commander by the crew quarters

entrance, start running backwards

OS soon OS you open the door You

want to keep your sights on him

while giving yourself some room to

react and dodge his incoming pro-

jectiles. Start firing immediately.
1 . Penetrate deep. Use the blue key-

card in the crew quarters latch to
'^^^^^^~~~^^^^^^^^

the west. Follow the wide hallway and come upon a grilled section of

the floor. If you have any, drop a pipe bomb or three down the grill to
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fry a few protozoid slimers in their juice before they come bouncing after

vou. Also, fend off any sentry drones patrolling this area.

2. Ransack the crew's sleeping and slumming quarters. Open yet another

gate labeled "Crew Quarters" and run for the RPG launcher in front of

you. Enter the commons area, and battle your way to the north end

where you can grab a ripper chaingun and other goodies from the adja-

cent cabinets. After grabbing the ripper chaingun, you will almost have

to empty its contents on the encroaching aliens. Also, check out the clos-

ets for additional items.

3. Reach the underground sandwich chamber. Direct your attention to the

sleeping chambers on the north side of the crew's quarters. Find the

open chute between the cots, and drop into a small restricted space in a

flooded and large underground chamber. Seemingly trapped, you must

cross the chamber toward the duct directly north of your position.

4. Reach the north courtyard. Activate the switch in the small space, and

run straight across as fast as possible while the giant metal slabs come

apart temporarily. You have a matter of mere seconds to make it across.

Avoid a wily coyote scene by stopping in your tracks as soon as you

reach the grill. Otherwise, you could be plummeting to a precipitous fall

and get to see the bottom of the north courtyard face first.

In thp north Courtyard

1. Make it to the north side. As soon as possible, take out the turret across

the chasm. Then lake the RPG ammo nearby and the portable medkit in

the compartment by the console. If you have a jetpack, you're in good

shape. If not. vou will have to get the one at the bottom of the court

yard. This means taking a fall. Luckily, you have a portable medkit with

you. So be brave and plunge into the open space below. Then collect the

jetpack and elevate yourself to find a wide opening along the mountain-

side. Lind in there and take the yellow keycard near the entrance.

2. Teleport to the tunnel on the east side. Now you are ready to get back

to the main installation area and go in search of the reactor. However,

there is the small matter of reaching the south side of the courtyard.
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4.

Another way to reach the

north side of the courtyard without

the help of a jetpack is to take a

running start and attempt to land

on the glowing blue platform that is

visible from your position. Then you

can simply teleport to the tunnel to

the west, where the yellow keycard

is found. The teleporter is hidden

behind the computer consoles.

the shrinker crystals along the way.

Don't be too discouraged by the

sight of a mangled human body

hanging upside down. At the very

end of the tunnel, you will see a

teleporter. Get on it and emerge on

the eastern platform.

Collapse the tunnel. Start into the

tunnel, but be very cautious.

Dispose of the small armada of

troopers who will come barreling

down the tunnel. When you feel the

first set of tremors, you should stop

on your feet. As you reach the middle section of the tunnel, entire sec-

tions will begin to crumble in succession. Get out of the way of crushing

rocks by standing near the edges of the tunnel or, better yet, by running

back near the entrance. The rock shifting will cause the south wall of the

tunnel to blow open a hole where a duct is conveniently accessible.

Get back via the duct network. Enter through the duct and cross right over

the courtyard back into the main installation. The duct will lead you directly

to the area below the grill floor in the hallway outside the crew quarters.

Get the red keycard. Jump into the disposal canal and follow its down-

ward slope. You will go past an opening on the right side leading to a

spiral staircase and toward a giant turning cog. It will do you no good to

run up the staircase without the red keycard. So keep going toward the

cog. Stop when you are close to the turning cog. Synchronize your

movement with the cog, and place yourself in one of its recesses. Then

just let it turn you like a revolving door into the eastern end. You will

happen upon an underground computer chamber containing the red key-

card as well as a holoduke and freezethrower ammo.

Ascend the spiral staircase. Go back through the cog in the same way

you came in. Trudge up the canal to find the opening along the left wall

leading to the staircase. Enter and climb. Use the red keycard when you

reach the top to emerge right outside the core reactor quarters. Use the

yellow keycard to enter the core reactor chamber.
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7. Cream the Battlelord. The entrance to the reactor chamber is guarded

by a Battlelord. Leave yourself plenty of room to retreat. Because the

area is dark, you might also want to break out your NVG. Jump over the

dead heap, and enter the core reactor chamber.

In the (ore Reactor Chamber

1

.

Reach the floor level and blow up the

core reactor. Co down the tlighl of stairs

in the chamber's entry. Clear the floor

area of as many enemies as possible.

Then press the switch on the right side to

expose the reactor core. A single rocket at

the power source should cause it to blow

up and take the southern door with it.

2. Get out quickly. Go through the hole in the door into a steel gray corri-

dor. Without a moment's hesitation, hoist the RPG. and run eastward to

catch a couple of hovering assault commanders in midair as the entire

hallway begins to explode behind you.

If you move fast enough, you will see the hallway exploding behind you in the

mirror at the far end of the hallway. If you have survived all of this, all that remains to

do is to punch the exit switch.

flDDCD flTTRflCTIOn^ in LUnflR R[fl(TOR

Ihere are plenty of moments durmg your mission m Lunar Reactor that bear a closer

look. One such scenario unfolds when you reach the north courtyard.

^trollinv in the Lunar Courtqard

Besides the compellmg reasons to visit the courtyard (fun. challenge, and adventure)

.

you really have no choice. The vellow keycard. which unlocks the core reactor cham

ber, is found in a remote cave along the courtyard's north mountainside. You need this

keycard so you can destroy the reactor and find the exit.

There is only one way to reach the north courtyard. That involves reaching the under-
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must cross the chamber to reach a narrow platform overlooking the courtyard from its

south side. If you don't feel particularly perky, ingest some steroids before punching the

switch in front of you. As the metal slabs part momentarily, you have seconds to cross

the chamber and reach the grill at the north end.

Apply the breaks as soon as you reach the grill. By now, the metal slabs will have

joined again in the middle of the chamber. Kick the grill and come out into the narrow

platform. Take out the few troopers gathered there, and destroy the turret mounted on

the mountainside across the courtyard. Collect the RPG ammo and the ripper chain-

gun inside the compartment. Now it's time to make some tough decisions. Your deci-

sions will be narrowed down by one factor: Do you have a jetpack? If not, you should

try to jump the chasm to land on the blue platform visible below and to the right from

your position. If you have a jetpack, you can hover directly across to the cavernous

opening due northwest to reach the western tunnel where the yellow keycard can be

found. Going directly is no problem. Start the jetpack and hover up a few dozen feet

and head northwest.

To get the keycard the hard way, give yourself every inch to take a running jump onto

the platform. Should you miss the platform entirely, be ready to activate your portable

medkit as you start to plummet. With any luck, you will survive the fall and be able to

collect a jetpack at the bottom of the canyon. Assuming you make it to the platform, resist

entering the tunnel. Instead, access the hidden teleporter behind the computer console,

and emerge inside the other tunnel on the west side. You will come out facing the grue-

some sight of a slightly dismembered human hanging upside down from a rope. Go toward

the entrance of the tunnel and take the keycard. Then return to the teleporter.

Back on the east side platform, proceed inside the tunnel, but move with utmost

care. First, resist any temptation to run. You will only cause the tunnel to collapse and

crush you like a bug. Instead, as you reach the mid point along the tunnel's length,

stop to riddle with bullets the thick crowds of troopers rushing you from the tunnel's

far side. As you reach an area where a rock juts out from the tunnel's top side, and as

you begin to hear deep rumblings, start running back.

Entire sections of the tunnel will collapse in a matter of seconds. If you cannot get

back fast enough, try standing near the

wall to avoid the falling slabs. When
the rumblings and aftershocks subside,

find the new opening along the south

wall of the tunnel. It is an access point

to a duct that crosses over to the south

side of the canyon. Hop in and pray for

a better tomorrow.

D $( DEfllO
Take in the walk-through file

for this level and see what timing is

all about. Load E2L7.DMO from

the CD-ROM.
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(OVERT DETAILS

Table 5.14 bares every secret in Lunar Reactor.

TABLE 5.14: THE SECRETS IN THE LUNAR REACTOR
AREA IN LEVEL

Underground chamber

at the end of the

disposal canal

SECRET ITEM HOW TO GET IT

freezer charges (2) These are behind the secret partition in

holoduke the east wall of the chamber The only

way to reoch the disposal canal is via o

long duct, storting at the eastern tunnel

in the canyon

West side and around

tfie canyon

teleporter

Sunken chamber

It's behind the rock enclosure at the very

end of the canyon's western tunnel The

teleporter places you east at the plat-

form entrance to the collapsing tunnel.

armor These are in a high location, which you

RPG ammo con only hover to, if you posses the

atomic health unit jetpack.

ripper chaingun

portable medkit

These ore behind the computer ponel on

the elevated platform, just north of the

sunken chamber

atomic health units These are behind the secret comport-

ment in the southeast pillar in the comer.

RPG ammo You con find this on a similar platform

on tf>e west side of tfte chamber.

THE DARK HD[

The Alpha. Beta, and Gamma transports— subway-like boxcars—converge in a cen-

tral hub. But The Dark Side is a crossroads in more ways than a literal one. It is also

your link to Lunatic Fringe, the second secret level in the Lunar Apocalypse episode—

if you're clever enough to find the secret exit. The Dark Side is also a place where you

might become closer to your own soul as you ponder some very deep questions. For

instance, where did the buried monolith come from? What sort of intelligence created

it and planted iti" For what purpose was it planted, and how long ago? And why are so

many women hanging upside down or found in otherwise compromising positions?

Oh. the horror and the wonder of it all, baby.

Besides exploring a morgue, blowing up a reactor chamber, visiting a collapsing
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Side. An immense lunar crater is the backdrop for a bat-

tle scene involving flocl<s of darting drones.

You can approach The Dark Side from two angles

You can either set out to find the secret exit and make

the rounds in Spin Cycle, or you can go on a longer ride,

filled with more danger and possibilities, to reach the

regular exit and move on to the next level. To reach the

secret exit, you have to gain access to the Gamma trans-

port. That requires you to reach the top level of the cen-

tral hub. But without the blue keycard, you won't be able to reach the second floor

(unless you have a jetpack).

For most people, getting to the top involves visiting the morgue at the end of the

Alpha route to get the blue keycard. The story to reach the normal exit follows the

same script. However, you must also obtain the yellow keycard from the reactor cham-

ber. This entails a subway ride in the Gamma transport. After that, you're free to board

the Beta station and meet your fate in the lunar crater to the north.

mflP) ARD ROUTE

If you enjoy traveling, come along for a trip on The Dark Side. Figures 5.21 and 5.22

show you the routes and connections. But you are responsible for your own itinerary.

THE GOOD)

You will find, as you might have already suspected, that The Dark Side has its goods

too. There are plenty to tempt the most righteous among us. Check out Table 5.15.

TABLE 5.15:
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Descend
to Exit

Giant
Crater

Exit

u Secret

Exit

Entry

Small Dune

Main
Hub

Morgue —

=

Alpha
Quadran

Pumping Computer Collapsing
fiodt Lob Dig Area

Reactor

Chamber

F I G U R E S 2 1 All aboord' Brace yourself for o hell of o ride in The Dark Side.
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Pipe

BomI

Armor

^
Devostator Ammo

Pipe Bombs

Shotgun Ammo (2)

Shrinker Crystols

Loser Trip

Bombs
and

Shrinker

Crystals

(2)

Atomic Freezethrower
Health Units

Laser Trip
^

Bombs

Shrinker Crystals

Devastator.

Portable Medkit •

Devastator

Ripper

^. „ ,
Choingun Health

Loser Trip Bombs Units

Shrinker Crystals

Freezethrower
Ammo

Yellow Keycord

Shotgun Ammo (2)

FIGURE 5.22: After experiencing the lure of The Dark Side, you might find it hard to tear away
and go bock to normal life.
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BLflZinG THROUGH THE DHRK ^DE

Whether you want to get to the secret level or complete the Lunar Reactor in its entirety,

you must still complete the first leg of the trip. And speaking of extremities, you are

about to cover what will seem like miles of territory. See you on the other side, wher-

ever that turns out to be.

Inthp^mallDome

1

.

Get armored. Losing no time as you come out the entry door, take out

the eggs in the domed room before their slimy hatchling crawl out.

Dispense with the enforcer too. Then lake the armor, and ride the small

platform up to the hub level.

2. Shoot it out at the hub. Emerging from the platform, grab the nearby

shotgun, and tear through a duo of troopers. Then head for the door to

the south and open it. Accommodate the sentry drones and enforcers as

best you can. Notice there is also the freezethrower directly ahead. Run

straight for it and then use it to freeze the enforcers in their tracks. Check

the secret compartment behind the panel to get an atomic health unit.

IntheHlpha Quadrant

1. Take the Alpha route. You really have no choice but to take this route,

as it IS the only way you can possibly go without any of the keycards.

Before boarding, pick up the case of pipe bombs. Then push the large

switch by the dock to beckon the transporter. At the end of the route,

collect two shrinker crystals before proceeding into the collapsible dig at

the end of the hallway.

2. Deal with ilie pressure. As you come upon the seemingly tranquil dig,

notice the lasers crisscrossing the room. You don't have to violate the

lasers to cause a shake-up. Step in a few feet and back out immediately

as the dig in front of you collapses and shifts shape. Drop a few pipe

bombs to dispose of the enforcers hiding in the crevices. Then explore

the dig to collect all manner of goods, including devastator ammo, atomic
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5.

health, and even a ripper chaingun. Then go into the computer lab

behind the blue door.

Take over the lab, and ride the waste conveyor belt . Sorry. There's

just no other way to get to the morgue. (How's that for an ultimate desti-

nation?) Storm in pouring lead on all present at the lab, which is divided

into left and right chambers with a central corridor. In the left chamber,

jump and then squat to get inside the conveyor belt. You will come upon

a series of heavy pistons whose function seems all too clear. Clear the

pillars by stopping in your tracks and dashing forward just as the piston

begins to ascend. You'll wind up plunging into a disgusting tank of

assorted refuse.

Get to the morgue on time. Don't

hang down there for too long.

Besides a few ferocious octabrains,

there really isn't much else to see.

Jump out as soon as you can, and

take the small platform up to the

morgue.

Bounce some bodies and score the

blue keycard. As you reach for the

blue keycard, a sensor triggers open

the body chambers lining the walls

of the room. Within seconds, the

Dh( Dcmo
Do you want to see what it's

like to jump on a waste conveyor

belt that moves whatever is on it

through a series of crushing pis-

tons? You just might because,

sooner or later, you will find your-

self in the same position, and

hopefully not flattened. The file

you need to load from the CD-ROM
is E2L8.DMO.

morgue will be crawling with proto-

zoid slimers. Hose the place down with your ripper chaingun. Then col-

lect the goods inside the body chambers. (See Figure 5.23.)

6. Head back to the hub. Pound your way through the crowd of enforcers.

The devastator is your best bet.
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FIGURE S.23 Squish, squeal, and squirm Clear the morgue of protozoid slimers, once you grab

the blue keycard

In thp Gamma Quadrant

1. Get upstairs. Use your newly acquired blue keycard in the wall switch,

and ride the elevator to the second floor. Collect the NV'G and armor, and

proceed to the door on the west side.

2. Get loaded. Enter the Gamma transport station and look behind the

route map on the wall to collect a shrinker and some laser trip bombs.

Summon the transport, and, at the end of the route, be sure to claim the

devastator ammo and the portable medkit,

3. Make a momentous decision. Do you want to get to the secret exit or

hang out and continue searching for the main exit? To go on ahead, go

on to the next step.

4. Venture in the tunnel. But only go in a few feet to avoid the ensuing

explosion. Ihc place is rigged. Back up and pummel the enforcers. Then

proceed into the large pit chamber.
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5. Build a bridge and cross the pit.

Take out as many octabrains before

hitting the switch that moves the

metal blocks in the pit to align

down its center. Cross over to the

other side, and head toward the

reactor chamber

6. Destroy the reactor to claim the

yellow keycard. Upon entering the

chamber, take out the snipers across

the room on the elevated computer

panel that also holds the yellow

keycard. Don't go in too far, for you

might run into not one but two

assault commanders. Should they

come after you, don't be too con-

cerned about saving devastator

ammo. Standing at a safe distance

from the reactor room, aim the RPG

at its crown. Pull the trigger, jump

out of the way of the crashing ceil-

ing, and then climb over the rubble

to get the yellow keycard.

7. TVace your steps back. Collect

yourself and find your way back to

the transport, and ride it back to the

main hub. You are ready to enter

the Beta quadrant.

In the Beta Quadrant

1 . Enter the Beta transport. Slap the

keycard on the entrance, and cash

your ticket to enter the Beta

However, if you want to

make short work of it and visit the

Spin Cycle, as quickly as possible,

here is what you can do. Avoid the

door and go through the duct.

Follow its steep ascent until you

come to a sudden drop off into a

gruesome pit, where many of

Earth's females have been dese-

crated. Contend with the contemp-

tuous heard of octabrains and then

blow a hole into the crack of the

wall at the northeast corner. Run

up into the tunnel you dug, where

you will come upon the secret exit.

Spin Cycle, here you go!

WHRn HG
The radiation levels in the

reactor room are very harmful, and

you will feel instantly debilitated if

you stand too close. After you

destroy the reactor, the ceiling of

the control chamber comes crush-

ing down. This means that after

making impact with the reactor,

you should do your best to get out

of the way of the crashing ceiling

by running toward the entrance.
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quadrant. At the end of the ride, pick up the devastator ammo and

watch out for the sentr>' drone.

2. Bust into the airlock chambers. Rip through the aliens standing guard,

and look behind the desk for freezethrower ammo. Look in the storage

chamber on the east side, and take a space suit, the freezer ammo, and

the RPG launcher. Then take your stuff with you to the airlock cage, and

step out into an impressive vista of a huge lunar crater with a man-

made, crane-like structure rising high above the crater's center, which is

very much like a parabolic antenna.

3. Pick off sentry drones like clay discs. The dots growing suddenly larger

across the lunar sky are sentry drones homing in on you. Douse them

with an assortment of devastator charges, rockets and even shotgun

blasts. When the coast is clear, cut a path straight for the bottom of the

giant crane.

4. Deactivate the force field. Ride the lift to the top of the crane structure.

Inside the circular chamber at the very top. you will find a devastator

and the switch that turns off the field barring access to the level's exit.

5. Go through the crack and dig up your own tunnel. Get back to the

craters ground level, and dash toward the crack directly due north.

Proceed cautiously and don't let the assault commander at the end keep

you from your goal. Drop a pipe bomb inside the small cave-like aper-

ture, and detonate a hole through the rock.

6. Confront the object of someone's desire. Follow the newly dug tunnel

into a dark chamber holding a half-buried rectangular structure. Don't

succumb to the eerie, alien atmosphere and fight the real alien presence

all around you. Postpone your awe for a second, and jump right into the

monolith. Doesn't it seem like the only sane thing to do?

OnthpOthprtidp

1. Just be glad you're alive. But you're still not out of The Dark Side. Take

the shrmker and any other useful stuff around the strangely organic
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emerald chamber. Obviously, the upside down human females suspended

by the walls aren't simply decoration. Follow the short hallway into a

circular chamber with a water tank at its center.

2. Freeze-dry your way out. As you cross the path of the small chamber, a

swarm of octabrains descends from the chamber's top. Back off and

freeze the house down. Then break everyone's heart, and jump in the

pool. Look for the exit switch, and don't look back.

ADDED ATTRACTIOn) lA THE DARK UDC

It's hard to pick a single feature of The Dark Side to elaborate upon further or exam-

ine closer. But there is a technique that you can master now, and who knows, maybe

you will put it to use later in similarly tight situations.

Getting Off of a fAovinv Train

Why would anyone in their right mind ever want to jump off a fast moving train?

Stupidity? Thrill-seeking? Suicidal tendencies? Overdue car payments? Receding hair-

line? Go figure. One good reason to do it in the Beta quadrant is if you're in desperate

need of a health boost. Another might be that the enemies waiting for you at the end

of the route are overwhelming and you want to postpone the meeting a little longer.

For whatever reason you might want to jump off, if you can jump directly into a small

wall recess, you will have two atomic heath units for your troubles and near-death

experience.

If you see yourself in the dire need to jump off the train, there is something you

can do to cushion the fall. It involves using your cushion. That is to say, your butt. As

the train picks up speed, position yourself so that your back is towards the door and

you are facing the transporter's switch. Maintain a firm pressure against your back.

The ride may be bumpy, especially on your back side. But if you keep trying to push

off and back out, as it were, when the crevice on the south wall and the transporter

intersect, bingo. You will more than likely pop out of the train like a cork off a bottle

of foaming champagne. Okay, maybe more like the bottle cap off a cheap beer. But

you get the picture. You will be inside a dark little cove with two glowing atomic heath

units and a teleporter booth.
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(OVERT DETAILS

For its impressive dimensions, there's only a handful of secrets in the Dark Side, but

they are juic\' ones at that, as Table 5.16 indicates.

TABLE 5.16: THE SECRETS IN THE DARK SIDE

AREA IN LEVEL SECRET ITEM

The Gamma quadrant secret exit to the Spin

Cycle (one of two secret

levels in this episode)

HOW TO GET IT

You literally hove to blow a hole

in the northwest wall of the crims

on pit that contains the females impaled

on giant stakes.

The Alpha quadrant

The main hub

The Beta quadrant

devastator

ripper chaingun

and freezethrower

teleporter cubbyhole

Blow a hole in the wall by the boarding

area to reach it.

You will find these inside water holders

in the computer lab The steel panel

right by the table near the canisters is a

secret door that takes you inside the

wall so you can claim the goods.

atomic heolth unit You will find this behind the map, inside

the covered area in the main hub You

must push it open and then crouch

below to gain access.

This teleporter is halfway down the path

from the main hub to the end of the

Beta station You must jump off the

transport to get there

OVERLORD

There had to be moments when you doubted if you would make it this far. Overlord

closes down the Lunar Apocalypse episode with a giant exclamation mark. Of course,

there are iwo secret levels that you can venture into if you havent already.

What manner of beast is this Overlord;' If its shape and organic quality seem some-

what familiar, you might recall the gem you found encrusted in the rocks of The Abyss,

at the memorable conclusion of the L. A. Meltdown episode. It seems as though you're

aboard one such alien ship. Your fears will be confirmed when you reach the egg-

laden, octagonal chamber and witness a massive cannon aiming a concentrated energy
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beam at California's San Andreas Fault. The eggs

and their slimy hosts will seem like a minor dis-

traction, when you consider you're actually sharing

the floor with the boss for this episode, the sanguine

and completely charmless Moon Assault Leader.

Also, early in this level, the Battlelord makes a

cameo appearance.

mflP) flno ROUTE

Hop aboard the decisively alien construction of spaceship Overlord. Figures 5.24 and

5.25 help you make sense of the structure's layout.

TH£ GOOD)

There is much to see and much to lay your hands on in this level, and you will need

every bit of it. Table 5.17 lays out the goods in Overlord.

TABLE 5.17
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Entry

Switch

Dcoctivotes
Force Field

Inside Duct
to Helix

Emerge from J
Multi-Level

Pipe Chamber

FIGURE 5 24 You're o virtual Stowaway in Overlord Try not to get discovered too quickly
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Ripper

Choingun

Freezethrower
Ammo

Shrinlcer

Crystals

NVG'

RPG Launcher

Shotgun Ammo
Laser Trip Bombs

FIGURE 5.25: Overlord marks the end of a cycle and the start of something huge. Hopefully, your

own cycle will continue to make the rounds.
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ffi nOTE
If you have a jetpack and

want to make short work of this

level, find the circular duct at the

south end of the bridge, blow a

hole in it, and enter it with the aid

of a jetpack. You'll come upon a

rotating helix in the middle of large

silo-like space. If this is indeed the

case for you, skip the remaining

steps and refer to the section

headed In the Major Chamber.

i=fl Although your first impulse

might be to face off against the

Battlelord, it might be more pru-

dent to save your strength for the

real boss in this level. One useful

technique involves drawing the

Battlelord out onto the bridge and

then simply locking him there Blow

up the C-9 canister next to him and

run bock to the bridge. (The explo-

sion also blows a tunnel right

through the wall.) Encourage the

Battlelord to give chase. The lock

of room to move will force him to

go into the pool. This is what you

want. Run into the eastern cham-

ber, and close the door behind you.

On th? Bridge and in th? Pool flrpa

1

.

Build your arsenal. Before

emerging onto the bridge, look

for two cylindrical pillars at the

north end of the pool. Stick

your upper body out of the

water so you can breath nor-

mally, and run straight for the

secret horseshoe-shaped crawl

space. You can enter through

what looks like solid wall right

next to each pillar. (The wall

between the pillars is solid.)

Take the healing atom and the

two freezethrower charges.

2. Take the goods from the

bridge. Storm the bridge and

collect all manner of goods,

including the scuba gear by the

control panels. Activate the

combination switches to lower

the generator rod. From left to

right, the four switches should

be set as follows: on, off, on,

and on. When the rod lowers to

the right height, jump on top of

its small surface and capture

the freezethrower.

3. Mead for the multilevel pipe

chamber. Upon entering

through the door on the west

side and turning the second cor-

ner, you will have to contend
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with the Battlelord. If you are not well armed for the occasion, you can

try to get past him.

In the niuUilevel Pipe Chamber

1

.

Hose the place down. Before you can venture too far into the multilevel

pipe chamber, you will come under fire from troopers, assault captains,

and enforcers in every direction. Rely heavily on the ripper chaingun for

long-distance engagements. Then whip out the shotgun in closer struggles.

2. Get on top. Cross the narrow water canal, and work your way toward the

stairs on the west side. Climb to a floor area where you can get a shrinker.

Tlirn eastward and drop onto a lower floor area to reach the eastern stairs.

Take these stairs to reach the highest floor level in the chamber. Collect the

RPG launcher, and most importantly, throw the switch at the very south-

west corner, behind the unfortunate young maiden.

3. Find the helix silo. Get back down the first flight of stairs, and bash the

duct grill to access it. You will come upon the breathtaking view of an

imposing cylindrical opening with a

floating helix spinning below you.

4. Take a plunge for humanity. This is

the only way into the major chamber.

Dive below and do your best to avoid

the massive turning blades of the helix.

In the niajor Chamber

1. Blow up the eggs. Without moving

from your landing position, aim at one

of the explosive canisters by the large

circle of alien eggs around you. The ensuing chain reaction will scramble

the eggs beyond recognition. Avoid stepping over gooey egg remains as

you collect every possible weapon, before facing the dreaded Moon

Assault Leader.
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2. Unleash the Moon Assault Leader, and put an end to Lunar

Apocalypse. Flip the hand print switch to the turret chamber, and pum-

mel the Moon Assault Leader with every rocket you can release before

he has a chance to react.

After that, its open warfare. Your wit and speed can see you through.

ADDED flTTRfl(TIOn) IR OYCRLORD

By far the most shocking, dangerous, and inevitable encounter in Overlord is the tete-

a-tete with the notoriously vicious Moon Assault Leader, the big, bad boss of Overlord.

Downing thp Overlord Botf

The gargantuan rocket-launching Moon Assault Leader is not your average adversar>'.

You have to hit him with everything but the flower pot to bring him down. Therefore,

it makes sense to avail yourself of every chance to inflict pain upon him. As for your

saving your own skin, you really haven't got many defenses in the way of hardware.

However, your mind can churn out enough cycles per second to outdo the reptilian

brain in the hulking body of the Moon Assault Leader.

if up to this point you haven't used up all your laser trip bombs, deploy them all

where they can harm the Moon Assault Leader but not you. This means you should

place them high along the threshold of the chamber where the untamed alien beast is

kept. You want to be able to run or crouch under the laser projections and give the

Moon Assault Leader a massive headache. This sounds great, you say, but without a

jetpack you're as good as minced meat. Don't fret too much. Luckily, a jetpack and a

devastator are within reach.

To get the jetpack and the devastator, find the crack along the west side of the

major chamber and jump into the water enclosure. Emerge into a J-shaped tunnel that

turns into a very large tank, at the bottom of which is the sought-after jetpack. Venture

further north into an even larger water tank, and claim the devastator from the clutches

of the octabrains. Then head back to the major chamber.

Use your jetpack to deploy vertical rows of tightly packed laser trip bombs. This

maneuver is delicate and requires precision moves. Put off the double lattes for awhile.

Once you've deployed your laser trip bombs along both sides of the threshold in the

major chamber, deploy the holoduke at the south end, if you have it. Then carpet

the area just outside the door with as many pipe bombs as you have. Now comes the

moment of truth: Open the turret door at the north end, and run backwards immedi-
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Dn( DEmo
See the dramatic conclusion

of Lunar Apocalypse in the walk-

through for this level. Watch Duke

down the behemoth Moon Assault

Leader. The file to see is E2L9.DMO.

Get it from the CD-ROM.

the laser trip bombs, and, at the same time, det-

onate the pipe bombs with one big bang.

Pull out the RPG launcher and feed a

steady pounding to the Moon Assault Leader

before he has a chance to fire off a rocket or

stomp you like a bug. If you have any steroids

left, swallow them. Play a lethal game of keep-

away and take every opportunity to unload

your weaponry. There is no sense in holding

back; you won't have another chance. With

any luck, the Moon Assault Leader will be confused by the holoduke at the south end.

You can take this opportunity to get inside the turret chamber, where you can continue

pounding the Moon Assault Leader from the rear. If it becomes necessary, you can

close the heavy gate to take refuge from the oncoming rain of rockets. Hopefully, by

this point, you will have inflicted enough damage on the heinous beast to be able to

knock him completely with a few more RPGs. The freezethrower can also be instru-

mental in delivering the final blow.

No one can blame or judge you too harshly for what you will do to the Moon

Assault Leader after his limp, but still warm body bounces to the floor. After all, what

the aliens are doing to human females does not exactly speak of gentility. Meanwhile,

back on Earth . . .

(OVERT DETAIL)

Not exactly overflowing in the secrets department, the Overlord level still offers some

nifty finds, as shown in Table 5.18.

TABLE 5.18: THE SECRETS IN OVERLORD
AREA IN LEVEL

Bridge and pool

SECRET ITEMS

atomic health unit

freezethrower ammo

HOW TO GET IT

Go through the secret wall openings

beside the pillars at the north end of

the red pool.

atomic health unit Inside the pool, find the hand print

switch along the south pillar. Activate it

to cause the entire pillar to lift and

reveal an opening that you can actually

swim through as you collect the atomic

health unit.

(Continued on next page)
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AREA IN LEVEL



$pin Cycle I9r>

Alpha
Walkway

Exit

FIGURE 5.26: Throw deductive reasoning and logic out the window. Spin Cycle is prime ground

for unabashed skull bashing.
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Devostotor
„. Ammo (3)Ripper

Choingun
Ammo

Ripper
Choingun
Ammo

(2)

RPG
Ammo

(3)

Dcvosfotor
Ammo (3)

Shotgun

FIGURE 5 27 Do yourself o fovor end explore the peripherol wolkwoyj for tfieir weapons and

power-ups before you step on the spinning band
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Cycle, by virtue of its cruel inhabitants, can make a person look for a new circle of

friends.

THE GOOD)

Spin Cycle brims over with weapons and more than a stockpile of ammo. The amount

of power-ups in this level is also respectable. Table 5.19 catalogs the goods you can

get in this level.

TABLE 5.19:
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3.

shotguns and shrinkers to shotgun shells, RPG ammo, and atomic health

units. Each of the four walkways (labeled Alpha, Beta, Gamma, and

Delta) has a small chamber near its center. Enter each chamber, press

the central switch, and take the goods from the cylindrical containers.

Ride the spinning band. Armed to the teeth, get on top of the band and

fight off the sentr>' drones before they get too close. If you are being

pummeled too hard, jump off the band and find shelter in any of the

four perimeter walkways.

Face the central structure. Once you have decreased the drone, trooper,

and captain population to a more manageable level, focus your attention

on the assault commanders who like to hang out near the central struc-

ture's entrances. Get off as many RPGs as possible as you circle past the

assault commanders.

Around th? Central hructureN Entrances

1. Grab more weapons near the entrances and throw every switch.

Every one of the four entrances in the central structure has something

useful to offer. However, your foray to the center may be stopped short

by droves of floating troopers and other hovering enemies. Once you

take possession of the shrinker, you will have a better time of cutting

the opposition down to size. Also, take a second to push each of the

four buttons in the entrances.

2. Make a dash for the final exit. Once you push the last of the switches, all

four doors will open simultaneously. You can then step in and rush toward

the exit switch in the central pole in the middle of the chamber. Or. you

could be rendered into a lifeless mass of tis-

sue and bone by. not one, but two Battle-

lords who will materialize the second you

^M Although one of the set foot inside the chamber.

entrances appears to be blocked by

a metal door, the door will open

the moment you push it.
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ADDED ATTRfl(TIOn)

in )Pin cycLE

If you aren't able to reach the exit switch before

the Battlelords converge on you, you will defi-

nitely have a fine mess in your hands. However,

your cunning and resourcefulness can help you

through this dire situation. The first thing to do

is to get out of the line of fire. It's useless to con-

front one Battlelord, let alone two, if your

health is lower than one hundred percent and

you don't have a powerful weapon like the dev-

astator or the RPG launcher. But even if your

health isn't what it once was and your

weaponry is starting to dwindle, you can still

triumph over the Battlelords.

As the Battlelords give chase, one is bound

to get in front of the other and be subject to

friendly fire from behind. If this happens, avail

yourself of the chance to pound the Battlelord
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from the front and double the damage he sustains. You can also always buy breathing

room by confining the Battlelords in the central chamber. Pushing any of the switches

in the chamber's entrances causes all of the doors to close at once. Knowing this, you

can also draw one of the Battlelords outside of the chamber and keep his compadre

captive inside. With only one Battlelord to worry about, you should be able to out-

maneuver him and hit him with your best shots, as you are both spun in the incessant

cycle of life and death.

Having taken care of the first Battlelord. employ a similar technique to deal with

the second menace. When the Battlelords heavy armor hits the deck, run past his

smoldering remains and punch the exit switch inside the central chamber.

LUnflTK fRinGE

Are you here by design or because you stumbled upon the secret exit in The Dark Side?

No matter. Lunatic Fringe is a wild romp over the edge that will have you questioning

just how reliable your senses are. But take heart—you are not seeing things. The real-

ity of this level, as in real life, is that reality is fundamentally relative. If this sounds like

circumlocution, you better get used to going around in circles, quite literally. Solving

the puzzle of Lunatic Fringe will have you doing what amounts to chasing vour own

tail. The careful observer, however, will begin to see a pattern and act accordingly.

If you are not entirely sure of where you are, how are you ever going to find the

exit? And it's not just that. You'll never get to wander about your whereabouts if you

don't survive the first few instants in Lunatic Fringe. You have to be ready to fight from

the word go. The central chamber, where the exit switch is heavily guarded by two

Battlelord Juniors, will remain a question mark until you throw the proper switches,

all four of them.

mflP) nno rout[

"Swiiple enough." you might think after giving

Figures 5.29 and 5.30 the once over However, wait

until you make the rounds in Lunatic Fringe before

you render a more qualified opinion.
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TH£ GOOD)

You don't get just one, but two chances to score goods in Lunatic Fringe. The two real-

ities of this level let you double-dip into the bag of goodies as Table 5.20 shows.

TABLE 5.20
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Norrow
Perimeter
Walkway

FIGURE 5 29 Oncc inside, sane or not, there is no eosy escape from Lunotic Fringe
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Shrinker

Crystal

Shotgun

Shotgun
Ammo

_ RPG
Launcher

Devastator ,

Ammo

Devastator

Devastator
Ammo

o
FIGURE 5.30: No, you're not quite ready for a straitjacket and a padded cell. Lunatic Fringe just

makes you think you might be missing a screw.
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In thp^amp Entry tpot

1

.

Contain your astonishment. When you complete the round and come

upon the same entr>' spot, you will see what appears to be a different

panel. In fact, even the central structure will seem to have changed. It is

and it has. The panel now shows what appears to be a picture of a dis-

tant alien planet.

2. Activate the last two switches. After you activate the last two switches,

listen for the hissing sounds of several openings forming at various

heights along the central structure.

3. Get inside. The current view in the large screen determines the route

you should follow to get in. If it's North America, you can enter either

through the small opening right across from the actual screen or by

jumping from the ledge along the east side into an elevated opening in

the structure. But if the view is of the alien planet, then you can enter

either by jumping from the south tip on the ledge or by walking down

the stairs through a side door on the west side.

Intid? i\\9 (antral Structure

1. Hop around a bit, if you feel lucky. Collect any useful stuff you can

grab. It is possible to jump into the small apertures housing atomic

health units. You take a chance in falling down and sharing the floor

with the Battlelords, but any reward usually involves an element of risk.

2. Get to the central platform. Get a good angle from one of the many ele-

vated openings, and jump into the green glowing enclosure in the center

Pay no mind to the incessant growls of the Battlelord s below, and take

the atomic health units and the freezethrower ammo.

Back to th? front

1. Throw the hand print switch. Get back on the platform on the south

side, inside the chamber Look for the hand print switch along the left
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side of the opening into the

outside. Throw it and jump

out of the window through

the side window on the left

side, where you can see a

panel lowering in the mid-

dle of the screen with the

alien world. If you try to get

out of the front opening

after throwing the hand

print switch, you will see

only the North American

continent on the panel, and

the opening you saw earlier will

But it wasn't.

Unless you are eager for a

show-down with the two Battlelords

patrolling the area, you should

enter through either the back door

at the south end or through the

front. Both of those locations are

on higher ground from the

Battlelords, where it is very difficult

for them to spot you in their lethal

sights.

seem like it was only a hallucination.

2. Get small and get out. As you come upon the opening in the panel, you

will notice that it's way too small to crawl in. But almost at the same

time, you will be hit by a shrinker emanation that will allow you to filter

through the small opening and reach a larger area as you start to regain

your normal size. Then just hit the exit switch.

ADDED RTTRACTIOn) lA LUAATK FRIAGE

If you're not entirely happy unless you have a major confrontation at least once a day,

then proceed to the account of how you might work out some natural aggression with

the Battlelords in Lunatic Fringe.

A Alemorable Encounter

After you have determined that you are not crazy and have activated all four switches

around the screen with the alternating views, try a little deception to confound the

Battlelords in the central chamber. Enter the central chamber through either of the ele-

vated areas, and drop a good dosage of pipe bombs into the space below. Detonate

them in bunches to cause major damage.
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Run out to the periphery and deploy the holoduke in front of one of the side

entrances. Back off and quickly plant some laser trip bombs like spokes of a wheel

with the main structure at the hub. As either or both of the Battlelords give pursuit,

entice them to cross over the laser trip bombs. Switch to the RPG launcher, and pro-

ceed to dish out as many projectiles as you possibly can.

If, by good fortune, both Battlelord Juniors are after you. usually the one in front

will receive friendly fire from his pal behind him. By backing off continually, and

releasing projectiles as the surviving Battlelord Junior gives chase, you should be able

to finish him in less than one full circle around Lunatic Fringe.





CHAPTER
thrapnei (

Alas, welcome home at last, Duke Nukem,

reception is not exactly befitting of one w

fill volumes. You fought bravely and so

Apocalypse. You saw action in what now i

stations and surface installations. And nevt

role as humanity's savior. It's just somethi

in Overlord, the last mission of Lunar Apocalypse, you pe

cover a massive turret pointed at California's San Andre*

your side, you also battled the boss of the episode, the M
him out of commission permanently. To say it wasn't e.i

statement; but you were never big on words. Duke, and

nature. That's all history now. anyway. Now you're ba



of the table scraps, you might guess the diners down there

like their meat, well, very rare.

Making the cut in Raw Meat is much like a three-

course meal. First, tease your taste buds for the ensuing

action while you are still in the outside area. Next, par-

take of the main dish as you devour your opponents in

the dining chambers, where you must also score the blue

keycard. Finally, top off the evening's meal with a few

libations at the bar and some live entertainment. Of course,

your culinary experience won't be complete until you

visit the kitchen, where you can score additional power-ups and weapon

finally, find the passage to the main pool, where you can nab the red keyca

keycard opens the door that grants you access to the back door—perhaps the 1

to leave Raw Meat after your violent binge.

mAP) AHD ROUTE

Raw Meat features a totally different sushi bar. If the food doesn't kill you, th

will. Check out Figures 6.1 and 6.2 to whet your appetite.

THE GOOD)

Raw Meat gives you plenty of reasons why you might want to stop in, even il

not particularly hungry or don't care for Japanese food. Table 6.1 shows yo

thine vou can collect in this level.
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Exit

info

Tunnel

Exit

Tunnel Alien Dining

to Bock A Rooms .% Exit

Rooftop

Donee
Floor

Stoge

Exit tfirough

Kitchen

Exit Tunnel
from

Kitchen

^
I

FIGURE 6 1 : However experimental your culinary leanings, abstain from ordering tf>c sliced eye-

ball in Row Meat
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Shotgun

Freezethrower^
Ammo

Ripper
Choingun

'Atomic Health
Units

Devastator
Ammo

Pipe

Bombs

Holoduke

FIGURE 6.2: Even if you decide to stay away from the culinary delights, don't neglect to collect

all you can in Raw Meat.
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BLAZinO THROUGH RAU) mCHT

Despite its voracious appetite for human flesh and suffering, you can really make a

short meal of Raw Meat, if you follow the main course outlined below.

lnth(>(ul-d(>-)dc

1

.

Load up on weaponry. Dash to the wall compartment north of your

location on the rooftop and grab the devastator. Get near the rooftop's

ledge to entice a sentry drone and an enforcer or two to come after you.

2. Take a plunge. Get a running start and jump along the side of the build-

ing, from where you got the devastator. You want to land on the ledge

that skirts the building on the north side of the cul-de-sac. At the end of

the ledge, you can claim an atomic health unit and a ripper chaingun.

3. Eat sushi and don't pay. Work your way toward the ramp entrance to

the sushi bar and proceed cautiously.

In the (ufhiBar'f Entrance

1. Forget the reservations. Stepping onto the restaurant's rainp, you will

become fodder for a group of enforcers. You

are also in the sights of a turret mounted

high up on the wall. If necessary, back out

into the cul-de-sac to avoid being mobbed

and so you can work your devastator with

some elbow room. When the moment is

opportune, rush back onto the ramp, aim

your weapon upward, and destroy the turret

as you make it to the door.

You want to thin out the

alien marauders, even by one or

two, before you take a plunge to

face additional enemies in the

cul-de-sac below.

Dine and dash. Walking into the restaurant's foyer, take out the turret in

the small space due directly south. Then rush to that same spot to col

lect some crucial devastator ammo. Proceed into each of the dining

rooms along the left wall, and collect all the goods you can. The large

dining room in the center hides a secret area behind the table When the
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table sinks under your weight,

crouch to enter the small chamber.

Then collect more ammo for your

devastator and the steroids on top

of the metal box with the fans.

M nOTE
If you want to visit the alien

dining quarters, be sure to flip the

switch on the east wail on your

way out. It opens a door into the

more exclusive dining areas of the

sushi bar.

Take a major shortcut and cash in

your chips. With a three- or four-

step running start, jump right into

what might seem like a solid wall to

the left of the greeting geisha near the restaurant's main entrance. You

will reach a dark rectangular area that leads directly to the cash register.

Open the small compartment behind the register to get the blue keycard

It grants you entry to the bar. Then get out into the restaurant's main

hallway, using the same way you got in.

In the Bar

Mingle with some reserve. The bar crawls with pig cops and other

unsavory characters, and assault commanders play the role of bouncers.

So keep a low profile by ducking, creeping around corners, and other-

wise disposing of your opponents by picking your shots carefully.

Enjoy a few libations and a floor show. At your earliest convenience, get

to the wet bar at the south end, make the rounds to consume every

power-up and ammo. You also might want to grab the RPG launcher

behind the speaker on the right side of the stage. Just beware of the rush-

ing waves of pig cops. When you have had enough of the bar scene, move

to the kitchen, on the north end of the bar, and don't be too alarmed at

the food-preparation techniques you will see displayed. They're not exactly

in accord with the fundamentals of hygiene and sanitation.

In the Kitchen

Face the heat. Take the chefs by surprise, and douse the place with lead.

A couple of pipe bombs will also help clear the air before you raid the
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kitchen. Take all the weapons, ammo, and power-ups you can find. Look

in the cold room for a freezethrower and shotgun ammo. The wine rack

also hides two cases of RPG ammo.

2. Do the dishes. Find a water tank next to the oven grill (to the right of

the walk-in cold room) and, taking a deep breath, jump in. Follow the

tunnel leading south and then east. You will come into the main pool

area where an octabrain or two might live.

InthpfTlainPoolflrpa

1

.

Get the scuba gear. Emerge from the pool to take the scuba gear along

the north side. Then dive right back in.

2. Get the red keycard. Head east toward the end of the pool, where you

will find the red keycard. This key will let you get out of the sushi

restaurant through the back door.

3. Get back to the kitchen. Now that you have the red keycard, retrace

your route back to the kitchen sink. Jump out dripping wet and head for

the back door.

Into thp Back RIIpij

Endure another battle. Use the red keycard on the latch and venture

out, but expect another enforcer ambush. Your devastator weapon will

help you cut a path through the wall of alien flesh.

Avoid a serious concussion. The instant you reach the top oi the ramp

out ol the hack alley, you will sense a deep rumbling. This is a sign to

run back inside as fast as possible. In a matter of instants, a huge explo-

sion cau.ses an entire wall to crumble in the adjacent building. The

explosion .ilso unearths the tunnel to the exit.

Reach the tunnel and find the exit. When the aftershocks subside, get

back outside, and crawl through the demolished side of the building.

Make your way among the rubble to the glowing red exit switch at the

very end of the tunnel.
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ADDED flTTRflCTIOnS in RflUJ mERT

This level is really large, and there are plenty of things to discover on your own.

Regardless of where your meandering takes you, the alien dining hall is a must-see for

anyone with even a mild interest in intergalactic culinary experiences.

Poujer Lunch with the Bi? Boi|f

There are obviously two types of clientele who frequent Raw Meat's sushi estabUsh-

ment. Those who like to eat the standard sushi fare, and those who like their meat,

well, even more raw. The dining areas along the restaurant's main hallway seem ordi-

nary enough. However, there is a large dining hall reserved for the alien elite. And

judging by the look of the remains on the tables, it is obvious the aliens' appetite is

quite insatiable.

You might want to visit the alien dining hall for a couple of reasons. Maybe you

are just interested in alien nutritional habits. Or perhaps morbid curiosity drives you to

see the spoils. But maybe a more sensible reason would be that you missed the short-

cut to the cash register area and wish to collect the blue keycard the hard way.

If the alien dining room is open, step right on in. However, if the entry way is

blocked, you have to throw a key switch in the large dining room along the hallway.

(The switch is inside the small chamber behind the table.) Stepping inside the alien

dining hall, you will run into what appears to be the aliens' dessert, a group of sur-

rounded, bound human females. There are also a good number of explosive tanks

lying about the place and especially around the bound women. Bite your lip and press

the trigger to blow up a tank. Run out of the hall to avoid suffering any damage from

the big explosion.

When things cool down a bit, step inside and proceed to sweep up the remains.

Collect all the weaponry and armor you can carr\'. Then move eastward to find the cash

register area. Don't expect to find a helpful cashier. Instead, get behind the counter,

and take the blue keycard from the compartment. Now that you have the blue key-

card, you can proceed to the bar where you are sure to pick up a good fight.

(OVERT DETAIL)

You would expect there to be scores of secrets in Raw Meat, but there are only two, as

you can see in Table 6.2.
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TABLE 6.2: THE SECRETS IN RAW MEAT
AREA IN LEVEL

Sushi bor enlTonce

SECRET ITEMS

blue keycord

HOW TO GET IT

Jump (Hto what looks like o solid woll to

the left side of the geisha near the

entrance The secret passage leads you

to the cosh register room, where you will

ultimately score the blue keycord.

Wall behind the wet bar freezethrower Find the hand print switch on the menu
to the left of the wet bar ond activate it

Then rush into the secret enclosure

behind the wet bar.

BflRK ROLL

Legal tender, it's what it's all about. Isn't it? By day. you sell your soul to the man for

the privilege of keeping up with others who are also sweating to keep up with others.

Occasionally, you enjoy the fruits of your labor, but more often than not. you're being

squeezed into pulp by the cogs of our run-away economic machinery, which seems

more intent on feeding itself than clothing the masses.

Bank Roll, like the institution it represents, seems unfeeling, uncaring, and ulti-

mately self-serving. In spite of its smug exterior. Bank Roll is really a fun level to play.

F^erhaps it's the emphasis on action and clever puz-

zles. Or maybe its the very convincing bank, com
plete with its foyer, main office, and giant safe box

You are sure to discover other reasons on your own.

Although it might be tough to get into the bank,

let alone speak to a loan officer, your ambitions run

much higher. You want nothing less than to get to

the bank's safe box and crack it wide open. The

bank's entry requires you to have the blue kevcard.

Once mside the bank, you will need to obtain the

red keycard for clearance into the safe box.

niAP) AHD ROUTE

You can almost see the cogs of the business machinery at work in the design of Bank
n_li _. J :_ v: 3 ^^A/i A



r /^

Safe Box
(Rotating Lava
Floor Chamber)

Giant
Cogs

Bank Roll 2iJ>
\y J

Exit

Main Street

Up to

Office

Steel

Chamber

Upstoirs

Office

FIGURE 6.3: One thing you can bank on after visiting Bank Roll is that you will probably

want to do your own banking.

Freezethrower

Jetpock

Jetpock
Ripper Chaingun '

Devastator Ammo'

Blue
Keycard

Devastator Steroids

FIGURE 6.4: Don't let Bonk Roll take you to the cleaners; grab what you can from the

comprehensive cache available.
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THE GOOD(

However stingy and tight lending institutions tend to be. Bank Roll is exceptionally

generous when it comes to the goods at your disposal. Table 6.3 shows you the bot-

tom line.

1 freezcthrower

1 laser trip bomb

2 pipe bomb coses

TABLE 6.3:



Bank Roll 2YS>

On fllain Street

1. Visit the offices across the street from the bank. The blue keycard is in

an upstairs office, and without it, you are forever locl<ed out of the bank.

Look for the first entrance along the north side of the street. As you walk

up to it, a sensor opens it and a window to your right.

2. Get some goods before you go up to the office. Grab the atomic health

unit atop the soda machine and the

ripper chaingun from on top of the

other vending machines; then it's

impossible to overlook the

freezethrower. Now head for the

elevator.

3. Storm the office and take the blue

keycard. As you step inside, be

ready to deal with a couple of bel-

ligerent enforcers who materialize

out of thin air. Behind the partition,

take care of the pig cop, and push

the button on the desk as you reach

for the steroids. Then take the blue

keycard from the lowering book-

shelves. As you exit, grab the devas-

tator that was hidden behind a wall

picture.
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2. Get to the main office. Be sure to jump in through the small side win-

dow because the regular entry is lined with laser trip bombs. Press the

desk button to unlock the door to the safe and to reveal a hiding place

above the desk (behind the painting, naturally), which stores a jetpack.

Proceed to the area in the back that houses the safe box.

In the Ufp Box Zone

1

.

Throw three switches in a row. The safe box will remain bolted shut

until you find the red keycard. For that reason, dispose of the few

enforcers and troopers standing guard in the steel chamber of the safe.

Walk behind the desk and throw all three switches. This opens up the

three-stage door on the south wall.

2. Get through the cogs. Hop onto the circular platform to get the protec-

tive boots. Notice how the giant cogs turn, sensing your move on the

platform. Get off and walk toward the Beta

platform. (Each platform is conveniently

labeled.) Again, hop on and then walk into

the space leading to the Delta platform. Get

on the last platform and face west directly.

As the cog turns, its opening reveals

a small recess on the wall behind it. Using

this small wnidow of opportunity, jump off the platform and rush toward

the wall recess. Ride the platform up into a dark corridor.

Score the red koNcard. It you have your devastator handy, destroy the

pig cops in the corridor as you reach for the plainly visible keycard. Also

take the jetpack and the other goods behind the wall compartment. Fly

back to safety and the safe box. Use your newly acquired jetpack to

get back to the safe box area.

Crack the safe. Use the red keycard and then walk up to the safe and

push It open The door swings outward to reveal a very nasty scene

indeed. Throw a pipe bomb inside and immediately close the safe box

door. Detonate the pipe bomb and grab a hold of something, for the

place is about to shake.

Use the overhead map
(press Tab once) to orient yourself

OS you fly back.
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5. Reopen the safe and fight to the end. Although mostly everyone and

everything inside the safe is either dead or dying, don't count on it com-

pletely. In fact, the explosion blew up a large tunnel and a Battlelord has

crept up from underground. You can choose to confront the Battlelord, or

simply dash for the exit at the north end of the tunnel. The choice, as

always, is yours.

ADDED ATTRnCTlOn) IH BAHK ROLL

Although the pace in Bank Roll moves quite steadily, it really crescendos when you

are finally ready to deal with the safe box. For this reason, this particular scenario is

worth examining more closely.

(racking th? (afe and itf (ontentt

Stand outside the safe box with the red keycard in hand, check yourself to be sure you

have a good dose of health. If it is anywhere below 90 percent, give yourself a boost

with the portable medkit. Then, reach for a pipe bomb. Stick the red keycard in the slot,

and walk up to the heavy safe box door Press on it and the massive door will swing

open toward you. Don't gawk at the horror in there longer than you need to. (Although

the place is buzzing with octabrains and there are dozens of alien eggs everywhere you

look, perhaps what is most disturbing is the image of human females hanging upside

down from the ceiling.) Throw the pipe bomb near the eggs and the ever-present explo-

sive tanks. Then rush back out and close the safe box door behind you.

The entire building will rumble as the explosive charges go off inside the safe box.

You will hear a mixture of explosions and alien flesh splashing the walls red. It is pos-

sible and likely that an octabrain or two might make it out of the safe box. If this is the

case, use the ripper chaingun to put any survivor down. You want to save your dev-

astator and RPG ammo for one last opponent, should he get in your way. The last hur-

dle to overcome is none other than the Battlelord. Formidable though he is, he can fall

under the force of your devastator, especially if you manage to catch him while he is

facing the other way.

Open the safe a second time. Step in looking left and right for any signs of alien life.

You might have to quell another octabrain, but you are really mostly concerned now

with the Battlelord. He likes to hang near the right corner. So waste not a moment in

pouring whatever you have left in him. If he reacts quickly and gives chase, you can

either run back out to the steel chamber or find refuge along the cracks in the newly

dug tunnel on the northeast side of the safe box. From either of these places, you can
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ROTE
Before you move on to the next

level, you can also choose to explore

the ledges around the buildings on

Main Street. You con either use the

jetpack or climb along a portion of the

tunnel along the southeast side It

leads to the ledge of the building over-

looking the alley on the south side.

manage to keep the Battlelord in your sights.

However, it is easier to avoid his ripper chain-

gun and explosive pellets if you are not con-

fined to the small spaces, as you are in the

tunnel. When the Battlelord crumbles under

the weight of your attack, just head for the

exit switch.

(OV£RT DETAILS

There are only a handful of secrets in Bank

Roll, and Table 6.4 summarizes them for you.

TABLE 6.4: THE SECRETS IN BANK ROLL

AREA IN LEVEL

ATMs across from

the bonk building

In the bank's lobby

SECRET ITEMS

ripper chaingun

holoduke

HOW TO GET IT

Push either of the ATMs and jump

through the small opening.

Use the hondgun to hit the switch high

on the angular wall on the north side of

the narrow lobby The phone booths at

the opposite end will lower to reveal the

holoduke.

Moin office in the

bonk building

jetpack Throw the desk switch to expose tfie

jetpack behind the pointing on the

south wall.

FLOOD zone

If you like it wet and wild, you will love it in Flood Zone. Get ready to spend half the

lime underwater and the other half climbing along precipitous paths on rocky moun-

tainsides. Flood Zone is basically a piece of downtown Los Angeles that went under

during the last big earthquake. Of course, the alien's power beam targeting the San

Andreas Fault from space didn't help matters.

To find the elusive exit in Flood Zone, you must travel high and low in search of all

three kcycards. Start out with the blue keycard. It sits atop a set of rock stairs at the west

end. With the blue keycard you can get inside the underwater alien egg nest, which is

also at the west end. Not only do you need to go in there for the yellow keycard. but
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you must also destroy every egg. With the yellow keycard you can finally gain access

to the square, half-sunk building. Inside this building you must access the bottom floor

to activate the switch that reveals the hiding place for the last and final red keycard.

This level is highly populated with octabrains, assault commanders, sharks, and

even a Battlelord. To make a tense situation even more so, you have a limited oxygen

supply so your underwater excursions must be rather methodical.

mflP) ARD ROUTE

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 let you see surface and submerged views for Flood Zone.

THE GOOD(

You will not be diving for pearls in Flood Zone, but pearls are

the last thing you could wish for when your life could be

snuffed out at any moment. The top side also holds many

weapons and other useful finds, which will seem more pre-

cious than any treasure anyone could hope for. Table 6.5 tal-

lies the goods in the Flood Zone.

TABLE 6.5:
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Rock
Sfoirs

Half-sunk

Square
Building

Entry

Tunnel

Switch roises neon
sign to reveal com-
portment containing

Red Keycord

East

Underwoter
Alien Egg
Nursery

West
Underwate
Alien Egg
Nursery

Enter from
Entry

Mid-Level Tunnel
OHice

FIGURE 6 5 Don't hold your breath for too long You're about to moke o splash in Flood

Zone. These maps show the top and the submerged oreos
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RPG
Ammo

Devastator Choingun RPG
Ammo Ammo Ammo

Atomic
Health
Units

Ripper
Choingun

Blue

Keycard

Devastator
Ammo (2) j-hoi'ng

Ammo

Devastator
Ammo

Yellow

Keycard

Portable

Medkit

Shotgun
Ammo

Freezethrower

Shotgun
Ammo

Holoduke

Portable

Medkit
Pipe Bombs

FIGURE 6.6: Water, water almost everywhere—welcome to Flood Zone.
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In thp Clpvatpd Cntrij Tunnel and fllain UJatpruiai|

1

.

Get ready for a dive. Look behind you and take the scuba gear in the

compartment. A few steps on the left you will find the RPG launcher. As

you come out of the tunnel where a water stream comes out of the

rocks, you will be confronted by an octabrain. Use your RPG launcher

for the first time. Then plunge into the depths.

2. TYavel westward. Move either over or under the water's surface; but

either way, open yourself a path through the herds of octabrains and

rogue sharks, and continue moving east. As you get near the end of the

water way, look for an underwater tunnel that leads to a small concrete

platform.

3. Climb after the blue keycard. Find the rock path along the curving

south wall, and climb a few large rocks to reach the blue keycard. Then,

get back into the water It's time to visit the west side egg nursery.

In the UJe$t S'\dQ C99 Rurferij

1 . Blow up (he nursery and take the yellow keycard. Use the blue keycard

on the latch for the alien egg nurserv'. Drop a pipe bomb or use your

favorite method for hitting one of the incubator accelerator tanks. Close

the door and bide your time for a few seconds. Then go back inside and

collect the yellow keycard. Get to the east side of the waterway.

\m\d9 thp ^ubmprvpd ^uarp Offi(P

1. Get to the bottom of things. Enter the submerged office in the east side

of the building. Use the keycard on the latch, and go all the way down to

the bottom floor, using the sunken stairway.

2. Push the right switch. Go inside the large reception area, and push the

switch along the front wall. It raises the metal window covers, and it

also causes the neon Alley Cat Lounge sign to lift a few meters. Swim
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out toward the Alley Cat Lounge, and open the door behind the sign to

uncover the red keycard.

Hover over to the other side. Get back into the submerged office, and

take the flight of stairs all the way to the top of the building, which is

well above the water level. After surviving one of the most intense bat-

tles you are likely to face anywhere,

anytime, climb along the rocks on

the south side to pick up an atomic

health unit. Also, push the solid

rock wall at the end to pick up a

jetpack. Activate it and hover to the

Alley Cat Lounge's rooftop.

B (EC flL(0
See the section Added

Attractions in Flood Zone for a full

account of what to expect and how

to survive on top of the square

building.

On thp Alleij (at Loun9(>N Rooftop

1. Wear a hard hat. Use the red keycard to enter the hard-hat area. Fight

off the leaping enforcers, and move north toward a water brook.

Continue ascending into a straight long tunnel that might have been a

subway route or a tunnel for a train.

2. Dive into the hole. Move east along the tunnel, watching your back for

octabrains creeping up behind you. When you come upon a small open-

ing in the tunnel, just let yourself go and drop all the way to the bottom,

where water will soften your fall.

3. Face the switch and take your leave. Jump out of the water facing

north to reach a small platform right in front of the exit switch.

ADDED ATTRACTIOnt IH FLOOD ZOA£

One of the many tenuous moments in Flood

Zone occurs when you reach the rooftop of the

square building. If you can survive the onslaught

in this heavily contested area, the human race

might still have reason for optimism.

VJRRn HG
You don't wont to stick your

head out of the water and sit there

for very long. A strategically placed

turret is perched at eye level and

can fry your head in no time at all.
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(houjdoujn on th« iquar? Buildinf'f Rooftop

When you finally reach the rooftop of the hah-submerged building, dont expect any

fanfare. First of all, you should know that there are several hidden areas nestled in the

rock tops, and all of them overlook the ver>' exposed rooftop where you stand. As soon

as you open the door leading to the rooftop, get ready to pummel several assault com-

manders making their way over the waterway from an area above and to the right of

the Alley Cat Lounge. Don't make the fatal mistake of rushing to the west side of the

rooftop. You would only increase the number of enemies that are free to roam. Instead,

retreat to the stairs if you are overwhelmed by the commanders. The weapon of choice

to deal with matters on the rooftop is the devastator. You need the most effective means

of tearing down opponents with the least effort. See Figure 6.7 for a snapshot of the

action you can expect on the rooftop.

When the action on the east side of the rooftop subsides somewhat, climb over

the small rock outcropping to get an atomic health unit. Then, press against the smooth,

flat rock to uncover a jetpack. Strap it on and get ready for vour next daredevil, yet

coldly calculated, maneuver.

Move over to the west side of the rooftop, and anticipate another commander

onslaught. This lime, however, the commanders will come rushing at you from an

FICUtf 6 7- When you reach the rooftop, don't expect fanfare
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opening in the rocks above and to the left of the once legendary Alley Cat Lounge. If

you keep your back pressed against the wall as the commanders slice their way through

the air, you will keep a nearby Battlelord from joining the party. "How nearby is the

Battlelord?" you ask. So nearby he could almost jump right on top of you. In fact he

is perched in a large recess on the rocks above your head.

When you have taken out most or all of the commanders. Fire up your jetpack and

fly as fast as you can across the waterway. When you have gone far enough, turn 180

degrees to face the Battlelord from your elevated position in mid air. Then use your

complete freedom of movement to avoid the Battlelord's projectiles, while you shower

him with a few rockets of your own. When he succumbs under the pounding of your

RPGs and devastator combination, continue toward the exit.

COVERT DETAIL)

The secrets abound in Flood Zone, as Table 6.6 makes plainly obvious.

TABLE 6.6: THE SECRETS IN FLOOD ZONE
AREA IN LEVEL

Large cave serving as an egg

nursery on the northeast side

of the main waterway

SECRET ITEMS HOW TO GET IT

devastator and Drop a pipe bomb or use the RPG
shrinker crystals launcher on the bottom section

of the wall. Penetrate the tunnel, and

battle a good number of octobrains.

Rise to the air bubble in the nursery,

and collect the goods.

On the rooftop of the

square building

jetpack Climb over the rock boulder on the

south side of the rooftop. Grab the

atomic health unit, and then push the

flat rock at the end. Watch it lift, and

grab the jetpack before the rock

comes down.

Rock stairs at the west end blue keycord Climb over the large rock stairs stort-

ing at the south side of the short build-

ing at the far west.

Small chamber at the east end

of the Alley Cat Lounge

ripper chaingun Use either the jetpack to rise to the

ammo small rock platform halfway up from

the water level to the top of the Alley

Cot Lounge, or simply jump there if

you are at the top of the lounge. Push

against the second window from the

end, and enter into the small chamber

with the ammo.
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L.fl. RUniBLE

Far away from the country side or anything remotely close to nature, LA. Rumble is

a big pile of concrete, steel, glass, and other materials forged by the hands of humans.

But for all the trappings of culture and sophistication, the

action about to unfold will be anything but civilized.

Hollywood Boulevard and the East Town Towers provide

a suitably cosmopolitan backdrop. To make sense of L. A.

Rumble, you will have to take care of business inside both

towers. But getting from one lower to the other without

a jetpack might present a bit of problem. Don't forget you

are in Los Angeles, and the landscape could change quite

unexpectedly, for this is tremor country.

IDflP) AHD ROUTC

Figures 6.8 and 6,9 show you the layout of LA. Rumble, once a place of fame and

glamour.

THE G00D5

Known for its lavish ways. LA. Rumble includes a plethora of weapons, ammo, and

power-ups. Check out the pickings in Table 6.7
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Exit

FIGURE 6.8: Are you ready for quite a tumble? If you're not, too bad, this is LA. Rumble.
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RPG
Launcher

Devastator
Ammo

Jetpock Holoduke

RPG Lounche

RPG Ammo
Portable

Medkit
(Lower Floor

Devoitator
Ammo

(Upper Floor)

NVG

FIGURE 6 9 Pray thot Some day you forgive what you're about to do in LA Rumble
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BLAZinC THROUGH L.fl. RUHIBLE

Get ready for urban assault tactics and guerrilla-type warfare in the streets and build-

ings of L.A. Rumble. Although blue and red keycards are available in this level, you

only really need to score the red one. It opens a teleporter that beams you directly to

a landing pad on top of the north of the East Town Towers. Waiting nearby is your get-

away helicopter. But first, you must make it inside the north tower. Without a jetpack,

it takes a few neurons to figure out how.

On th(> East Side

1. Dig a tunnel. Crawl out of the manhole, grab the shotgun shells nearby,

and walk down the tunnel. Step through a cross-shaped hole along the

tunnel's wall, and emerge into a dark passage leading out to Hollywood

Boulevard. Halfway up the dark passage, drop a pipe bomb or use your

RPG launcher on the south side wall to open up a big, gaping tunnel.

2. Take a walk around the perimeter. Climb along the rubble and cross

the length of the tunnel to reach the lower side of the south tower. Hop

on the air ventilators to collect an RPG launcher and some ammo. Look

towards your left, and hop onto a lower ledge that lines the building front

on the east side. Follow the narrow ledge north first, then east, and then

around the half-circle of the north tower. Among the items you can collect

in this short jaunt are ripper chaingun ammo and more RPG ammo. Drop

off the ledge when you've collected everything you possibly can. Start

heading down the hill toward the side entry to the south tower.

In the South Touier

1 . Take over the first floor. Step in cautiously and deal with the obstinate

pig cops in the only language they understand, the language of hot lead.

Access a laboratory-like chamber with embryo flasks, dispense with a

few more pig cops, and then blow a big hole in the lab's west side wall.

2. Going up? Proceed into the next large rectangular chamber, and drop

into the empty shaft of the elevator on the far end to pick up a devasta-

tor. Then hop aboard the functioning elevator. It takes you to a similar
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rectangular chamber filled with undesirables. Count on a few more

encounters with alien enforcers in this part of the building. Eventually,

work your way to the front side of the building, where you will find

yourself overlooking Hollywood Boulevard from the building's roof.

3. Cause a major stir. Stepping out onto the building's rooftop, walk up to

the earthquake warning sign. A bone-jarring rumble will shake the place

up. Notice how part of the concrete structure below the giant screen is

rearranged in the short, but strong, quake.

4. Jump toward freedom. Surely by now. you have noticed the two floor

levels in the north tower that are plainly open and inhabited by aliens, if

you had a jetpack you could simply fly over. However, if you like to use

your jetpack as much as most people do, chances are that your fuel may

not carr>' you across. The next best alternative is to jump, but clearly the

gap seems to be way too wide. Here's a way you can do it: Align your-

self with the right column below the giant screen. (See Figure 6.10.) Use

the crosshair to help you. Back up as much as you can, and take a run-

ning jump toward the column. You will land on the awning below the

giant screen. The idea is to reach the point furthest to the north along

the broken awning, so you can hop right into the mid-floor office of the

south tower.

Intide thp RorthToiupr

1. Dislodge the office workers. Storm the office, and cut a path to the

wide stairway along the north side.

2. Get the red keycard and flee. When you come upon the top-level office,

hope that you can catch everyone on their break and rain your wrath

upon them. Grab the red keycard and all the other visible power-ups and

weapons on the shelves.

3. Take the RPG launcher, and hit the desk switch. A panel will open

momentarily \n the square office. Rush over to get inside. Riddle the

troopers and captains assembled there, and grab anything that you can,

and of course, we're not talking office supplies.
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FIGURE 6.10: Line your crosshair with the column, and throw caution to the wind as you

launch yourself to reach the awning.

4. Teleport to the landing pad and take off. Use the red keycard on the

latch behind the desk, and step inside the teleporter. Emerge in a small

control area overlooking the helicopter you hope to ride out of L.A.

Rumble. Walk right over to the exit switch, and pound it one last time.

ADDED flTTRACTlOnS IR L.A. RUAIBLE

Expect to fight for every yard in L.A. Rumble, especially in the early going, when you

attempt to skin the boulevard's perimeter and when you finally manage to penetrate

the south tower in the East Town Towers complex.

(kirtin? the Boulevard

There is a ledge that starts on the west wall and goes around the north tower, ending

up against the eastern wall. There are also key sniper spots all along the boulevard

because the surrounding buildings are very tall. It's a scary thought, but at any
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moment, you could be under someone's sights. It makes sense, then, to take out at

least some snipers, lest you become too exposed for your own good.

Stepping out of the tunnel you dug in the dark passage, notice the first set of sniper

pig cops at the north end, standing on the ledge where you want to reach yourself.

Take cover behind the metal air units, hop from the small one to the bigger one, and

grab the RPG launcher and its ammo. Set your sights and send one or two rounds in

their direction. Drop from the air unit to a small space near the ver>' front of the build-

ing, but still on a ledge, and look to the right for the next group of snipers. Again, make

handy use of the RPG launcher and your God-given talents. Figure 6. 11 shows a detail

of this action.

Now you can jump onto the ledge on the south wall and begin your perimeter run.

When you reach the place where the ledge stops along the east wall, you will be in

plain view of another group of snipers mounted high upon the awning below the giant

screen, all the way across the boulevard. This too is a prime opportunity to launch

long range shots at the sitting enforcers. Rely heavily on your crosshair, but watch out

for the hair trigger. Remember you're carrying the RPG launcher.

FIGURE 6 11 Take the snipers out before fhey foke you
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After taking out a few more snipers, jump

over the small gap and continue along the ledge.

Pick up everything you can along the way. Begin

circling the front side of the north tower.

Penptratin? the (outh

Touier of Caft Town Touien

Stop immediately after col-

lecting the pipe bomb cose. You

don't want to step any farther east

along the ledge. A few instants

after you do, you would hear the

assault commander's rocket pierc-

ing through the air. If you survived

the initial hit, then you would see a

small dot growing large very quickly

as the commander descends upon

you from high above. Avoid loss of

limb and life by getting off the

ledge at this point.

Ifyou don't have a jetpack, the only way to reach

the north tower is by jumping across, in hop-

scotch fashion , from the south tower to the giant

screen's awning and then to the middle floor of

the north tower. But getting to the top of the

southern tower isn't exactly a matter of hopping

on an elevator and enduring a bit of muzak. In

fact, if you're not on your toes every second, you

probably will never get off of the bottom floor.

As you descend down the sloping side

street leading to the tower's entrance, make wise use of the RPG launcher and pelt the

congregated pig cops from a good distance away. Enter through the open door, and

dispose of the single trooper. Before entering the second lab-like chamber, walk up to

the panel on the right and push it open to claim more ammo for your devastator. If you

need them, also pick up the NVG on the counter top.

Before stepping into the lab, drop a few bombs behind you. As soon as you cross

the threshold into the lab, wait an instant to hear the growl of the enforcers and then

hit the detonator. Pick up the survivors with impunity. While in the lab, grab the blue

keycard if you want to open the front door to this building; otherwise, ignore it. But

one thing you don't want to pass up is the hidden atomic health unit. Crouch and push

the cabinet at the very left; the adjacent cabinet will open. Crawl in quickly and take the

glowing blue atomic health unit. Back off a ways and blow a hole in the lab's north wall.

Run right through the hole, and drop into the empty elevator shaft at the far end

of the dark rectangular room to pick up a devastator, should you need one. And who

doesn't? Then get on the functioning elevator, and ride it to a very similar chamber a

few floors up. Come out firing your devastator. If you are forced to get near the back

of the room, an enforcer will sense your presence and come spinning out of the empty
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elevator shaft. Don't be afraid to overheat the devastator. It's a rugged weapon, after

all. Once things have simmered in the chamber, go around the wall on the east side to

come out overlooking the boulevard, and get ready to cross over to the north tower.

(OVERT DCTfllL)

There are three secrets you should know about in L.A. Rumble, and Table 6.8 points

them out.

TABLE 6.8: THE SECRETS IN L.A. RUMBLE
AREA IN LEVEL

Secret tunnel at the east end

Top of the stairs in

the north Tower

SECRET ITEMS HOW TO GET IT

freezethrower Blow up the side wall of the dark pas-

sage as you emerge from the entry tun-

nel. Crawl through the rubble inside the

tunnel, and collect the freezethrower

devastator ammo Push the landscape painting as you

reach the top level office

The southern tower's

bottom-floor lob

atomic health unit Push tt>e cabinet at the far left. Then

crawl in the middle cabinet to collect

the item

flioviE sn

Give the aliens a few weeks in Los Angeles, and the next thing you know, they think

they can take over tinsel town too. Movie Set is a nice little diversion into a not-so-

reputable Hollywood studio. And once again, the aliens seem to relish playing roles

normally destined for humans and a few talking pigs and dogs. But for all the enthu-

siasm normally shown by newcomers to the industry, don't expect high production

values or moving artistic statements from the alien directors and their second rate thes-

pians. Their sensibilities really seem more in tune with the B-movie. drive-in splatter

genre. And there is probably nothing the aliens would like more than to have you star

in their first feature snuff flick.

The Movie Set consists of two stages where low-budget, sci-fi send-ups are currently

under production. About half of the entire space in this level is taken up by an open lot
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for outdoor shootings, literally. Although the exit

switch is only a short distance from your entry

point, you will have to collect all three keycards

before you take your final bow and leave Movie Set

behind. You can also choose to branch off into Tier

Drop, the first secret level in Shrapnel City.

mflPS flRD ROUTE

In lieu of a script for the Movie Set, check out Figures 6.12 and 6.13 for a preview of

coming attractions.

THE GOOD)

Besides the usual studio equipment, props, and cameras, Movie Set has a few items

useful to your cause, as shown in Table 6.9.

TABLE 6.9:
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Sfoge 17B

Stage I7A

n c u R i 6 12 Are you prepared for the role of your life on tfie big screen?
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Laser Trip

Bombs (2)

Ripper
Chaingun

Yellow

.

Keycord^

Jetpack

'

Ripper
Chaingun

Portable Medkit

Atomic Health Units.

Shotgun

Portable

Medkit

Atomic
Health

Units (3)

FIGURE 6.13: Don't look for a casting couch; just collect as many of these props as you con in

Movie Set.
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Atth(»Uart

Get the blue keycard. Withoul the blue keycard, you can wander all you

want in the open lot, but you will never get inside the filming stages.

Naturally, your first move is to find the key-

card in question. Look behind you at the

entr\' point—near the south end of the open

lot—and pick up the shotgun shells sitting

on top of the lane divider. Grab a shotgun

and duck from the sights of two pig cops

inside a small chamber. Dispose of the pig

cops quickly, perhaps with a pipe bomb.

Climb over the cash registers, and grab the

portable medkit that you pray you don't have to use up too quickly.

Climb back out from the small room, and head east toward a dingy

vending machine area, where you can snatch the blue keycard by the

public phone.

The dark, dingy tiled room

is a prime spot to be ambushed by

pig cops. It also isn't unusual for

an assault commander to show up

unexpectedly.

Infidp thp tta^pf

Make the devastator yours. Use the blue keycard to enter stage 1 7A.

The first chamber is a warehouse of sorts with various wooden crates.

You will have to battle a few enforcers before you can attempt to claim

the devastator, which is a somewhat tricky proposition. Walk up to the

crates lined up along the south wall. Push the middle panel of the crate

in the center. Quickly, as soon as you hear the top crate slide open, jump

onto the stage light and from there into the open crate.

Score the yellow keycard. Go north and enter Stage 17B. The produc-

tion under way on this stage has to do with some gratuitous desecration

on the Moon, which is sure to bring a flashback or two of your days in

Lunar Apocalypse. Take the studio crew by surprise, and storm out hold-

ing the yellow keycard. Now its time to enter the actual film scene back

on stage 17A.
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One more card to go. Open the

door to stage 17A, and step inside

the back side of the set. Drop a few

pipe bombs onto the lower stage

before delivering your lines, which

are basically, "I'm here to kill you

and take the red keycard." Access

the capsule prop, and reach inside

the pilot's chair to take the red key-

card. Your next destination is the

small chamber at the extreme north

end of Movie Set.

wflRH nc
The crate containing the

devastator also packs a couple of

unpleasant surprises in the form of

two sentry drones. It would be sui-

cidal to jump into the crate with

such carriers of death. Play it safe

by drawing the drones out of the

crate and destroying them before

taking the devastator.

Push a crucial switch. Clear out of stage 17A, and cut through the

warehouse area toward the small door at the north end of Studio 17B.

Use the red keycard and step inside the small chamber. Do you hear

some hair-raising growls in the distance? Stepping into this chamber con-

jures the dreaded Battlelord. Pound

the switch on the right side. Look at

the monitor to see the garage-style

door lift at the very south end of

Movie Set.

5. Dash to freedom. With all physical

barriers removed, make your way

back south. If you go out in the

open lot, you will have to face a

newly materialized Battlelord and

his sidekick, the assauh commander. However, if you stay inside the

stages, you might avoid a painful confrontation. The choice, as always, is

yours.
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ADDED ATTRA(TIOn) IH mOVIC UT
If you ever wanted lo shoot a scene at an open lot location, step out to the open lot.

But beware of the wrath of two formidable enemies, the dreadful Battlelord and his

bloated cohort, none other than the fatuous assault commander.

(hootinv onto the Open Lot

After stepping into the nonh chamber to push the switch that lifts the exit door (way

back at the south end) , you are basically clear to leave the set. However, the call of the

wild and the growling of the Battlelord in the open lot might be too much to resist.

And, of course, there is another potent reason to prolong your stay: You can uncover

the secret of the billboard and reap handsome rewards.

Moving very quickly, and staying indoors, outrun the Battlelord to reach the south-

ernmost door on stage 1 7A. Hoisting a high impact weapon like the RPG launcher or

the devastator, step out facing north, and open fire at the encroaching Battlelord. He

will soon be joined by the assault commander. Deliver an unhealthy dose of punish-

ment. (See Figure 6.14.) Then sidestep back inside the stage, and close the door behind

you. Leave the confused aliens cooling their heels and other extremities outside, and

dash back to the north side, inside stage 17B. Open the door and, facing south this

time, repeat the same procedure as before. One or two solid RPGs will do the assault

commander in. The Battlelord may outlast him. but not for very long.

The Wcret o( the Billboard

By now, you might have suspected the billboard hides something. For one thing you

may have been hit enough times to know the shots come from somewhere on the east

side of the open lot. Before you go investigating what lies behind the billboard, clear

the way by firing randomly, but aiming mostly in its center section.

Now there's the matter of getting up there. If you have a jetpack, then youve got

no problem; and if you dont, thafs no problem either. Just go around the helicopter

crash site, and jump along the rubble until you reach a large piece of asphalt you can

climb on. From there, it's just another short jump to a narrow walkway below the giant

billboard. Walk along lo the 3D Realms logo, and step right in. Collect the atomic health



FIGURE 6.14: You will soon find out why on

portrayed in the movies.

shoot" isn't as glamorous as it is

unit, climb the ramp, and take two cases of devastator ammo and the freezethrower.

Then be immediately on guard for another assault commander.

There is not much time to plan your moves. Before you know it, the assault com-

mander will be furiously pounding the billboard with his devastating, albeit, unusu-

ally propelled rockets. Your best option is to drop off the platform to reach cover. Then,

reach for your newest acquisition, the freezethrower, and, still inside the billboard,

step into his line of sight and bombard the assault commander until he freezes solid

in mid air. With a flash of flair, flick out the lowly handgun and break the crystallized

commander.

(OVERT DETAILS

Do you want to hear about the dirty little secrets of Movie Set? Table 6.10 gives you

the inside scoop.
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TABLE 6.10: THE SECRETS IN MOVIE SET

AREA IN LEVEL

Stage 1 7A

SECRET ITEMS

jetpock

HOW TO GET IT

Jump right through the projection

screen showing the blue planet.

Warehouse for Stage 1 7A devastator

Stage 1 7B secret exit

Push the middle panel of the central

crate along the south wall TTten jump

onto nearby stage lights, and from there

jump into the open crate, where the dev-

astator is kept along with a couple of

sentry drones.

Press the letter on tfie fin of the rocket

to uncover the secret exit right on the

side of the rocket If you step through

the door and press the exit switch, you

will come out in Tier Drop.

Vending machine room atomic healtfi units (3) Get inside the small chomber ot the

south end of the open lot Push the cosh

register machine on the right side (there

ore two mochines) Run quickly to reach

the secret area behind the vending

machine before it raises from the

ground to block the space again

Movie billboard

on the open lot

atomic health unit

devastator ammo (2 cases)

freezeth rower

Fly into the bottom right or top center

portion of the billboard Without o

jetpack, access the billboard from the

north side, in the area where the heli-

copter crashed Hop along the debris

and onto a large piece of cement From

there jump to the narrow walkway below

the billboord Step in through the 3D
Realms logo

RABID TRflRMT

This level takes place entirely in the dingy underground. The backdrop is a subway

system with two trains and only one route in the shape of a large O. The trains run

counterclockwise on a fixed schedule, arriving closely together at the east boarding

deck and separated by a few seconds at the west deck. This bit of information is not

trivial, when you consider you might have to jump off a moving train or run along the

tracks.
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Step in front of a moving

train, and you become instant

road-kill.

Your initial entry point is near the center

point of the oval route, in a tunnel close to the

east boarding deck. Your ultimate destination is

the U-shaped chamber to the south, inside the

system's route. The only area outside the periph-

ery of the route is the west boarding deck. This

is also the place where the red keycard can

be found. The red keycard, as you have correctly

guessed, opens the south latch into the U-shaped

chamber. However, access to the west boarding deck

is only possible with the aid of the blue keycard.

Rabid Transit punishes carelessness and rewards

fighting skills, dexterity, and sheer guts—all quali-

ties synonymous with the Duke Nukem name.

fllflP) ARD ROUTE

What better way to get a handle on Rabid Transit than to view the actual route map,

as shown in Figure 6.15. Figure 6.16 will help get you oriented to collect everything

you'll need.

THE GOOD)

It's dark, dingy, and savage, but Rabid Transit does offer a few good reasons to take a

couple of rides on the trains. Table 6.11 shows you the goods.

TABLE 6.11:
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West
Boarding
Deck Subway

Trock

FIGURE 6 15 How do I get there from here' Getting oround in Robid Transit it never easy
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Atomic
Health.
Units

Atomic Heolth Units

Devastator Ammo
Steroids

Freezethrower

Ammo (2) ^^^
Ammo

Ripper

Choingun

Freezethrower

FIGURE 6.16: You will discover that going around in circles sometimes gets you things.
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BLflZinC THROUGH RABID TRflnUT

You can't get around the fact that you must go around to get anywhere in Rabid TVansit.

Here is a simple but effective itinerary so you can make all your connections.

Around th? £att Boardin? Dpck

1 . Get some goods right away

through the revolving doors

HRR HG
13 As far as anyone knows,

without a jetpack, it is impossible

to get the blue keycord, which rests

on on elevated platform at the

south end. For that reason, if a jet-

pack doesn't figure in your arsenal,

you should go bock to the last level

ond collect one If not, your stay in

Rabid Transit may well be eternal

and not just transitory.

Expect to hear a few sentry

drones' engines whip up to a frenzy

as soon as you reoch for the ripper

choingun Save yourself from seri-

ous damage by shutting the com-

partment as quickly as you con If

you move fast enough, you can

expect to hear the drones crash on

the wall outside.

Emerge from the rubble of the tunnel

and into a bookstore. Watch out for the

turret at the south end and the

encroaching troopers and captains. If

you grab the chaingun ammo from on

top of the shelf, several pig cops will

materialize on the scene.

2 Take it to the boarding deck. Mow
down a few pig cops as you move into

the vending machine area to collect a

shotgun. Then look behind the Lunar

Apocalypse movie poster, and iump

into a small enclosure to grab a ripper

chaingun.

3 Take out the laser trip bombs. Stand

at a good distance and attempt to deto-

nate the laser trip bombs barring access

to the trains. A square shotgun blast

usually does the trick, but its hard to

fail with a pipe bomb as well.

4. Wait for your train to come in. Notice

how the second train arrives almost

right behind the first one. Get on the

last car of the second train. Scoot next

to the opposite door. The train makes

only one stop. And it is on the west

boarding deck.
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1 . Don't get off yet! The first time you come around the west boarding

deck, you will notice the entire area is behind metal curtains. It does no

good to get off because you still have not scored the blue keycard. Stay

in the car and spray bullets at the pig cops patrolling the sealed deck.

Mour Firtt Jump

1

.

Get off at the right time. As the train approaches the south end of its

route, get ready to jump off. The right moment is when you see a red-lit

platform where a few pig cops guard the blue keycard. Jump off confi-

dently. A small recess below the platform gives you just enough space to

avoid being squished by the next passing train.

2. Get the blue keycard. Activate your jetpack to reach the platform and

wrestle the blue keycard from the pig cops. Look across the way and

notice a small yellow latch that leads to the U-shaped chamber, where

freedom awaits at the bottom of the wet area. However, don't go for it

prematurely; your next move is to penetrate the west side.

3. Run on the tracks. It sounds dangerous and it is, but the alternative is

to try boarding a moving train, having only a small window of opportu-

nity and no room for a second try. The best time to run is right after a

train passes. Run directly back to the west side to put the blue keycard

to use.

On i\iQ UJeft Boardin? Deck

1 . Bust the pig cops. As soon as the metal curtains lift, you are at the end

of a large rectangular area covered with aliens in blue uniforms. The

RPG launcher or devastator is hard to beat in this situation.

2. Clear the stairway. Step just inside the stairway, and fire an RPG toward

the dark north end, where a bunch of alien eggs are almost ready to

hatch. A major explosion will rattle the entire area, causing a tunnel to
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form, which connects the stairway and the deck at the north end. Also,

suddenly the entire boarding deck will become crowded with octabrains.

3. Get the red keycard at the top of the stairs. As you begin your ascent,

you will hear the hair-raising growl of the Battlelord, who materializes at

the bottom of the stairway.

4. Get back on the tracks. As soon as you notice a train go by, jump back

on the tracks and then use the red keycard on the latch at the south end.

In the U-^happd (hambpr

1. TVash two assault commanders. Move along the perimeter steps, and try

to make each one of your RPG shots count. Avoid hitting the bound

female at the bottom of the U-shaped chamber to prevent additional

octabrains from materializing.

2. Dive for pearls. Although not exactly pearls, there is a shrinker at the

bottom of the pool—and a couple of octabrains.

3. Slide through the final tunnel. Head directly into the inviting opening

at the south end of the pool. Swim upwards into a cavity, where the

glowing red switch beckons you to come home in no uncertain terms.

flDDCD ATTRACTlOnt IR RABID TRARHT

By far the most intense moment in Rabid TYansit occurs on the west boarding deck. Getting

the red keycard at the top of the dark stairway involves engaging some of your tougliest

enemies. You can't avoid the confrontation, but

you can try to control it and pace it in such a way

that is advantageous to your cause.

Th( Bloody Battk for th( Rpd Keycard

Once you have cleared the dock from the initial

wave of pig cops, things will appear to be calm.

But don't let your guard down for a second. In

this section of Rabid TYansit, your enemies

ieS You can also reach the red

keycard by crawling through the

hole you created when you fired

the RPG launcher. Thi$ way you

can ovoid the stairs altogether, and

prevent the Battlelord from materi-

alizing.
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materialize only after you take certain actions. Knowing what these actions are allows

you to be ready for the ensuing alien attack.

Stepping into the threshold of the stairway, aim north and fire an RPG at the egg

hatchery at the north end of the tunnel. A violent explosion rattles the place and causes

a multitude of octabrains to materialize in the deck area. Holding your position just

inside the stairway, you have an ideal angle to release RPGs at the octabrains outside,

as shown in Figure 6.17. Additionally, you can use the dividing wall as a shield from

the octabrains' mental energy blasts.

When the octabrains' remains are spread over the deck, get out and approach the

north end very cautiously. You want to avoid crossing the stairs because that would

only mean that you would be triggering a Battlelord to crash the party. As you get near

the north side where the explosion dug a tunnel, be ready to unload a few more RPGs

or devastator rounds on the assault commander lurking in the dark. The best time to

catch him is when you first hear his sadistic laugh echoing from the tunnel. Fire directly

into the gaping dark hole, and prevent the commander from joining you on the board-

ing deck.

FIGURE 6.17: Use your protected position inside the stairway, and do away with the octabrains

before making your next move.
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(OVERT DCTAIK

Rjbid TYansit houses a good number of secrets, and Table 6. 12 lists them all for you.

TABLE 6.12: THE SECRETS IN RABID TRANSIT
AREA IN LEVEL

West boarding deck

SECRET ITEMS

RPG ammo
HOW TO GET IT

Jump on top of the moil drop box, and

push against the wall to open a secret

compartment.

Dark stairway freezethrower ammo (2)

devastator

RPG ammo

Push the left side of the wall at the south

end Enter the alien chamber, and

collect the freezethrower ammo in plain

view. Then activate a control panel at

the bottom, right corner of the large

screen to uncover an adjoining chamber

along the east side This chamber

houses the devastator and RPG ammo.

U-shaped chamber devastator ammo (2 cases)

RPG ammo (1 cose)

Vending machine area holoduke

Use your jetpock to lift yourself on top of

the bookshelf on the left side. Then hop

onto the next bookshelf This causes the

first bookshelf to lower and reveol a

small chamber with the goods.

Jump on top of the magazine dispenser

at the southwest corner It will lower to

show a small chamber where you can

crouch and grab the holoduke.

Hole at the north

end of the tracks

atomic health unit

devastator ammo (1 cose)

steroids

Blow a hole in the north wall, step in,

and claim the loot Of course, you hove

to negotiate the timing of the trains to

ovoid being run over when you are in

this orea

East boarding deck ripper chaingun Push the Lunar Apocalypse p>oster, and

jump into the enclosure to grab the

wopon.
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AHRERHEIT

Who turned up the temperature? This level puts you back above ground, in a part of

the city where a TV studio and a fire station dominate the

landscape. There is also a small and cozy apartment nearby,

a courtyard, and an open warehouse. Like in most major

cities, the environment might seem crowded and encroach-

ing. But unlike in most cities, Fahrenheit's environment is

run by the aliens you seem to know all too well by now.

Sentry drones and assault commanders have a strong pres-

ence in this level. But even if you get past them and make it

all the way to the exit, you must still face the Battlelord and

two of his enforcer minions.

Fahrenheit strikes a pleasing balance of inside action

and frisky outdoor encounters. In Fahrenheit, you might

start to realize just how effective weapons like the freeze-

thrower and the shrinker are in crowded situations. You only need to score the blue

and then the red keycards. After that, you are practically home free—except for the

small matter of an encounter with the Battlelord. Although the blue keycard is plainly

visible at the north end of the waterway, the red keycard is a bit tougher to locate. It

is hidden in the fire station's pole, which is inaccessible until you reach and push the

appropriate switch. The assault commanders around the fire station complicate mat-

ters to a much higher degree. You might not come out smelling like roses, but if you

use your weapons judiciously and maintain your health level, you will prevail over

Fahrenheit.

mAP$ ARD ROUTE

Although you could use the maps to fan yourself. Figures 6.18 and 6.19 can help you

cope with the heat you will experience in Fahrenheit.
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FIGURE 6 18 You will see hot action in both close and open quarters in Fahrenheit
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Portable Medkit

Yellow I

Keycord

Freezethrower

FIGURE 6.19: All three keycards are available in Fahrenheit, should you decide to uncover every

secret and reap every useful item.
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TU£ GOOD)

Fahrenheit offers almost everything you need to make it through, even if you start the

level nearly empty-handed. Table 6.13 shows vou the goods.

TABLE 6.13:
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front of you requires a yellow keycard. Grab the portable medkit as you

dive back into the pool, and head for the west courtyard again. Go down

the ramp and use the blue keycard on the gate.

In th« Central Courtyard

1

.

Work your way to the fire station. To better your odds, take out the tur-

ret high up in the northwest corner of the courtyard. Then grab the ripper

chaingun ammo at the south end. Before rushing toward the fire station,

as you ascend the inclined asphalt, look southwest in the direction of a

warehouse area. If you haven't already felt its firepower, notice the turret

mounted high in the corner. If you have your RPG launcher, take it out

and be done with it. Then get ready for a four-alarm fire in the station.

2. Set the fire station on fire. Would that you could; but first, you must get

what you came here for—the red keycard. Several pig cops will die if

necessary to keep you out of this area. Pound them hard and when you

get a chance, hop on top of the fire

truck to claim a holoduke and a

case of shotgun shells.

3. Blow a hole in the wall. Either use

the RPG launcher or drop a pipe

bomb on the east side of the truck

to blast an opening into the stairs

leading to the top side of the sta-

tion. Step into the hole and grab the

shrinker crystals near the entrance.

Then start your ascent into the dark

stairway.

4. Open the pole and slide down.

Reaching the top area of the fire sta-

tion, notice a switch on the right

side, next to the cylindrical enclo-

sure that hides the pole. Push the

Expect to hear the very low

and ominous laughter of the

assault commanders guarding the

pole. You should hove your RPG

launcher ready to fire straight

ahead at the first sign of move-

ment. To avoid being reduced to

puree, keep a prudent distance by

running back into the lower part of

the tunnel, if necessary. Normally,

the second assault commander

stays behind, so you will have to

deal with him separately, which is

probably a good thing.
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switch to uncover the elusive pole. Slide down it and land on top of the

red keycard at the bottom. TYace your steps back to the west courtyard.

Get back in the water and swim north again.

In the north End

1. Open the last gale and meet some old faces. Be ready to jump back in

the water and get out of harm's way. for as soon as you open the door

you are faced with a less-than-hospitable Battlelord and two of his pet

enforcers.

2. Battle the Battlelord with courage. An effective technique in this seem-

ingly hopeless situation is to jump in and out of the water like a pogo

stick, unloading your arsenal as you break the surface and then rapidly

dropping to avoid retaliation. It also helps if you sidestep left and right to

keep thein guessing.

3. Knock out yet another hole. Enter the medium-sized chamber, previously

held by the Battlelord, and grab the RPG launcher behind the compart-

ment. Back off a few steps, and blow another hole into the north wall of

the chamber. Climb along the jagged edges of the tunnel. Then descend

into the area to the right to find the exit switch.

flDDCD flTTRRCTIOnt IR FflHRenHEIT

If you haven t had enough tun yet. there are a couple of other places in Fahrenheit that

are certainly worth visiting. These places include:

•:[• A nearby cozy apartment

'.'. A television transmitter station with truly questionable programming

The (ozij Apartment

Tlicked away in the southwest corner of Fahrenheit, there is one small but cozy apart-

ment. It overlooks an open warehouse area with a few crates of varying dimensions. The

apartment has a TV showroom, complete with multiple screens. In addition, a wet bar
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A most effective way for dis-

posing of the Bottlelord and his

pais in this very confined situation

is to rely almost exclusively on your

freezethrower. If you have enough

charges and can maintain a sus-

tained attack where you con unload

the equivalent of one charge (twenty-

five blasts), then you can shatter

his majesty with a simple bullet.

and plenty of well drinks make the

atmosphere even more alluring. The

only way to reach this little oasis in

this asphalt desert is to cross the open

warehouse area. The sentry drones and

enforcers patrolling the area aren't

exactly keen on letting just anyone get

by, much less you. But you aren't exactly

expecting an open invitation either.

So, enter the warehouse carefully,

expecting leaping enforcers to pounce

on you at any moment. The freeze-

thrower or shrinker will work wonders

on the first wave of offenders. But these

weapons aren't as effective against sen-

try drones. Switch to the ripper chain-

gun or the shotgun to keep the drones

from dive bombing into you.

Hop onto the smallest crate and

from there into the next larger one. At

this point, you should be able to peek

inside the windows of a small open

space that leads directly into the small

apartment. Jump from the middle crate

up onto the narrow ledge right by the windows. Use the wall space between the win-

dows for cover as you assassinate the pig cops inside. Then face eastward and jump

onto the larger and longer of the crates to claim an atomic health unit. After that, you're

clear to enter the apartment. Hop back onto the ledge, and from there go right through

the window and get inside the apartment. These series of movements are graphically

depicted in Figure 6.20.

Once inside the apartment, be sure to pick up the devastator and RPG ammo along

the north side. Notice the very dark wall next to the RPG ammo. It hides a message

for you, but you will need the NVG to read the message; deciphering it is another mat-

ter. Head toward the south end, where the entertainment center is found along with

a cushy sofa and the aforementioned wet bar. Get up on the couch to reach for the yel-

low keycard. Also, don't pass up the steroids on top of one of the bookshelves. The

noTC
^Hm If you intend to visit the TV
station, you will first have to get

the yellow keycard, which, fortu-

nately for you, is inside the cozy

apartment.
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FIGURE 620: This is how you get to the coiy oportment.

painting behind the couch hides a secret compartment where a freezethrower is kept.

Also, if you want to read the secret message on the dark wall, you should grab the

NVG on the bookshelf. Having reaped a few goods, you might as well take a load off

on the couch, and take in a few moving pictures on the sets.

Thp Tpl^viiion Trantmitter Station

Don't even think about visiting the transmitter station, unless you have a yellow key-

card on you. (if you don't, check out the nearby apartment at the southwest corner of

Fahrenheit.) From the central courtyard, head north toward a ramp leading directly to

the main door of the station. Use the yellow keycard and smoke the enforcer pages dis-

patched to guide you on a private tour of the facilities. The ripper chaingun and the shot-

gun may prove somewhat ineffective in such tight quarters. So without any vacillation,

whip out the shrinker and reduce your enemies to the size of bugs. Then step on them.

Proceed up the stairs, resist going into the closed studio doors, and take possession

of the security control room. There are only a couple of assault captains in the moni-

toring room. Be sure not to miss the devastator next to the monitor on the left side.
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Take stock of your health. If it needs it, you can give it a boost with the atomic

health unit behind a small door near the back of the room. The door actually opens

into the back of the monitoring system. Feeling good and mighty powerful, head toward

the closed studio doors. Face them squarely and throw them open. Before the doors

have finished opening completely, back out to the security control room as you fire a

steady stream of devastator charges. If the assault commander hovering near the door

manages to expel a rocket, you can sidestep out of the way inside the security room.

Continue sidestepping and unloading charges. The freezethrower is also an excel-

lent weapon from this distance. As soon as the assault commander turns blue, like a

grotesque, hovering ice statue, switch to another weapon and break him. Inside the

studio you will find a ripper chaingun and some ammo on top of a bookshelf.

(OVERT DETAIL)

Fahrenheit is hot for action as well as secrets. Check out Table 6.14 to see for yourself.

TABLE 6.14:
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baggage or taking tips. Forget the leisurely life, in fact, if

you don't watch yourself in this level, forget life period.

Hotel Hell is also your connection to Freeway, the sec-

ond secret level in Shrapnel City.

A hotel of ill repute, otherwise known as the Wham
Bam, dominates this level. The flickering neon sign out-

side foreshadows the seediness inside. The hotel is

flanked by a wide alley to the north. A large street meets

the hotel's main entrance on the east side. To the south,

the hotel's side door opens onto a narrow street. On the

way to the secret exit. Hotel Hell pays homage to a legendary adventurer and doctor

of anthropology, a man inseparable from his bull whip, brim hat, and leather jacket.

Might you have heard of him?

mflP) nno route

Don't gel lost in a second rate hotel. The maps in Figures 6.22 and 6.23 can keep you

from straying into an early and final bed.

THE GOOD^

Before checking out of Hotel Hell permanently, make it a point to grab all the loot you

can get. As Table 6. 15 shows, there is quite a bit of stuff you can lay your hand on.

TABLE 6.15:
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Waterfall

Teleporter

FIGURE 6.21 : Peril awaits at every turn in Hotel Hell, so take stock of your surroundings and

avoid serious trouble
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BLAZinG THROUGH HOTEL HELL

In this hotel you are charged by the hour, so make every minute count. In fact, if you

get done before time expires, consider staying for seconds to reach the secret exit.

In the north tide AUev

1

.

Score a shotgun and down a few bad pig cops. Hop out of the tunnel

you reached at the end of Fahrenheit into a wide alley on the north side

of the Wham Bam hotel. Take the shotgun sitting on top of a wooden

wall and destroy the pig cops who are sure to sniff you out. Notice there

really is no place to go, as the security latch by the door requires you to

have a blue keycard.

2. Grab the blue keycard. Luckily for you, the blue keycard is in the near

vicinity. Hop onto the wooden wall and face north, toward a ventilating

unit on top of the short building. Hop again to land near the unit.

Finally, a third hop onto the ledge running east and west will place you

in plain view of the keycard.

3. Check into the hotel. Use caution when you open the door, for there

might well be a pig cop on the other side. When you reach the end of

the hallway, a blast will open a large hole on the north side of the wall.

From this point on, you know you are in for quite a bang inside Wham
Bam Hotel.

Intide the Hotel

1 . Load up on heavy firepower. Cut a quick right at the end of the hall-

way, and enter the gaping hole into a dilapidated bathroom. Pick up the

RPG launcher from the tiled floor and the devastator ammo on the bro-

ken sink.

2. Skip the soda but take the crystals. Rush toward the south end of the

open foyer, and hop on top of the soda vending machine to take two

shrinker crystals.
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3. Face the action outside. Step out the side door to the south into a nar-

row side street. You will be instantly met by an assortment of enforcers,

pig cops, and an RPV or two. So use every trick in the book, and maybe

write a few, to advance into the main street toward the east.

In Front of the Hotel

1. Stay clear of the entrance. As you turn north onto the main street, you

will be facing an upward slope and several of your favorite enemies,

including pig cops, enforcers, and another RPV. As inside the hotel,

avoid stirring the Battlelord Sentry by staying away from the entrance.

Stand your ground or retreat back to the side street to make the street

safer for yourself.

2. Fight the enforcers from a distance. Advance northward toward the east

office, but stop short of crossing the front entrance of the hotel. By now

you will have noticed the enforcers inside the east side office at the end

of the street. Pull out the ripper chaingun, turn on the crosshair, and do

what you don't get paid to do, but will do gladly.

3. Rush toward the east side office. Once the enforcer office party is over,

rush past the hotel's front entrance, avoiding detection, and jump right

through either window into the office.

In the Catt tide Office

1. Beef up your arsenal and uncover the yellow keycard. Take the devas-

tator on top of the desk nnmcdiately. Then walk toward the compart-

ment on the east wall to claim the yellow keycard.

2. Keep the devastator handy. Next thing you know, an assault comman-

der shows up to intercept you. Dont be caught off guard. Be ready to

point, aim. and fire in the direction of the sinister laughter that cuts the

air like a cold, serrated boning knife.

3. Head back to the hotel. If you feel brave enough, go ahead and enter

through the front door. Engage the Battlelord Sentry and knock him out
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with three to five solid RPG hits. If

you want to play it safe, just dash

back the way you got to the east

side office.

Get to the top floor. Inside the

hotel's lobby, find the elevator and

use the yellow keycard to ride up to

the hotel's bar and pool area.

The reason you step out

through the side is simple. You

wont to ovoid a bruising battle with

the Bottieiord Sentry, who has a

permanent shift at the front desk.

If you were to engage him now,

there would not be much place to

run or hide. However, facing the

Bottieiord Sentry is not nearly as

Herculean an effort as overcoming

a true Bottieiord.

D 5( Dcmo
See this intense sequence in

action in the walk-through. Load

and ploy the file E3L8.DMO from

the CD-ROM.

In the Bar and Pool Area

1 . step up to the bar. When you open

the elevator door, you can be easily

overwhelmed by a mob of

enforcers. Avoid this sad fate by

dropping a few pipe bombs and

then closing the door quickly. From

the safety of the elevator, detonate

the pipe bombs to stop the enforcer

menace before it can mount an

offensive.

2. Check out the wine list, but don't

overlook the power-ups. Look

around behind the bar counter for a wooden panel at the north end. It is

a secret door into a dark and gray hallway where you can take a portable

medkit. The hallway leads to the top of a large water tank holding the

freezethrower—and a shark. Crab the scuba gear and the case of pipe

bombs from the compartment at the end of the hallway.

3. Dive for the freezethrower. If you don't already have it, it is really

worthwhile to add this weapon to your cache. But even if you have one

already, you can always use the extra charges.

4. Make it to the poolside. Get out of the tank and walk around behind the

bar into the open area where the L-shaped pool is found. Overcome
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whatever opposition you find from the roving troopers and captains in

this area. Then hop onto the small platform at the north side of the pool,

overlooking the initial alleyway where you entered this level. Across the

street, you will notice the windows opening on the top floor of the build-

ing, revealing a room crowded with aliens of the enforcer ilk.

5. Fight the enforcers from afar. The ripper chaingun is a good choice to

dispense with the enforcers from where you stand. Tbrning on the

crosshair and the mouse pointing function, you can zero in on individual

enforcers. With the enforcers no longer a threat, jump below into the

alleyway.

Back in the north fllkq

1. Reach the top floor of the building to the north. As in the beginning,

hop your way to the ledge of the top tloor. Then jump inside the rectan-

gular room.

2. Go through the duct and down the chute. Bash the grill on the east

side of the room, and hop into the air duct.

3. Dive to freedom. Follow the duct as it turns sharply to the south. Then

let yourself fall into a semi-circular pit. At the bottom, you will find the

exit switch leading to Freeway.

flDD[D flTTRfldlOnt in HOTEL HELL

Because thus level is a lunciion to the secret level Freeway, finding the secret exit is

worth exploring in some detail, naturally.

Exploring for thp Wcret Exit

Up to the point whore you reach the pool, everv step for finding the secret exit is exactly

the same as when you are only headed for the normal exit. But when you are hnally

there, you can go either way. Should you choose to go for an extra romp you wouldn't

ordinarily see in the course of your playtime, then by all means embark on a search.

Who knows what secrets and surprises might await you there.
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In the pool area, walk up to the waterfall that feeds the pool on the west side. Step

right into the waterfall. You will come out into a natural, rocky terrain at the foot of

another, this time natural, waterfall. Head west and explore the north banks along the

small water hole to find a freezethrower. Eventually you will come upon a recess in

the rocks where a couple of tall palm trees grow. The secret exit to Freeway is well hid-

den behind the palm trees. Throw a pipe bomb at the foot of the trees to uproot them

completely.

Before marching over to the switch, let your sense of exploration heed the call of

its primeval instincts. Push against the bloody hand print switch on the broken wall

to your left. As the crack widens, step right through the fire into the tunnel just west

of the secret exit switch. Follow the sinewy path all the way to the end, where you will

find a chamber of sorts with a high ceiling and an atomic health unit sitting on top of

a heavy cylindrical stone. But that's not all you will see. You seem to have happened

upon perhaps a pagan temple of doom. If the unfortunate college-professor-turned-

explorer's body impaled on the wall could speak, he would tell you to be careful.

Reahzing the seriousness of the situation, grab the atomic health unit and back

out as soon as humanly possible. A good dose of steroids will help you reach the exit

before the entire tunnel collapses around and on top of you. Though Duke likes his

hair flat on top, this is not the way to achieve it. Having replenished your vitality and

health, get back to the secret exit switch and pound it decisively.

(OVERT DETAIL)

If truth be told, there are but a few secrets to behold in Hotel Hell, but Table 6.16 comes

clean about them.

TABLE 6.16:
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Stadium is the inevitable and much-awaited match

of the millennium. A proverbial show-down ot

colossal proportions, Stadium pits the home-town

favorite, Duke Nukem, against the formidable

Cycloid Emperor. What's at stake in this final bat

tie is much more than fabulous ratings or the homi

team's pride. The future of our world rests squareh

on your shoulders, Nukem. Please don't let u-

down. You never have before.

mflP( AHD ROUTE

Considering the straightforward architecture of Stadium and the opposition's caliber,

the maps shown in Figures 6.23 and 6.24 might somehow seem superfluous. But think

of what 's at stake. Ever\' bit of knowledge can become a decisive advantage in Stadium.

TH£ GOOD)

Power-ups. weapons, and ammo are quite bountiful in Stadium. Of course, judging

by the caliber of your opponent, you need everything you can get. Table 6. 1 7 shows

you what you can have, should you live long enough to collect. In addition, a Duff

Beer dirigable floating over Stadium is a veritable weapon and power-up pifiata. Fly

as high as you can right above the center of Stadium and blow up the blimp to cause

,1 shower of Rddiiic*; in f.ill upon \ho yj-iss (if Si.iiliiiin

TABLE 6.1 7:
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FIGURE 6.23: It's game time in Stadium, a wide-open field where onything could and might

happen.

Ammo /fi,

Freezethrower
Ammo

RPG
Launcher

Chalngun
Shotgun Ammo

FIGURE 6.24: Even if you enter Stadium scarcely armed, there are enough weapons and power-

ups to help you overcome the Cycloid Emperor
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TH£ mATCH OF TH£ miLLcnnium

The kick-off in this level occurs when you emerge from a radioactive manhole cover

right at the 50 yard line. The mastodon Cycloid Emperor across the field would like

nothing better than to blow you away even before the starting whistle blows. There is

absolutely no sense in standing up to the Cycloid Emperor toe-to-toe. It would be a

brave but foolish move. Instead, you must use your head. Duke. In a match of fire-

power, the Cycloid Emperor has the clear advantage. Your only chance in hell of defeat-

ing the Emperor is to remain alive. That means not getting hit. A single hit from the

Cycloid Emperor's built-in devastator arms could easily render you into expensive

grass fertilizer.

At first glance you might think that there is absolutely no place to hide in Stadium.

And you are right. But there are actually a few things you can do to limit the Emperor's

target range. For one thing, his massive stature prevents him from climbing onto the

bleachers. Secondly, his single eye compliments his single-minded approach to bat-

tle. He lives to force you to retire from the game before your time. You can turn this to

your advantage. By now you have probably figured out that you need to climb on the

bleachers as soon as possible. And if you take to the air, the better off you will be.

If you hop on the bleachers, you want to draw the Cycloid Emperor as close to the

bleachers as you can. When he bumps against them, the Emperor's hell-bent nature

will keep him trying, in vain, to climb. This renders him practically immobile. If you

manage to climb as high as you can in the bleachers, you will also have succeeded in

severely limiting the Emperors fire range. His projectiles might land close, but without

much of an angle, you can breathe somewhat

tenuously as you plan your next move.

A minor inconvenience in all of this is that

a group of troopers at the east end. or dog

pound seats, can fire at you from a distance.

You can pick them off even with your pistol. As

to which side of the stadium to run to. it is up

to debate. You should consider which weapons

are available and which you would like to get

first. Also, keep in mind that the spirited group

of cheerleaders in the north end of the fiftv vard

line, can, and probably will get nailed by the

Cycloid Emperor if you rush to the north.

If a cheerleader gets nailed,

you can count on adding a couple

of assault commanders to the alien

line-up. This might not be such a

bad thing after all If you con cre-

ate cross fire among them, the

short tempered aliens will fight

among themselves, giving you a

chance to pick up heavier artillery

and power-ups.
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If you are sitting at the fifty yard line at the top of the bleachers and you don't have

about forty to fifty RPG rounds or sixty to seventy charges in the freezethrower, you

have no choice but to run around the field collecting what you need. This means get-

ting somewhat exposed. If you are fortunate enough to have a jetpack with you, you

can become an elusive target in the air, and drop down in key spots to collect the ammo
and firepower necessary. Of course, you should attempt to deflate the hovering blimp

at the first opportunity. You will then have just about every weapon and power-up lit-

tering the field. Another power-up that can help you even the odds a bit are the steroids.

There are two flasks in Stadium—one at the Bad Ass end zone and the other one in

your own. Ingest the pills, and you will dash across the terrain like a fearless running

back, dodging, cutting, and zigzagging around your opponents. You should try to cir-

cle the Cycloid Emperor as you keep him in your sights to pound him with everything

you've got (see Figure 6.25).

FIGURE 6.25; Ram your wrarn upon the Cycloid Emperor from high above. It might be

your only chance.
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There won't be another battle. But if you overcome him. your children and your

children's children's children might live to see a better tomorrow. A tomorrow where

people can live together and prosper.

TIER DROP

If you found the secret exit in Movie Set. then you are in for a very special treat in Tier

Drop. This secret level is delightful in the four looks and feels it gives you. Four long,

wide corridors connected in a simple square design form the perimeter of Tier Drop.

Each side of the square has an opening into a very peculiar central courtyard.

Depending on which side of the perimeter you approach it from, the courtyard will

seem like an entirely different place each time.

Tier Drop asks you to put aside, if only for a while, your common notions about

time and space. At each corner of the courtyard, you will find dimensional wells, which

appear like ordinary holes in the ground, that will drop you onto another tier in the

Tier Drop level. In fact, you might conceive Tier Drop as being four slices of reality

stacked on top of one another. Of course, knowing that your concept of what's real

and what isn't has just gone out the window isn't e.xactly reassuring. But take heart,

you can solve this level by visiting only two of the tiers.

mflP) flno ROUTE

To keep you from straining your eyes, Figure 6.26 shows

you the two separate tiers among the level's four tiers

that are necessary to blaze through the level. Figure 6.27

and 6.28. on the other hand, shows each of the four indi-

vidual tiers and the locations of all the goodies on each.

A line map for this level looks quite interesting, but ii

isn't very functional for demonstrating the places where

these items can be found.

11$
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Delta

Tier One

Tier Four

Alpha

To Tier

Three

Beta

FIGURE 6.26: There is much more to Tier Drop than what you necessarily see.
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Devostotor
Ammo (2)

Shotgun

Launch«f

Shotgun

^ Ammo

RPG Launcher

FIOURI •.37: You may not b« abU to trust your own cyct in Tier Drop
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Shrinker

Crystals

Devastator

Freezethrower

Tier Three

Tier Four

Ripper
Chaingun

FIGURE 6.28: ... just trust your instincts and collect all that each tier has to offer.
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TH£GOOD(

There is a considerable cache of power-ups, weapons, and ammo, as Table 6. 1 8 clearly

points out.

TABLE 6.18:
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Make a quick right and drop right into the red glowing well. You will

emerge in the northeast corner of tier four.

On Tier Four

1 . Dispose of the assault commanders. Use the shotgun to pluck the

assault commanders, who normally hover around the south end of

this tier.

2. Climb the central structure for the final struggle. Climb along the

slanted metal of the central structure to reach its top. Move toward the

north side where you can take a devastator. Then walk around to the

front doors bearing the Battlelord's likeness. Open the doors and do your

best to overcome the Battlelord. Then run in and punch the exit switch.

ADDED ATTRACTIOn^ lA T1£R DROP

The blazing section only introduced you to two of the tiers in Tier Drop. The other

tiers have their special features, dangers, and rewards, as you will see in the follow-

ing short descriptions.

Tier Two

This tier offers the most polished look of all. It has smooth, cement floors and a per-

fectly square structure in the center. The central structure, however, is practically car-

peted with the web-like matter that seems all too prevalent in and around alien egg

nests. The RPG launcher and armor are compelling reasons for venturing into the cen-

tral structure. The peripheral power-ups and weapons, which include a devastator and

two atomic health units, are yet another reason why anyone should spend the time

visiting this tier. Tier two, however, is a pig cop stronghold. Take the necessary fire-

power and precautions, should you decide to drop in for a visit.

Tier Three

Characterized by a rocky, jagged architecture, this tier is perhaps the most vicious of

them all. Tier three is a veritable octabrain spawning ground. If you like using the

shrinker, consider entering tier three to grab two crystals. Battling the herds of
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octabrains inside the courtyard isn't always wise. You will be better off drawing the

octabrains to chase you into the periphery, where you can more neatly pluck them off

in the air, without being overcome on all sides.

(OV£RT DETAIL)

The secrets in Tier Drop aren't exactly top secrets, and finding them is not exactly

rocket science. Table 6.19 catalogs the secrets, such as they are.

TABLE 6.19: THE SECRETS IN TIER DROP
AREA IN LEVEL

Alpha comer

SECRET ITEMS

shotgun

HOW TO GET IT

Push against the steel panel.

devastator ammo (2 cases)

Beta comer shrinker crystals (2)

shotgun

ripper chaingun

ammo (2 coses)

Push against the steel ponel.

Push against the steel panel.Delta comer

Gamma comer

freezethrower charge

pipe bomb case

shotgun shells (3 cases)

RPG ammo (2 cases)

Push against the steel panel.

FREEUIfly

Life at the end of Freeway is about to begin for you. You obviously decided to explore

the secret exit in Hotel Hell, and you found it near a manhole cover Now you're about

to emerge out of the drain tunnel into Freeway. This former piece of civilization is built

around intersecting roadways. A wide underpass runs east and west. The even wider

overpass runs north and south. Surrounding buildings, tunnels, and other chambers

offer ample opportunity for exploration. Just don't expect any type of courtesy or road-

side manners from the aliens along this Freeway.

The path to the exit in Freeway is fairly straightforward, but you must pay a heavy

toll to get there. Everyone you meet along this "Freeway " wants not just a piece of the

action but a piece of you. With scores of sentry drones, pig cops, RPVs, enforcers, and

even a few Battlelord Sentries, you are easily stretched to your limits. How well you
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fare in Freeway depends largely on how well equipped you

are when you enter.

Even if your arsenal is measly at the beginning, there

are some good spoils along the roads. Your route in

Freeway takes you to the overpass. There, you must climb

into an apartment on the east side to grab the blue key-

card. Then you will be able to penetrate a compression

chamber of sorts, where the red keycard is found. It

sounds simple and it would be, were it not for the possi-

bility of becoming a road-side casualty at any moment.

fllAP$ flRD ROUTE

Don't count on the kindness of strangers to give you directions in Freeway. Rely on

Figures 6.29 and 6.30 to get your bearings.

THE GOOD)

The spoils in Freeway are catalogued in Table 6.20.

TABLE 6.20:
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Compressior
Chamber

Underpos

To the Dork
Underpass

Entry

FIGURE 629 Plon o route and stick to it, if you wont to reach your destination in Freeway
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Freezethrower

Steroids ^^«>''

Pipe

'

Shotgun\ Bombs^

V

Freezethrower
Ammo

Ripper Choingun

RPG
Launcher

FIGURE 6.30: Perhaps the most difficult items to obtain are the two you need the most in

Freeway, the blue and red keycards.
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In the Drain Tunnel

1

.

Collect some weapons and power-ups, and overcome a few

octabrains. Look behind you to grab a shotgun and some shells. If you

have a pipe bomb or an RPG launcher, blow a hole at the end of the tun-

nel to uncover an atomic health unit and RPG ammo. Then start heading

eastward.

2. Head east and pummel the octabrains. As you start heading east, three

octabrains will try to stop you from reaching the end of the tunnel,

where you can collect an RPG launcher. Besides the octabrains, a sentry

drone also patrols the east side of the tunnel, if you don't have a heavier

weapon, rely on the shotgun and your strafing to open yourself a path

past the serrated teeth of the octabrains.

3. Blow a hole in the tunnel. Take your RPG launcher and point it toward

the crack along the north side of the tunnel. Punch a hole right through

the tunnel where you can crawl out and face the action in the dark

underpass.

In the Dark Underpatf

1. Get a devastator and an atomic health unit. With your shotgun leading

the way, come out of the tunnel slowly. Look for the glowing red eyes of

the pig cops across the underpass, and fire with impunity. If necessary,

fall back into the tunnel to avoid diving sentry drones and a couple of

roving RPVs. When the moment is opportune, dash across the way to

grab a devastator by the trash can. Kick the trash can to uncover an

atomic health unit.

2. Reach the east side of the underpass. Use the devastator you iust

scored to open a path up to the east side of the underpass. Grab the

shells behind the wooden crate, and then hop on top of it to take the

RPG ammo.

3. Cut a path through the narrow alleyway to reach the overpass. Climb

along the narrow walkway at the east end of the overpass, and follow it

as it turns north.
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On the Overpaf f

1 . Hold your position for a while. If

you were to rush out onto the over-

pass, you would be immediately

greeted by a group of enforcers and

a Battlelord Sentry. Your odds go

dramatically down whenever you

face the speedy enforcers and the

firepower of the Battlelord Sentry in

open spaces. Peek out of the alley-

way enough to attract the attention

of the enforcers, who will come

pouncing after you in seconds.

Sidestep behind the wall for protec-

tion, and then sidestep and fire your

single shell shots at the encroaching

enforcers.

2. Deal with the Battlelord Sentry.

Come out of the alleyway to get a

good angle at the slower moving the

Battlelord Sentry at the south end of

the overpass. If you can get off

three to five RPGs and avoid the

incoming fire, the Battlelord Sentry

will not be a factor any longer.

UIHRU RG
The alleyway is mined. Be

ready to back out as soon as you

turn north and take a couple of

steps. The pig cops patrolling the

alleyway will die in all likelihood,

but you don't have to suffer the

same fate.

Although you can explore

another chamber behind the place

where you found the blue keycord,

you should contemplate whether

it's a wise idea. You con blow a

hole in the wall behind the blue

keycord to reach a chamber that

holds one ripper chaingun and a

freezethrower charge. However, the

second you cross inside the cham-

ber, two Battlelord Sentries will

appear out of nowhere on the over-

pass below.

3. Climb the downed building and get

a jetpack. Dash across the street to take the devastator ammo. Then hop

on top of the downed building at the north end. What will seem like a

cloud of drones hovering over the building will suddenly focus on you. If

necessary, you can run back into the alleyway for protection. Eventually,

drop into the gaping hole in the middle of the leaning building. Fight off

the single enforcer below, and then grab the jetpack and shells before hov-

ering out of the downed building.
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4. Hover over to the apartment on the east side. Take out the enforcers as

you drop in from the skies. Explore the room to take the blue keycard

along the east side of the apartment. Also, take a moment to explore all

the goods to be had in the apartment. There is a case of pipe bombs on

top of the soda machine and two cases of devastator ammo behind the

bookshelf under the slanted portion of the ceiling.

5. Hover back to the street level. Use the blue keycard on the small latch

on the west side of the street. Watch out for the pig cop just behind the

lifting wall. Then climb aboard the small platform, and ride it to the top.

On the Top Floor of the UJpft S'xdQ

1

.

Storm the room with the conveyors. Stepping off of the platform, do

away with the two enforcers, flip the switch that turns off the two con-

veyor belts in this room, and reach the chamber at the north end—other-

wise known as the compression room.

2. Get the red keycard in the compression room. Grab the two cases of

RPG ammo, and then go inside the dark room that is dominated by a

large compression platform capable of flattening any and ever>'thing that

gets caught inside. Fight the enforcers and reach the north side. Lay

down five or six pipe bombs before you use the blue keycard on the

latch to open the steel gate. Then, open the latch, step back, and deto-

nate the bombs. If all goes as expected, every enforcer behind the gate is

no longer a factor Take the blue keycard and get back to the main street.

In the Southern fllkvuiaii

1. Fight off the pig cops behind car 54. As you come near the southern

alleyway, the police car turned on its side will blow up. Behind it, a

squadron of pig cops will come out to shoot and ask questions later If

you have RPG ammo left over, drop a couple of rounds into their tightly

packed group.
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2. Open the last door. Use the red keycard to open the narrow door in the

alleyway. Dispose of the pig cop waiting there. Then open a second door,

and be ready to confront the last two octabrains standing between you

and freedom. If you haven't had a chance to use the shrinker or the

freezethrower, this is the perfect opportunity.

3. Hit the exit switch. Hop over the dead octabrain bodies, break the

glass covering the switch, and then punch it decisively with your

clenched fist.

ADDED ATTRR(TlOn) IH FREEUJAM

The mayhem and destruction in Freeway can escalate even higher if you invite two

Battlelord Sentries to the pany. And how do you do that? All you have to do is enter

the chamber behind the explosive wall in the west side apartment.

flccommodatin? Two Battlelord )(>ntri(>{ on the Overpatt

If a freezethrower charge and a ripper chaingun are enough reasons to enter the cham-

ber behind the blue keycard, then go ahead and blow a hole in the wall and enter the

chamber. Step into the dark chamber, and claim the freezethrower charge and the rip-

per chaingun. The alien growls you will hear almost immediately will let you know
that the guests have arrived. Get out of the dark chamber, and unload a couple of RPGs

on the Battlelord Sentries below. It will be hard for them to hit you where you are.

However, you can't stay in the apartment forever.

Activate your jetpack and hover toward the south. Come down near the end of the

south overpass and jump right through a dark window that leads you into a secret

chamber. You can find protection in this chamber and, at the same time, you will also

have a clear view of the street outside. However, when you first jump inside, you will

have to contend with two enforcers. Take the devastator ammo on the bed, and pum-

mel the Battlelord Sentries outside with a combination of your devastator and RPG
launcher. You can then proceed to use the blue keycard en route to the upstairs west

side apartment.
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Duke nukem's
(ovnotcenti

This section gives you a chance to get up close and personal with the brilliant minds

behind Duke Nukem 3D, and it gives you a brief introduction to the game's map editing

tools and some cheat codes. Not only are the game's principal developers at 3D Realms

talented artists, designers, and programmers, but they, Uke you, are true connoisseurs

of cutting-edge, action-packed games. Chapter 7 provides some interesting insights and

behind-the-scenes admissions by the game's producers and the rest of the development

team. In Chapter 8, George Broussard, president of 3D Realms Entertainment and the

game's executive producer, shares some of the team's sacrifices and tribulations during

the entire development phase. Part III concludes with a brief introduction to the game's

map and art editing tools available with the full version and a comprehensive Ust of the

game's cheat codes.



CHAPTER Duke's (reatort
Give III a Piece
of Their (llind

To say that Duke's creators are a talented group of individuals would

be a gross understatement. Anyone who plays Duke Nukem 3D will

be dazzled by the 3D virtual environment that Duke's architects have

provided in painstaking detail. In Duke Nukem 3D. the level design

and the technical and artistic elements mesh harmoniously in com-

plete synergistic fashion. Besides its technical sophistication, incred-

ibly rich environment, and totally smooth game play, Duke Nukem

3D also boasts a very strong, unique, and rather humorous personal-

ity. This did not happen by accident, and it gives the game an addi-

tional element of appeal (depending on your temperament , of course)

.

Despite being a larger-than-life anlihero. as well as Duke's brashness and apparent

insolence. Duke's motivations are. in the end. most noble. To understand humanity's

unlikely savior a little better, it is necessary to get close to the people who engendered

him. This chapter includes an interview with Scott Miller and George Broussard.

respective presidents of Apogee and .^D Realms Kntertainment. In addition, you will

also get to hear from the creative individuals who focused their energy and gave their

souls to bring Duke from the drawing board into the 3D world of Duke Nukem 3D.
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in^iGHT^ fRomm head wmms
Author's note: I first met Scott Miller and George Broussard in the Summer of 1 995. At

that time. Duke Nukem 3D was in its early developmental stages. In the still impres-

sive, but unrefined version of the Duke Nukem I saw then, Duke had not yet learned to

talk. But even back then, when there were only a handful ofincomplete levels and many
unrealized ideas floating around, it was obvious that Miller, Broussard, and the other

talent at 3D Realms knew they had a winner in the making. Their enthusiasm was con-

tagious: their drive was unquestionable. As the months came and went, I was lucky

enough to see Duke Nukem 3D grow and mature into the Duke we know today.

Just a few days away from releasing the full version. Miller and Broussard were

kind enough to grant me an online interview that I wish to share with you, the player,

who represents the most important variable in thegame equation. For after all, no effort

was spared to present you with a truly wonderful and advanced 3D game, a game that

might well be compared to worthy competitors like DOOM, Dark Forces, and Descent.

Duke Nukem 3D is also a game that stands on its own for its many innovations and

for pushing the boundaries ofPC entertainment to an entirely new realm.

Mendoza: Tell us about the origins oi Duke Nukem 3D.

Miller: The original Duke Nukem game began development in late 1990. Todd

Replogle and I were trying to come up with a new project for Todd to tackle, since he

had just finished a game titled Dark Ages, his third Apogee title. At that time, George

was still six months away from joining Apogee. Todd had come up with a list of name

ideas, and upon hearing "Duke Nukem," I immediately said, "That's the one!" The

idea behind Duke has changed and grown over time, but originally Duke was simply

a modern day, post-nuclear war hero who was sick and tired of the continued collapse

of society under evil intentions.

His first nemeses was Dr. Proton, who tried to take over Los Angeles with an army

of techbots. Although defeated in the original Duke Nukem, Dr. Proton still escaped

and will likely make a return in a future Duke game. From the beginning, Duke was

the kind of hero that was never bothered by the incredible odds against him. In the

first two games you would always see Duke with his shiny smile and can-do attitude.

In Duke Nukem 3D we decided that Duke needed more of an edge, dark shades, and

a tougher attitude; but beyond that he's still the same character he's always been.

Broussard: The original Duke Nukem was an immediate hit. Something about the

character and his attitude struck a nerve with people, even though the first adventure
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was just a side-scrolling EGA game. It became sort of an underground cult hit overnight.

From that point, we knew we had hit something, so we started developing a sequel

about six months later that eventually led to Duke Nukem U (another side scroller) in

late 1993.

Mendoza: How important is the story line in the Duke series? Did you consciously

attempt to provide a thread of continuity with previous installments?

Miller: Despite popular misconceptions, a story is important to us, but in pure

action games it's difficult to integrate an in-depth story without slowing down the

action too much. Duke Nukem 3D picks up just days after Duke Nukem II ends, so we

do provide some continuity.

Broussard: Not to contradict Scott, but "story?" Us? We usually do the story near

the end of the game, but with Duke we actually tried to make it all fit together from

about halfway through the project. The only real continuity to other games is Duke

himself and his unstoppable ego. He is the star of the games and his universe is sec-

ondary. We just tried to flesh Duke out more in the 3D version. Adding the voice char-

acterization helped a lot to bring out more of Dukes personality.

Mendoza: As you developed your Build engine, was Duke considered as a show-

case for the new technology?

Miller: Not really. We originally had four games being developed with the Build

engine (Ruins. Blood, Shadow Wamor, and Duke], and we didn't know which would

be completed first. Even five months before Duke's shareware release, we were still

wondering if we should instead focus on Shadow Warrior and get it out first, but Duke

was slightlv further in front so that's where we focused resources.

Broussard: Although we didn't know it at the time, Duke did become the show-

case for the Build engine. The engine enabled us to be extreme and push all the lim-

its, both in technology and in game design. The team had always done this. Elarly on.

we were doing things with the engine that it wasn't supposed to do, like swimming

underwater and riding around on subway cars. Todd Replogle, the head programmer,

never accepted "no" as an answer and always found a way to implement a weird or

extreme idea.

Mendoza: What sources of inspiration did you draw upon for ideas about level

design or other aesthetic and action components of the game?

Miller: Ideas come from everywhere. We are all big movie fans, and many of us

read comics, novels, etc. So there's no single source that I can point to. It's more like

our collective mind churns out a veritable cornucopia of ideas, many of which wind
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up in the cutting room, so to speak. Our biggest source for ideas are the people we
work with. We try to hire people with creative, twisted minds.

Broussard: Duke Nukem 3D is about unbridled action, little else. So whenever we
design a game, we try to do things that haven't been done before. This leads to stuff

like the movie theaters and topless bars that are in Duke. We decided after already

having over twenty levels done that we wanted a real place for Duke to be, so we

scrapped the early work and started over, building real cities and other seedy places.

So, in essence, the levels themselves inspired a lot of what is in the game. Once we got

started, we just went over the top with everything we did.

Mendoza: Are there inside jokes in the game we can be privy to?

Miller: All the jokes in the game are outside iokes because we want the public to

see them. For example, in one part of the game id Software's offices are blown up, and

Duke says one of his one liners. A lot of people might miss the connection, but we

think more than enough will see the subtle—and completely harmless—jab.

Broussard: We have lots of cracks in the game. Another crack directed at our

friends at id Software occurs in Death Row, when Duke encounters the doomed space

marine. We also had some references to a very famous trial in volume one. We had so

much fun with these references that we decided to go crazy with them in the full game.

There are references to Star Wars, Indiana Jones, The Terminator, Star Trek and many,

many others in the game. They are usually in secret places, so it rewards the person

for poking around the game and exploring.

Mendoza: How would you compare Duke Nukem 3D against other significant

competitors in the 3D action genre [DOOM, Descent, Heretic, and Dark Forces perhaps

being the most notable among the competition)?

Miller: Duke Nukem 3D is innovative in several ways. First, it's the first 3D action

game that has a real character with an interesting personality. Second, the level of

interaction and realism in Duke Nukem 3D far surpasses anything we've seen previ-

ously. And third, it's a game strictly designed for adult players without apologies—we

set out to make an R-rated game with a gritty, real-world feel and attitude.

Broussard: The games you mentioned are stiff competition indeed. But I think

Duke holds his own with any other 3D games, due to his personality and environment.

Personality has a lot to do with it because Duke is a likable guy, and who doesn't want

to become Duke for an hour or so when you play the game? Beyond that, the envi-

ronment is so interactive that it keeps the game interesting and alive. You can blow up

toilets and drink from them, look at yourself in a mirror, turn projectors on or off, blow
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up nearly everything and lots more. There is just so much to do in a game that it tends

to draw you in and iceep you coming back for more. As Duke says, "Come get some."

Mendoza: Will we see another installment of Duke Nukem 3D\ Any forecasts as

to when'

Miller: We will release one or more add-on level packs for Duke Nukem 3D, but

the next big Duke game will have a new cutting-edge engine. I don't expect another

Duke Nukem to be released prior to 1998.

Broussard: We intend on franchising Duke Nukem everywhere. A 3D sequel will

begin in 1 996 when we create a more advanced engine for Duke. Each new Duke game

should shake up the establishment a little. We will tr>' to have some add-on mission

packs for the current game in time for Christmas 1996. In addition to computer prod-

ucts, we've been contacted by everyone from comic book companies to movie studios

to merchandise Duke products, so 1 expect you will see a lot more of Duke in the future.

And I know he'll be glad to hear that. You just can't keep a big ego down.

FIGURE 7 1 George Broussard occepts o Spotlight Award at the 1996 Computer Gome
Developer's Conference
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FIGURE 7.2: The Duke Nukem 3D team. Front row, left to right: Duke Nukem, Doug Wood,

Richard Gray, and Chuck Jones. Middle row (kneeling), left to right: Dirk Jones, Mark Dochtermann,

and Lee Jackson. Standing, left to right: Greg Malone, Stephen Hornback, Todd Replogle, James

Storey, Allen Blum (wearing hat), David Demaret, George Broussard, and Jim Dose.

mnDMijm/nw'snm
Every person who participated in the making of Duke Nukem 3D deserves special

recognition. It was through their sacrifices and efforts that Duke Nukem acquired his

special talents, personality, and, of course, his undeniable good looks. In this section,

Duke Nukem 3D team members were asked a series of questions about their experi-

ences during the game's development and other matters of philosophy and life expe-

riences that contributed to their particular involvement during different stages of

development.

TUEHEAD PROGRAmmER

Todd Replogle, the head programmer, provided some logical insight on the game's

development, from initial conception to final product.
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Mendoza: What were some of the most fun things to program in Duke Nukem 3D,

and why?

Replogle: The fun is in seeing things go BOOM—explosions, flying debris, it's all

a wonderful visual experience.

Mendoza: How many lines of code are there in Duke Nukem 3D. and how long

did it take to write the game-?

Replogle: Approximately 45,000 lines of code over about 2 years.

.Mendoza: What are your plans now that Duke Nukem 3D is released?

Replogle: Seek new adventures in life, and start to work on a better Duke game.

.Mendoza: How did you wind up in the video game business.

Replogle: I got really lucky.

THE mRP D£UGnCRt

Allen Blum Hi and Richard Gray (Levelord), the game's map designers, offered their

experiences during the development of Duke Nukem 3D.

Mendoza: Describe the process for making a map in Duke Nukem 3D.

Blum: There are many places in the world to destroy, so the first thing to do is pick

one. The second thing to do is push the engine till it breaks, and then go to work and

make it playable on slow machines.

Cray: Well, first you have to think of a cool idea for the main theme of the level.

Usually I get my best theme ideas from movies and illustrated books; if it looks cool

to me. then 1 know it will be a cool level.

Ideas for cool sector effects stuff (mov-

ing contraptions, player tricks, etc.) usu-

ally come to me in those twilight times

between sleep and waking up. The

process of actually making the map is

simple, once you have a cool theme. I

always start in 2D mode and build the

basic layout. Then it's off to 3D mode to

do the texturing, sprite placement, etc.

Mendoza: What is your least favorite

thing to do while making a map?

MOURE 7 J Richard Gray (ok a Levelord)
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Blum: I think aligning textures is the worst, it takes so long sometimes. The best

thing is knowing that what I'm doing is going to make people's heart rates triple, and

they will love it and ask for more.

Gray: The hardest thing about developing good maps is building one that is good

for single players (critical path, bad guys-to-goodies balance, flow of game play that

starts off easy and climaxes with near-death action) as well as multiplayers. This may

not be apparent to the common Duke player, but these two objectives often oppose

each other. As a simple example, a good

single player map will be large and offer

lots of places to explore. On the contrary,

a good multiplayer map must be small so

that everyone can find each other quickly.

Mendoza: What is your favorite

map that you designed?

Blum: I think my favorite is volume 1

level 6, the secret map, when you get to

blow up the rocket ship. It was pretty con-

fusing to build, but I love to blow things

up. My current favorite level is Hollywood

Holocaust because everyone in the world

knows that map is the best for DukeMatch.

I know that whenever I play someone on

TEN (Total Entertainment Network) . on

Local Network, or over Modem, everyone

knows this map and is ready for me. Then

I kick their butt!

Gray: Well, my best is Fahrenheit in

volume 3 of the game. My all-time favorite,

though, was done by Allen and is one that

no one will see until we do a bonus pack.

It is the best DukeMatch level. What I like

about it is that it had a stronghold where

the person in it had supreme weapon/

health capabilities, but the stronghold had

FIGURE 7.4: Chuck Jones takes Q breather.

FIGURE 7.5: Dirk Jones hard at work.
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a few weaknesses that the other players could use to approach and, hopefully, become

the next king of the castle. I really like sieges. I guess.

TH£ ARThT(

Duke Nukeni 3D's artists. Dirk Jones (no relation to Chuck Jones). Stephen

Hornback, and Chuck Jones (no relation to Bugs Bunny's creator) provided the fol-

lowing insights on their roles within the design team.

Mendoza: What type of art did you do for Duke Nukem 3D?

C. Jones: 1 did the character designing. Most started on paper or in my head. I built

and textured the characters. 1 also animated them: dying, flying, attacking, and shoot-

ing. I was also able to do the small cinematics; I'm looking forward to doing more. I'm

a one-stop monster shop!

D. Jones: As with all the pixel artists, I did art that covered the range from weapons

to backgrounds. From the small [elements) (like the 8 x 8 pool bails) to the large (like

the 256 X 300 night sky backdrop) , the requirements of the artwork covered a large range

of sizes. I also did some clean up and retouching of some of the rendered artwork.

Hornback: 1 did a combination of several types of art for Z)JiA:t' Nukem 31

1

1 devel-

oped explosions and special effects, individual sprites (like the scuba gear), the back-

drops, weapons, doors, walls, ceilings, floors, etc. 1 really enjoyed all the varietv of art

that 1 worked on.

Mendoza: What is some of your favorite art that is in the game?

C. Jones: I think the cinematics because they were so much fun lo make.

D. Jones: I have a lot of favorite art in the game, but nothing brought me more

pleasure than creating a nice wall or floor tile and seeing the level designers using it

to help build their worlds with it. I also got a kick out of seeing level designers using

tiles in wavs I never intended.

Hornback: My favorite art for the game are some of the bosses and the explosive

battles that result when trying to defeat them. Them gals ain't had neither! (I got to

work on them too— a lot of people at work were envvmg me those weeks!)

Mendoza: What technical, artistic, and personal qualities did you bring to the team?

C. Jones: I brought my artistic ability to Duke and my visualizing power. I have a

gift of seeing what's in mv head and translatmg it to the outside world. My personal

qualities are I like to laugh, and I like seeing other people laugh too. I've also played

games for so long: from D&D to Ogre to Asteroids to Street Fighter.
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D. Jones: This was the first game I have done art for. I had been doing computer

art for a hobby. Though self-taught, I have won some awards for my art work. My art

has a crisp draftsman-Hke look that had to be dirtied up to blend in with the other

artist's work. I also have a very logical and pragmatic mind that helped when we were

discussing game elements as well as when testing Duke Nukem 3D.

Hornback: The technical abilities I lend to the game come from the development

of past games with Apogee and 3D Realms. It's like there's a never-ending learning

curve of new software and new techniques on a daily basis. Then when you apply

your work to a new game engine, you have to learn how the advances in that game
engine affect how I need to develop the art for the game. Having a good understand-

ing of what the creative director and producer have in mind cannot be overempha-

sized. I really try hard to get into their heads, so we're all seeing the same picture.



«

The fllakinv of

Duke Hukem JB

This chapter gives you a behind the scenes look at the making oiDuke

Nukem 3D from the unique perspective of the game's executive pro-

ducer and President of ^D Re.ilms. Coorize Rroiiss.ud lust how many

gallons of blood and sweat were poured into the making of Duke

Nukem 3D is something we may not be able to quantify. But the results

are self evident and don't need belaboring.

inTHEBEGinninG

The project's concept began near the end of 1993. Scott Miller (my partner at 3D Realms).

Todd Replogle (Duke's programmer extraordinaire). Allen Blum, and I all knew that we

were going to make a 3D version of Duke Nukem. who had already appeared in two pre-

vious side-scrolling games we had made. What we needed was an engine.

Around the end of 1993. we hired Ken Silverman, who wrote the Build engine and

all its tools. We knew at once we had found a 3D engine worthy of Duke and began

early design on the game before the engine was even done. Todd and Ken worked out

early engine probleins. and we all pitched in with an endless list of features we wanted

Ken to add to the engine. At the same time, Allen started making basic maps for Duke

and experimenting. We were all just tr>'ing to get into the tools we had to work with—

which were still several months from completion— to see what kind of game we could

really make. After a few months of experimenting, the engine started to solidify enough

that we could actually start work on a real game, instead of a prototype.
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So we started the real design of

the game . . . well, kind of. The fact

is we were still learning what we

could do with the engine near the

end of 1994. Todd kept coming into

the office with these amazing things

he had done—things like the ability

to swim under water or ride in shut-

tle cars. Up to that point, none of that

stuff had ever been done in a pub-

lished game, so we started to design

around some of Todd and Allen's

wild ideas.

AHCmBLinG THE D£V£LOPni£nT TEflfn

In early 1994, we had reached the end of the experimenting and we started to build

the real core team. We realized that

Allen could not do all the maps alone

and brought on Richard Gray, who we

had met onUne. We checked out some

of his DOOM WAD'S and saw that he

had the skills we were looking for in

a level designer. In addition to

Stephen Homback (our sole artist at

that point), we hired Dirk Jones and

James Storey. Then we moved Chuck

Jones (no relation), who had just fin-

ished getting his feet wet on Rise ofthe

Triad, over to the Duke Nukem 3D

project. We also brought on Greg Malone as a producer to help me guide the project

along on a daily basis.

UJorkinv through Delayf and Problomf

A lot of the game was done by mid 1995, and we wanted to release the game around

August. The game could likely have gone out then, but we were not happy with it at
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all— it would have sucked. It controlled weirdly, for instance, and the network code

as well as the modem code needed major overhauling and finishing.

From the start we had decided that Duke would be a very detailed single-player

game, with ver>' realistic settings and places. We didn't want a maze game. Our sec-

ond goal was to design the maps so that they could accommodate multiplayers over

networks and modems. Unfortunately, these two ideas are in direct conflict with each

other, and this presented an endless supply of problems.

For instance, how do you make a map that is large enough and interesting enough

for single players, yet keep it small and light for fast action multiplayers!' Our early

maps were great for single players, but they were way too large for net play (you would

never find the other guy) and they also had frame rates that were way too slow. This

was something that had eluded us until somebody suggested we see how Duke runs

on that old 486 in the corner. To our dismay, the maps ran at less than 8- 10 frames per

second—way below acceptable frame rates for lower-end machines.

We hacked the maps down in size to achieve better multiplayer capability and

also redid lots of architecture to increase the frame

rates. Allen and Richard had these magic numbers

taped to their monitors, so they would always be

reminded of the target frame rate.

October 1995 came fast; we had missed our August

deadline. Then another month rolled by, and the reality

that the game would not be out for Christmas set in.

Nobody went home for the holidays, and everyone stayed

at the office and worked around the clock for a release.

After Christmas, however, things started to look up. An excitement started to build

in the team, as we realized we had finally crossed that hump in game play that sepa-

rates good games from average games. Since about October, we had all been putting

in 10 to 12 hours a day. seven days a week, with little time off for other things. The

game was always "two weeks away" it seemed. Rut now. we smelled blood and started

to see light at the end of the tunnel.

Fini^HinG TH[ rinflL vcRnon

By early January 1996. while there was little to do in the design process, there were

some major bugs in the code to hunt down. We had our eyes on early February for a

release of the shareware version, so while Todd tracked down the bugs, we played the

game over and over. We used the time to improve the game in every area we could.

We added more speech to Duke's ever growing personality and used the lime to add
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After a couple of weeks of testing we were ready to release the shareware version,

which we did in early February. The response almost knocked us over. Everyone was

playing the game and talking about it, and the game seemed to be an overnight hit,

albeit a two-year overnight hit.

This was all great, except that we had spent the last four months focusing on six

shareware levels. Now we had to finish the entire game with 22 new levels, and we

had to do it by mid-April. We worked around the clock from that point onward.

Fortunately, at that point the team was so finely tuned that we had the process down

to a science. After the first six levels of volume two were done in a little over a week,

we breathed a little easier. The whole process became like an assembly line. We just

did the work like tireless cogs in a giant machine.

Th(> Final Pufh

Early April rolled around and the game was very close, but we seemed to be stuck in

the proverbial two-week mode again. Tension was high and Todd had shattered his

third keyboard by now. We just wanted to finish the game so we could all collapse and

die. Finally we got to final testing day, around April 1 5th. This is the day that if we test

for 12 hours or so and find nothing, we will burn

a CD and ship it off for duplication. Between us

all, we had played the game at least four million

times by now, so we knew it was pretty stable.

However, at the end of the day, we found enough

little things to warrant another full day of testing.

After another full day of testing, we would

find some items and back to final testing we
would go. This happened three or four times, and

each day it seemed like the game would be done.

Each day that it wasn't, we would get four hours sleep and start over. About the fifth

day of this, we were totally burned out. Finally, we did test the game heavily one more

time and found nothing wrong; so about 7 a.m. on April 19 we decided to stop testing.

We left the code on Joe Siegler's desk for a CD-ROM to be burned, and we all went

home to sleep.

It was an exhausting five- or six-month process to finish the game, but I wouldn't

trade it for anything. Finishing Duke Nukem 3D was the very definition of teamwork.

The Duke Nukem 3D team thanks you for buying this book and the game and promises

to return in the next Duke Nukem 3D game, which will be starting production some-

time in 1996.
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This chcipter provides a brief introduction on using Build to modify or

create level maps; its counterpart, Artedit, for modifying the game's

art elements; and cheat codes that allow you to play the game with

immortality, so you can delve even deeper into the world of Duke

Nukem 3D— if you dare!

moDifyinG level mn
The makers of Pake Nukcm jiP at ?>D Realms want you to have fun. Thafs the pri-

mary' reason why they breathed life mto Duke Nukem .^D. Taking fun one step further,

they would like you to be the master of your own gaming environment. That is why

?>D Realms includes two programs Build and Edit Art. This chapter describes briefly

Build and tdit Art and provides some basic information for getting started with these

programs.

UJUflT h BUILD?

Think of Build as a design or modeling tool that lets vou create brand new Duke Nukem

3n levels, essentially by modifying existing ones. Build is the front-end to 3D Realms"

acclaimed Build engine, the powerhouse behind Duke Nukem .^D. This same engine

will soon be deployed in upcoming games from .^D Realms, including S/indou' Wamor
and Bhxxi.

While Build will appeal mostly to those with moa* than a passing interest in pro

gramming and level design, if you have the patience and detiication. use Build to create
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your own levels and share them with your friends, or upload them for other dedicated

Nukem gamers. Build lets you work in both 2D (top-down) and 3D views. The 2D view

is ideal for laying out a level, which is composed mainly of walls, ceilings, and floors.

Use this view to create sectors and other level divisions. The 3D view is better suited for

working with textures and bitmaps. It lets you see your creations and changes immedi-

ately in real time. Although modifying levels can become quite complex, rudimentary

adjustments, such as raising or lowering a wall, are fairly simple, as are other seemingly

complex level design operations.

What If Edit Art?

Artedit is a useful program for viewing, importing, and altering the game's bitmap

images. Although Artedit can be used as a stand-alone utility, it is typically called from

Build whenever you press V to view the existing tiles for any given level.

UnnG BUILD

Like all disciplines and fine arts, level-building might take a while to master. But those

who feel the call will find that, after some practice, the Build tool is extremely useful

and fun. Maybe your creations will not hold a candle to the Eiffel Tower or the Roman

Coliseum, but you might yet surprise yourself and gain the admiration of your friends.

The 3D Realms CD-ROM containing the full version of the game has an extensive

help file, called BUILDHLP, that covers the fundamentals and some advanced tech-

niques for using Build. It walks you through the first steps in creating a sector and then

it builds from that point. Although you will definitely need assistance from the help

file to get started with Build, nothing will stop you from discovering the joy of build-

ing levels from scratch or modifying existing levels once you are familiar with the tool.

Read Build's help file, and follow some of the examples to begin. And, remember, 3D

Realms is always looking for good talent.

Dmnm/nwmm ams
Even the most daring players might need a little bit of help from time to time. That is why

3D Realms provides the cheat codes for the game. After all, why allow your frustration
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level to interfere with your fun. Like all good things, use the cheat codes sparingly. Save

them for those moments when you really need them. Just keep in mind that some cheat

codes really don't have a tremendously beneficial effect. They simply cause amusing mes-

sages to appear or some interesting effects. To use the cheat codes, simply type the appro-

priate characters as you are playing a level. To turn off a cheat code, simply type the code

a second time. Table 9. 1 lists the various cheat codes you can use when playing Duke

Nukem 3D.

TABLE 9.1: THE DUKE NUKEM 30 CHEAT CODES
CHEAT CODE

DNKROZ
(orDNCORNHOUO)

DNVIEW

DNCASHMAN

DNBETA

DNALLEN

EFFECT

This code puts you in God mode In God mode, you ore in effect

completely invulnerable and con face off opponents witfiout fear

and danger of losing your life Your health status will remain at o

constant 100 percent the entire time

DNSTUFF
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Installation
and (etup

mmimDmnm/nw
Installing Duke Nukem 3D on your system is very easy. Whether you

are installing the shareware or the full version, all you have to do is run

the Install program and then simply follow the on-screen instructions

and respond to a few prompts. The Install program anticipates the most

common settings and makes default decisions that you can override.

If you have the full version ol Duke Nukem 3D, insert the CD-ROM into vour CD-ROM

drive. If you downloaded the shareware version, access the directors' where the Duke

Nukem 3D files are stored. Then, follow these instructions:

At the DOS prompt for the appropriate drive and directory, type install

and press Enter. If you are installing the full version, the program will

prompt you to select the game to be installed. If you are installing the

shareware version, you will be prompted for a destination directory

(folder) where Duke Nukem 3D should be installed.

if vou are mstalling the full version, select Duke Nukem 3D and press

Enter. (You can install any of the other shareware games later by follow-

ing essentiallv the same steps.) Then tvpe the letter for the drive where

the game will be installed and press Enter. The program will suggest

DUKE3D as the directory where the game will be stored. Accept this

default, or, if you wish, specify another directory or subdirectory.
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The install program will begin copy-

ing the necessary files to the direc-

tory for the game. The process will

take approximately eight minutes.

When the installation is complete,

you will see the confirmation.

3. Press any key to continue with the

set-up procedure.

Refer to the next procedure to set up Duke

Nukem 3D for your system's components.

If you experience any prob-

lems after installing the game,

refer to the extensive troubleshoot-

ing section in the DUKEHLP file.

Most problems are addressed

and can be resolved by following

the short instructions in this

information-pocked file.

UTTinC HV DUk£nUk£/n )D

You can run the setup procedure immediately

after you install the game or any time later.

When you install the full version, the Install

program runs the setup procedure automat-

ically. When you are ready to set up Duke

Nukem 3D, access the directory for the game.

Then follow these steps:

To postpone the set-up pro-

cedure, press the Esc key.

1. Type setup and press Enter. The initial setup Main Menu is displayed

(see Figure A.l).

2. Use the arrow keys to select the option you want to adjust and press

Enter. Depending on the option you choose, the program will present

you with related screens so you can make the appropriate selections.

(ound (etup

If you choose Sound Setup, you will see another screen where you can choose the var-

ious sound settings for your system.
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Main Menu

Current Filename ( DUKE3D.CFG )

Screen Setup
Controller Setup
Network Game
Modem Game
Serial Game
TEN Game
See The Duke Nukem 3D Help File
Select User Level
Change Setup Filename
Save and launch Duke Nukem 3D

Esc Exits ti Move Selects

FIGURE A 1 The setup Mom Menu lets you choose several options to adjust for your system.

To set up your system's sound card so you can hear the game's sound effects, do

the following:

1. Select Choose Sound FX Card nnd press Enter. Another screen will show

you the available options.

2. After you choose your sound card, you can also adiust its various set-

tings. Figure A. 2. for example, shows the adjustments you can make for

a Sound Blaster card.

Other options you can adjust for your sound card include:

Number of mixing voices

8- or Kvbit mixing

Mixing rate
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Sound Blaster Configuration
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TABLE A.I: SETUP OPTIONS
OPTION

Network Game

Modem Game

Serial Game

TEN Game

See the Duke

Nukem 3D Help File

Select User Level

DESCRIPTION

This option lets you set up ond run multiplayer gomes over networks

using the IPX protocol.

This option lets you run multiplayer games over your modem.

This option lets you run multiplayer games with two computers

linked through o null modem adopter

This option lets you dial up the Total Entertoinment Network, so you

con ploy multiplayer games over the Internet.

This option lets you display the extensive help file that comes with

Duke Nukem 3D

This option lets you start a gome using a level designed by you or

another third party.

Change Setup Filename This option lets you rename the setup file so you con use a second

setup file that contains different settings.

Save and launch

Duke Nukem 3D
Use this option to sove any adjustments you hove mode and to start

a new Duke Nukem 3D gome.
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Tips and
Online R(»$ource(

Multiplayer modes include games over an IPX network, modem

games, and games over computers that are serially connected. Up to

four players can play over a network with the shareware version. The

full version allows up to eight players. This appendix does not cover

the instructions for launching multiplayer matches. That information

is covered extensively in Duke Nukem 3D's DN3DHLP file. Instead,

this appendix covers a few tips for making you a fearsome adversary

in DukeMatch games or a better teammate in Co-Op play.

GERERflL fllULTIPLflyCR WS
(onriGURATionTiP)

One of the most important aspects of play actually occurs before the game is ever

started. Selecting a configuration that is both comfortable and well thought out is para-

mount to playing well. For the keyboard, assign commonly used functions to keys that

are close to one another.

It's important in combat to not take your eyes off the screen when you want to

change from one weapon to another or to activate the steroids before making a hasty

escape. Doing so means losing sight of your opponent, which could possibly lead to

the ultimate loss—the battle itself. By clumping functions next to one another, your
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Author's Note The multi-

player tips in this appendix were

excerpted from material submitted

by Steven Blackburn, Vice President

of operations and 3D Realm's

reigning Duke champ.

fingers can quickly move off your home i<eys

and onto others, then quickly reposition them-

selves without ever having to look down. TYy

this technique with your favorite weapons.

Your opponent will be amazed at how quickly

you can switch between them while remaining

in action.

Another useful configuration trick is to

double assign keys and buttons. When in bat-

tle, you may think it is a good idea to get the

medkit into action as your health dips below

100 percent. The last thing you want to do. however, is move your fingers off your

main control keys to rejuvenate your health. Chances are. your opponent will take

advantage of this short pause to end your life before you have a chance to increase it.

A better choice is to double assign keys that are normally used in battle like strafe,

jump, or crouch to also include activating the medkit. You can even repeat the assign-

ment of the same function across several keys to make sure you don't miss it when it

really counts. For example, while you're dancing around your opponent, you're auto-

matically activating your portable medkit (if it's in your inventon) without having to

remember or move your hands around the keyboard. You can use this same technique

for other functions, such as opening doors, using NVG. etc.

(OniROLLCR JWS

Now that you've got the configuration set up. it's time for practice. There are many

good keyboard-only players, but the excellent players always use the mouse. With the

mouse, you get a greater level of precision and rotational speed that just can't be

matched by the keyboard. The down side is the learning curve. Chances are for the

first few days of mouse use you'll do more damage to yourself than good. Then, with

a little persistence, a breakthrough is achieved.

Use the mouse to run. turn, and fire. If you have a three-button mouse, you can

even assign one of the buttons to mouse aiming, which is useful for knocking your

aggressors out of their hiding places aluwe and below you. Leave the strafing to your

other hand by assigning left and right strafing to the keyboard. To become proficient

at this two-handed maneuver, stand at one end of a long street, such as the one in

Episode 1 . Fiollywood Holocaust. Tlirn on the crosshair, and aim at a fixed point at the

opposite end of the street. Now start running forward and, while keeping the crosshair
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on the target, begin strafing to the left and then the right. This left-right motion will

later be used to dodge your opponents' RPGs, while sending your own forget-me-nots

in return.

Another good exercise is to find a stationary object that is open on all sides. Keep

your crosshair glued on the object and begin strafing to the left or right, completely

encircling it. With a little practice, these maneuvers will become simple techniques

that you'll employ in every battle.

TIP) FOR BATTLE

With boot camp behind you, it's time to march into battle. To help you FNGs (Freakin'

New Guys) live for more than a few seconds, here are some tips that will help you to

be more than someone else's chew toy:

Exercise caution when entering areas that cannot be seen before reach-

ing the entry point. If you make a habit of charging into places full speed

ahead, you may run headlong into a web of laser trip bombs or perhaps

a nest of pipe bombs. Some players are more direct: They'll just camp

out in a certain vantage spot and launch a salvo of RPGs at you when

you unexpectedly dash in.

If you find that you're opponent's

play strategy resembles a scene out

of TYue Grit, begin wallpapering the

walls with laser trip bombs. First

choose the ideal spot; blind corners

and places that you have to jump

up or down to are best. Now start

setting traps. Place the laser trip

bombs high and low and fairly close

to one another. All it takes is for

just one to be triggered and the

entire lot will blow in a chain reac-

tion. The beauty of laser trip bombs is that they remember who set

them. If you set a bomb and are subsequently killed, you will still get

credit for a kill if your opponent is unfortunate enough to stumble into

If you're unsure that some-

one is awaiting your arrival just

around the corner, use the peek-a-

boo trick. Stop short just shy of on

entrance or corner and peek into the

room by using the Insert and Delete

keys. Quickly strafing into and out of

the area to draw enemy fire is also a

safe and effective maneuver.
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one. Just remember where you set them. Forgetting could lead to a

rather embarrassing loss of a frag.

Never stop moving. Don't be a sitting duck for chaingun fire; instead,

evade damage by strafing, jumping, and flying. Quick erratic movements

work best. If you're running low on health, try to pick up health items

while you continue battle. Remember to keep your aim fixed on the

enemy!

When using the RPG launcher, ifs not always necessar>' to directly hit

your opponent to hurt him. If you can't seem to hit a player, aim at a

wall or other object very close to your opponent. The concussion from

the explosion will deal a lot of damage.

Don't stand next to walls or objects when being fired upon by RPGs.

Stay in open areas to prevent your aggressor from knocking precious

chucks of health off of you from indirect hits. Force your opponent to

make a direct hit.

Use NVG in dark areas. In areas where you can control the lighting, a

good technique is to turn the lights off and activate your goggles.

Hopefully your opponent will stumble into the area without them, giving

you a chance for an easy kill.

When in trouble, retreat! Don't be afraid to run and fight another time. If

you're taking heavv damage, make a fast retreat, and replenish your

health as quickly as safety will permit. If someone is hot on your tail,

zigzag left and right, jump, repeatedly activate your holoduke. and

sharply turn and hide around corners until your opponent runs past you.

Then quickly backtrack the same path that led you there, while your

opponent tries to figure out where you went. If outside, you can also jet-

pack straight up and very high to a point that is out of sight of your

opponent. If you have pipe bombs, drop them as vou run. and tr>' to

time the detonation to coincide with your opponent reaching the same

spot. It's very rewarding to kill your opponent, who definitely has the

upper hand on you. by cleverly using this tactic.
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Shut up and listen. You can easily get a bead on your opponents by lis-

tening to what they are doing. You may recognize certain sounds: a par-

ticular door opening, an elevator in motion, the bubbling sound of some-

one swimming, the "Ohhh" heard as someone takes damage jumping out

of a high window, or the "Ahhh" made when the portable medkit is used

to replenish health. These sounds will tip you off to your opponent's

location. If you run there in a hurry, you may be able to catch him unex-

pectedly, leaving your opponent amazed at your ability to always show

up at the same place he does. Turning off ambient sounds, music, and

Duke talk may help you to hear better.

Teleporters not only teleport people, they also teleport certain weapons

and projectiles. Throw pipe bombs or shoot RPGs through teleporters

before entering them. If someone is standing on the other side, you'll

clear the way with your little surprise.

Don't stand in front of teleporters! If you know the teleporter trick men-

tioned previously, chances are so does someone else. If you engage in

battle through the teleporters, always stand to the side and fire away.

Each level has its own set of respawning points. These are particular

areas in a map where a player will respawn after dying. Once you do

your opponent in, run to the closest respawning points. If you're lucky

and the opponent is there, his handgun and lack of shields and extra

health will be no match against your chaingun, shrinker, shotgun, devas-

tator, or RPG launcher.

If you just fought a grueling battle that left you holding the short end of

the stick, but conveniently find yourself respawned near your opponent,

don't be afraid to open up on the opponent with the handgun, especially

at longer ranges. If you did a lot of damage to him in the previous battle,

pumping a number of handgun rounds into his tattered body will quickly

do him in.

If you just fought a winning battle that left you barely alive, stay away

from the respawning points and seek out health.
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Get into your opponents' heads. Part of being a good player is learning

how to intimidate your opponents. Anticipate their moves, take shortcuts

to head them off, mesmerize them with unbelievable moves and control,

and, when you put them to rest, give them a few Remote Ridicules to

think about. You can get opponents so rattled and jumpy that they'll end

up fraggin' themselves every time they see you coming.

Use the old bait-and-switch technique. You can usually pull this off only

once or twice a game, but when it works, it's beautiful. Pretend to only

be in possession of less damaging weapons by firing off a few rounds

then retreating with your opponent in pursuit. Run to an area that will

provide temporary protection from return shots, do a 180-degree turn,

switch to your money weapon, and wait. As soon as your opponent

enters the area, let him have it. The pleasure experienced from knowing

that your opponent was just made a sucker is second to none.

When possible, always enter into battle with 200 percent health, 100 per-

cent shields and the portable medkit. With these levels, you will survive

even a direct shot with an RPG once. Between two equally skilled play-

ers equipped with the same weapon, the results of a battle are often

determined by nothing more than who entered into it with the most

health and shields. Learn where health is distributed, especially atomic

health units, as well as shields and medkits. After your opponents barely

escape battle with heavy damage, run to the health caches and try to

catch them as they attempt to repair their damage.

When the respawn indicators are on, pay close attention to them. If

they're red and spinning slowly, clear the area— it's not worth the wait.

If they are green and spinning quickly, payday is near: stick around for

the goodies.

Dead men don't tell tales, but they sometimes leave nice shiny weapons

behind for the taking. Sometimes when you kill opponents, they give up

one of their weapons. If you see something laying next to the corpse of

what used to be your enemy, run over, pick it up, and use it to your

advantage. And, make sure to thank them for the free RPCs! This is

especially helpful when playing with the No Respawn option.
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'Sj When playing with no respawns, always keep a portable medkit in your

inventory. Once a level has been played for a while, it'll be the only

source of additional health.

CO-OP mODE TIP)

Most Co-Op games eventually degrade into DukeMatch games anyway. But in gen-

eral, just try not to kill the other guy. Also, help your opponents fight battles and never

leave them in a room full of monsters. You may want to separate and send one guy

after a key, while the others clear a path toward a certain part of the level or a door.

OnLinC ROOURCEi

Thousands of Duke Nukem 3D enthusiasts will find extensive support and resources

from various online platforms. Besides the official and established channels, there is

also a growing brew of home-spun Web home pages where users congregate to

exchange useful information.

Here is a short list of the more recognized online resources for Duke Nukem 3D:

' CompuServe. Issue the command Go REALMS.

• America Online. Use the keyword "3D Realms."

' 3D Realms official Web site. Point your browser to www.3drealms.com.

' Software Creations Web BBS. Point your browser to www.swcbbs.com.

In addition, you can also hook up with other Duke Nukem 3D players and issue

or accept multiplayer mode challenges over the Internet.

DUkenukCffi 3D online piny through Tcn

Duke Nukem 3D is also available for multiplayer gaming exclusively on Total

Entertainment Network (TEN). Stop playing Duke Nukem 3D by yourself. You can

play Duke Nukem 3D on the Internet with gamers across the country on TEN. At any
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hour ot the day, there could be dozens of other Duke Nukcn

brutal OukeMatches. Why miss out? If you want to know nK

page at http://www.ten.net. You can also call TEN at 800-8

at questions@ten.net.

The TEN software comes on the full-version Duke Nuh
can install and launcl

selecting TEN game I

To play Duke Nukem 3D on

TEN, you will need Windows 95, a

60Mhz Pentium processor, 8MB
RAM (16MB recommended), a VLB

or PCI SVGA cord, and at least a

14 4KB modem.
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